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INCREASED TAX CREDITS FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO
CANDIDATES FOR THE U.S. SENATE

THURSDAY, MAY 19, 1977

U.S. SENATE,
SucoMmiTrEE ON TAXATION AND

DEnr MANAGEMENT GENERALLY,
OF THE CoMMri-rE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:30 a.m. in room

2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Harry F. Byrd (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Byrd, Jr., of Virginia, Dole, and Pack-
wood.

Senator Byin). The committee will come to order, 9:30 having
arrived. As chairman of the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management Generally, I would like to take this opportunity to wel-
come the witne5es to this day of hearings on S. 1471.

S. 1471, introduced by Senator Bob Packwood of Oregon, provides
a tax credit for contributions for candidates to the U.S. Senate. The
purpose of this bill is to encourage small contributors to give to-
political campaigns. The bill addresses an issue that has significant
implications for our electoral process.

[Tlc committee press release announcing this hearing and the text
of the bill, S. 1471 follows:]

SUsCoMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT ANNOUNCES HEARINGS OR
S. 1471, A BILL TO INCREASE THE TAX CREDIT FOR POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO
CANDIDATES FOR THE U.S. SENATE

Subcommittee Chairman Harry F. Byrd, (I., Va.), announced today that the
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management will hold hearings on May
119, 1077, on S. 1471, a bill to increase the tax credit for contributions to candi-
dates for the United States Senate.

The hearings will begin at 9:30 a.m. in room 2221, Dirksen Senate Office
Building.

S. 1471 provides for an increase in the tax credit for contributions to candi-
dates for the United States Senate to 75 percent of the contribution made with
a maximum of $100 in the rase of individual taxpayers and $200 in the case
of married couples filing joint returns. This bill contrasts with other legislation
designed to provide public financing for political campaigns and a prohibition
on private contributions.

Requests to Testify.--Senator Byrd advised that witnesses desiring to testify
during this hearing must submit their requests to MIlchael Stern, Staff Director,
Committee on Finance, 2227 lirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
20510, not later than 12 noon, Friday, May 18, 1977. Witnesses will be notified
as soon as possible after this cutoff date as to whether they are scheduled to
appear. If for some reason the witness is unable to appear as scheduled, he
may file a written statement for the record of the hearing in lieu of a personal
appearance.



Consolidated Testimony.-Senator Byrd also stated that the Committee urges
all witnesses who have a common position or with the same general interest to
consolidate their testimony and designate a single spokesman to present their
common viewpoint orally to the Committee. This procedure will enable the
Committee to receive a wider expression of views than it might otherwise obtain.
All witnesses should exert a maximum effort, taking into account the limited
advance notice, to consolidate and coordinate their statements.

Legislative Reorganization Act.-Senator Byrd stated that the Legislative
Reorganization Act of 1946, as amended, requires all witnesses appearing before
the Committees of Congress "to file in advance written statements of their
proposed testimony, and to limit their oral presentations to brief summaries of
their argument."

Witnesses scheduled to testify must comply with the following rules:
(1) A copy of the statement must be filed by the close of business two days

before the day the witness is scheduled to testify.
(2) All witnesses must include with their written statement a summary of the

principal points included in the statement.
(3) The written statements must be typed on letter-size paper (not legal size)

and at least 75 copies must be submitted by the close of business the day before
the witness is scheduled to testify.

(4) Witnesses are not to read their written statements to the Committee, but
are to confine their ten-minute oral presentations to a summary of the points
Included in the statement.

(5) Not more than 10 minutes will be allowed for oral presentation.
Written Testimony.-Senator Byrd stated that the Committee would be pleased

to receive written testimony from those persons or organizations who wish to
submit statements for the record. Statements submitted for inclusion in the rec-
ord should be typewritten, not more than 25 double-spaced pages in length and
mailed with five copies by Friday, May 20, 1977, to Michael Stern, Staff Director,
Committee on Finance, Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington,
D.C. 20510.

[S. 1471, 95th Cong., 1st sess.]
A BILL To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 with respect to contributions to

candidates for public office
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States

of Amerlca in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. INCREASE IN CREDIT FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO
CANDIDATES FOR THE UNITED STATES SENATE

(a) INCREAsE IN PORTION OF CONTRIBUTIoN CREDITABLE.-Subsection (a) of
section 41 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to general rule for
contributions to candidates for public office) is amended to read as follows:

"(a) GENERAL RULE.-In the case of an individual, there shall be allowed, sub-
ject to the limitations of subsection (b), as a credit against the tax imposed by
this chapter for the taxable year, an amount equal to the sum of-

"(1) one-half of all political contributions (other than those described in
paragraph (2)) and all newsletter fund contributions, and

"(2) 75 percent of the sum of all political contributions to candidates for
nomination for election to the United States Senate or for election thereto,

payment of which Is made by the taxpayer within the taxable year.".
(b) INcREAsE IN MAxIMUM CREDIT LIMrrATIO.-Paragraph (1) of section

41(b) of such Code (relating to maximum credit) is amended-
(1) by striking out "$25" and inserting in lieu thereof "$100",
(2) by striking out "$50" and inserting In lieu thereof "$200", and
(8) by inserting before the period at the end thereof the following: "of

which not more than $25 ($50 in the case of a joint return under section
6013) shall be determined under paragraph (1) of subsection (a)".

(c) DENIAL OF ALTERNATIVE DEDUCTION FOR SENATE CAMPAIGN CONT'RIBU-
TION.-Subsection (a) of section 218 of such Code (relating to allowance of
deduction for contributions to candidates for public office) is amended by in-
serting after "(as defined in section 41(c) (1))" the following: "other than a
political contribution (as so defined) to a candidate for nomination for election
to the United States Senate, or for election thereto.".



(d) EFFEcTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this section apply with re-
spect to taxable years beginning after December 81, 1976.

Senator Byu. We will begin our hearings this morning with the
testimony of the Honorable Donald C. Lubick, Deputy Assistant Sec-
retary of the Treasury for Tax Policy.

Welcome, Mr. Lubick. You may proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD C. LUBICK, DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY FOR TAX POLICY

Mr. Luiice. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. I am
pleased to appear before this committee to present the Treasurfy's
views on S. 1471 which would add to the existing tax credit for politi-
cal contributions, an additional credit for 75 percent of all political
contributions to candidates for nomination or election to the U.S.
Senate up to certain specified maximums.

To understand S. 1471, it is necessary first to describe the tax law
deductions and credits for political contributions under present law
as a base upon which S. 1471 builds.

Under present law, a taxpayer who makes political contributions to
qualified political candidates or committees, whether National, State
or local, may elect to deduct his contributions as an itemized deduc-
tion in arriving at his taxable income, or he may elect to claim a credit
against his tax liability for one-half of his contributions. The maxi-
mum deduction is $100. or $200 in the case of a joint return. The maxi-
mum credit is $25, or $50 in the case of a joint return. The deduction
and credit are mutually exclusive alternatives-the taxpayer must
elect one or the other and may not combine their use.

A taxpayer whose income is taxed in a high marginal bracket woald
find it to his advantage to claim the deduction. At the 70 percent top
bracket, $200 of contribution deductions will give him $140 of tax
reduction. At a 14 percent bracket, $200 of contribution deductions
will give a benefit of only $28. The taxpayer in the 14 percent bracket
would prefer the use of the credit, which would allow $50 of tax
reduction. For $100 of contributions, a taxpayer in the 50 percent
bracket will break even, whether he elects the deduction or the credit,
aside from state income tax factors.

The deduction alternative is available in practice only to a tax-
payer who itemizes his deductions. A taxpayer claiming the standard

,. deduction, which will be 75 percent of all taxpayers, would necessarily
be able to claim only the credit, and would have a maximum tax reduc-
t ion of $50.

For the first year of the credit-or-deduction option, 1972, the per-
centage of voting-age persons making campaign contributions re-
mained at the 12 percent level it was at in 1960 and 1964. For the
1972 Presidential election year, 2.3 percent of all returns claimed the
credit and 1.2 percent claimed the deduction. In 1975, the percentages
were even less: 1.9 percent claimed the credit and less than 1 percent
claimed the deduction.

The estimated revenue loss as a tax expenditure of the present de-
duction and credit is $84 million in a Presidential election year, $74



million in a congressional election year, and $58 million in a year be-
tween national elections.

S. 1471 would add to the existing credit mechanism, but not to the
deduction allowable, in the case of contributions to campaigns for
nomination or election to the United States Senate. It would allow, in
the case of Senate campaigns only, a credit of 75 percent of contribu-
tions, in lieu of the 50 percent limit applicable to contributions
generally.

In the case of Senate contributions, the maximum allowable credit
is raised by $75 above the existing $25 maximum, for a total of $100.
In the case of a joint return, the existing $50 maximum is raised by
$150, for a total of $200. The excess credits over the existing $25 and
$50 are allowable only for contributions to Senate campaigns. The
lower limits -retained-for-other-national office campaigns and for
contributions at the State and local levels.
-Apparently if one uses the new Senate contribution credit, he is

barred from using even the general deduction of $100 for contribu-
tions to other campaigns.

Senator Packwood has stated that S: 1471 was introduced to pro-
vide an alternative to S. 926, which provides for public financing of
Senate campaigns under the existing checkoff system. Under the check-
off system, taxpayers may designate on their tax returns that $1, or
$2 in the case of a joint return, be transferred to a Presidential cam-
paign fund. The fund is distributed to Presidential candidates who
have demonstrated substantial public support.

The checkoff system does not require any outlay of contributions
by a taxpayer; it is, consequently, unlike the credit or deduction in
that it is simply a mechanism to appropriate public financing of cam-
paign expenses.

The Treasury is opposed to S. 1471.
On March 22, 1977, President Carter sent a message to the Congress

which included recommendations on campaign financing. le urged
the extension of the system of financing Presidential campaigns to
congressional campaigns, pointing out that public financing "not only
minimizes even the appearance of obligation to special interest con-
tributors, but also provides an opportunity for qualified persons who
lack funds to seek public office."

He urged that the checkoff system he used to allocate funds neces-
sary to support congressional candidates.

The President set forth four principles which should be part of any
plan of congressional campaign finance:

First, the plan should require that candidates demonstrate substan-
tial public support before they receive public funds to help finance
their campaign. S. 1471 violates this principle. It provides public
financing through a tax expenditure---and the revenue foregone
through the tax credit is as much an expenditure of public funds as a
direct appropriation-to any candidate, however frivolous.

Second, the plan should not provide an excessively low limit on
overall expenditures so as to prevent an adequate presentation of can-
didates and their platform to the people. S. 1471 does not deal with
this problem.

Third, candidates who accept public fnancing should not be placed
at a serious disadvantage in competing with opponents who have ex-



traordinarily abundant private funds. S. 1471 leaves fundraising as
at present, but gives credits for individual contributions. The likely
effect of the tax credit approach of S. 1471 is to give an advantage to
the candidate currently supported by wealthy contributors, without
giving any assurance of adequate overall minimum financing, as does
the checkoff system.

The fourth principle urges public financing of primaries as well as
general elections, and S. 1471 is consistent with this principle.

As drafted, S. 1471 is hopelessly complex, difficult to administer,
and almost totally unworkable as a device to broaden support. Tax-
payers would have to evaluate a general credit, a special senatorial
credit and a deduction. Many taxpayers are now unaware of the tax
incentives in this area. It is unlikely that the two levels of credit and
the option between the two levels of credit versus one level of deduction
would be understood by other than a small group of taxpayers.

This type of complexity impairs any incentive value to the credit.
It increases the windfall effect of the credit, while complicating the
tax return.

I know that Senator Packwood has recognized the illogic of a spe-
cial credit for senatorial campaigns only, and therefore assume that the
question he poses is the more general one of use of the tax system to
subsidize political contributions, versus public financing by direct
appropriations.

More importantly, S. 1471 is undesirable even if broadened to in-
clude all national, state, and local contributions as under present law,
but with an increased limit. As such it would simply subsidize giving
by higher-income taxpayers.

First, converting the credit of S. 1471 to a deduction would not help.
In terms of "one man, one vote, one dollar," it would be highly inequi-
table. For every $100 of contributions, the 70-percent-bracket taxpayer
would buy $70 of subsidy for his candidate. The 14-percent-bracket
taxpayer's same $100 would buy him only $14 of subsidy.

A deduction would enable the higher-income taxpayer to make his
or her contribution more cheaply than a lower-income taxpayer. All
other taxpayers then would subsidize this funding of the high-income
taxpayers' relatively cheap political contribution.

Second, although a credit is more equitable than a deduction, in that
it spreads the tax benefit more evenly, it too operates imperfectly. It is
unavailable to the 19 million eligible low-income voters who pay no
taxes.

A tax credit's incentive effect is diminished in the case of a low-
income taxpayer. Such a taxpayer must pay out the full amount of the
contribution and then wait until his or her tax return is filed to receive
one-half of that amount in return.

In the past, the credit and deduction have been claimed more than
25 times as often by taxpayers with adjusted gross incomes of $20,000
or more as by those with incomes unler $5,000. Yet these higher-
income taxpayers have been only nine times as likely to make politi-
cal contributions as the lowest-income taxpayers. Two experts in the
field of campaign financing have stated, "the tax benefit is just a minor
windfall received for doing what political contributors would do
anyway."

91-439-77 --- 2



Those who have examined the various incentive systems are con-
vinced that the tax credit and especially the deduction are much less
effective and efficient means of public support for political campaigns
than direct expenditures would be.

Instead of spreading the tax benefits to a wide spectrum of candi-
dates, the credit/deduction system encourages contributions to those
who seek th'i first deductible or creditable dollars from a taxpayer.
There is no attempt to spread the tax funds evenly.

No candidate is guaranteed a floor, or a minimum amount, or even a
prorated share of the deduction. The checkoff system assures minimum
support for viable candidates without spending public dollars on
frivolous candidates.

In contrast to the credit and deduction, the checkoff system requires
both a decision on the part of the taxpayer to participate and a demon-
stration of meaningful public support. The current checkoff system
requires candidates for Presidential nomination to collect a mininun
of contributions before they are eligible for matching public funds.

S. 1471 makes no attempt to impose such a requirement.
Those who support the extension of the credit and deduction-in

contrast to the checkoff or another broad-based system-also contend
that a person should not contribute to a fund which will distribute
money to a candidate who may be repugnant to the taxpayer.

This contention ignores the fact that the burden of tax expenditures
is borne by all taxpayers. Political tax credits and deductions are a
form of tax expenditure, shifting the burden of the tax system to
those who do not claim these benefits.

Therefore, under the tax credit and deduction system, more than 96
percent of all taxpayers are subsidizing the slightly over 3 percent
who claim the tax benefits in their choice of candidates.

The supporters of a credit/deduction system also claim it is superior
because it does not require an elaborate enforcement mechanism. In
fact, campaign, contributions are coming under close scrutiny because
of their lack of regulation. Furthermore, the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice is -responsible for enforcing the legitimacy of credits and
deductions.

Complex regulations have been proposed to govern the verification
of contributions and the form of receipts. The IRS must investigate
the activities of political committees to make sure they are within
the permissible limits of the statute. The IRS is introduced into the
business of regulating the expenditure activities of political candi-
dates and committees.

The enforcement mechanisms in the case of credits and deductions
are, at the same time, less effective and less visible than under the
checkoff or any other broader public financing system.

The checkoff-in contrast to the credit/deduction-is being used by
lower-income taxpayers. Surveys by the Twentieth Century Fund and
others indicate that the checkoff plan will continue to gain in pop-
ularity. As it does, these surveys indicate it will be used by persons in
all classes, and in proportion to their numbers in the classes.

Because of the widespread use of the checkoff, and because all tax-
payers contribute the same amount-"one dollar, one taxpayer, one
vote"-the amounts allocated and the number of participants will be
proportionate to each income group's percentage of the population.



In a checkoff system, high-income persons are less than half again
as likely to participate as are low-income persons. Under the credit/
deduction system, high-income contributors participate at a rate three
times that of low-income contributors.

The checkoff system and a direct grant system, therefore, do not
shift the tax burden of campaign contributions to those who tradi-
tionally have not participated in the political process or to low-income
taxpayers, as do the credit and deduction.

I inally, the checkoff and grant are fairer means of accomplishing
the goals of those who favor campaign financing reform, because they
encourage broader participation in the election of public officials and
a lessening of the impact of special interest contributors. The checkoff
and grant provide the necessary funds to encourage the candidacies of
qualified persons who would not otherwise seek public office.

For these reasons, the Treasury Department is opposed to S. 1471.
Senator BYaD. Thank you.
Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKwOOD. Are you seriously contending that a tax credit

system will be more difficult to finance than public financing for a
minimum of 870 House candidates and Senate candidates and what-
ever primary financing we get into?

Mr. LuBIcK. If you look at the regulations proposed by the Treasury
Department and the Internal Revenue Service which are required
under the statute, you find very difficult audit questions that will be
raised by the Intenal Revenue Service. I do not want to compare
ihich is more difficult.

Senator PACKwooD. It took 200 FEC employees to cover 15 pri-
maries, and it is only Governor Shapp who has to pay back money ho
did not know about. You are going to say that is going to be an easier
system? Because that is what you said in here, an easier system to ad-
minister with thousands of candidates.

Mr. LuCnKic. I do not want to say that one is easier than the other.
It is important, however, not to downplay the fact that there are very

significant administrative problems in putting the IRS into regulating
political activities. I do not really think that the IRS is the appropri-
ate agency to determine whethersa political committee is spending its
contributions for purposes that are proper or not.

Senator PACKwooD. They have to administer that now.
Mr. LumCK. I think that causes some very severe difficulties.
Senator PACKWOOD. That is going to continue anyway. All we are

adding is not anything different than expanding the present law.
Mr. LumimcK. I think first of all this is complicated by having several

levels.
Senator PACKWOOD. You have several levels now.
Mr. LuncK. At the present time there is one credit. Under S. 1471

we would have two different types of credit.
Senator PACKwoOD. There is a credit and a deduction now.
Mr. LunCK. Under S. 1471 there would be one credit which is appli-

cable across the board, national, State, and local. Then there would be
one credit limited to Senate-or presumably, if the House went along,
it would be limited to congressional campaigns. You may have two
different credits on one return.



Then the IRS would have to follow the rules as set forth in the
regulations as to whether the candidate qualifies, the committee quali-
fies, whether that committee has expended--

Senator PACKWOOD. The IRS has to do all of that now. We are not
adding anything new.

Mr. LUBcK. That is correct. You are magnifying the problem.
Senator PACKWOOD. Do not add that as a problem of administration;

that already exists.
Mr. LUBICK. As a serious problem, it is something we are going to

.have to take into account in making recommendations.
Senator PACKWOOD. This bill does not change any of that.
Mr. LUICK. By increasing
,Senator PACKWOOD. By increasing the credit.
Mr. LUBICK. The amount, the number.
Senator PACKWOOD. It does not say a political committee is legiti-

mate or qualified.
Mr. uBICK. No, it does not.
Senator PACKWOOD. Let me ask you one other question. You indi-

cated S. 926, the public financing, is a fair method because it spreads
more evenly the rich and the poor in terms of the value of their
contributions. Is it not true that. President Carter's campaign, his con-
tributions from matching funds were substantially more than Con-
gressman Udall's, although Congressman Udall had more contributors,
that his contributors could not afford to give as much as President
Carter's contributors?

Mr. LUBicK. That is correct.
Senator PACKwooo. Does this not really leverage, even under public

financing wealthy contributors, because the Government would match
the larger contributions?

Mr. LTaTRCK. There are limits as to the amount of matching. Under
S. 926, they match only to the extent of $100. Whether that is the
appropriate dollar amount-

Senator PACKWOOD. In the campaign, the average contribution to
Governor Carter in the matching was $41.09, to Congressman Udall
$21.84. Granted it was under $100. Most campaigns are financed on
averages substantially less than that.

Mr. LUmiCK. From the Treasury Department, I do not have the
background to speak for the White House on this. It seems that is
something that could be remedied by changing the limit; the matching
limit.

Nevertheless, some system of public financing and matching cer-
tainly seems to reach a broader spectrum and provide more equity in
the base of support.

Senator PACKWOOD. You are saying the same theory would apply in
terms of contributions to charity, or eleemosynary institutions, to
finance it through Government checkoff instead of encouraging mil-
lions of people to donate ?

Mr. LUBICK. I do not think the analogy to charities is the same. First
of all, you have some difficult constitutional problems involved iiithe
Government supporting a number of charitable organizations, espe-
cially those involved with religion. I do not think we could have direct
appropriations.

Senator PACKWOOD. I think you are not going to have constitutional
problems in S. 926, but assuming the theory is right under a matching
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basis. I assume the churches would take Government handouts and
not violate the freedom of religion, although the church voluntarily
accepted Government money.

Mr. LumncK. I am not a .constitutional expert. I have grave doubts
about that.

Senator PACKwooD. I have no further questions.
Senator BYRD. Senator Long?
Senator LONo. Let me get straight in my mind how the bill the ad-

ministration is recommending would work. How would you provide
aid to candidates in both the primaries and the general elections, or
only to general elections?

Mr. LoUmCo. First of all, I do not think the administration at this
point is recommending S. 926. That is not an administration bill.

The President sent up a message recommending in general, among
his principles, the extension of the checkoff system, but I do not believe
the administration at this time has formulated the specifices of its
plan in this regard.

But S. 926--
Senator LONO. Let us get this straight.
Do I understand, then, that the President is not recommending- any

specific way that funds should be distributed among candidates or
whether it should be in the primary or general elections?

Mr. LUBICK. Specifically one of his principles is that there should
be public financing applicable to primaries as well as general elections.
He has not endorsed a specific bill or made specific legislative recom-
mendation.

He sent up a statement that contained four principles, one of which
is the one you just stated, that public financing should be applicable-
in both primary and general elections.

Senator LoNo. He has not undertaken to say whether everybody
would get it, even the so-called nuisance candidates, or whether it
would apply to all candidates?

Mr. Lumcm. He has stated in his first principle that the plan should
require that candidates demonstrate substantial public support before-
they get public funds to help finance their campaigns. This would safe-
guard against frivolous candidates depleting the present funds avail-
able.

The formula in the last primaries gave us a successful link between
total public funds received and candidates' ability to prove general'
public support in total political contributions.

Senator LONG. I have worked in this area for a long time. I am sure
you know I was able to put the checkoff system on the statute books
as early as 1967.

Mr. LUBICK. I think it was 1966, Senator.
Senator LONG. There was an awful lot of fighting about it back at

that time, and it does make a difference. In my judgment, if that had
remained the law at the time that we passed it, Hubert Humphrey
would have been elected President in the succeeding election rather
than Mr. Nixon. I say that because Mr. Nixon had a great deal more
funding. I think if you take the difference in what the two candidates
had to spend coming down the home stretch, as close as that was,
chances are Mr. Humphrey would have won that race.

I also find myself thinking that that would have made the difference
between Mr. Carter winning and losing, when we finally had the check-



off system in effect in this last round, as close as the race was in a num-
ber of States. That checkoff made quite a difference. Both candidates
had the same amount of financing. I guess it worked out that Mr.
Carter had a little bit more financing because Mr. Ford had some that
lie did not know was there. He did not spend all the money he had. I
am sure that that is a mistake that will not be repeated by his party
the next time.

I have had some doubt as to whether that system, tailored as it is to
a Presidential race, is going to work very well when we try to apply
it to Senatorial campaigns. We worked out, at one time what we
thought might be a proper approach and proposed it. I think we man-
aged to get a majority of the Finance Committee to back such a cam-
paign financing proposal.

It is not so, when the average person votes, it is not at all unusual
for that person to decide his vote, seeking to expres his own, self-
serving interest? In other words, when a person votes for a candidate
does he not oftentimes cast a vote, make a decision with his own inter-
ests at heart?

Mr. Luoicx. I would expect that everybody does. One may regard
the good for the greatest number as his own self-interest; another may
feel that he is voting for a particular candidate because he supports
a particular project he is in favor of, or he may vote against someone
because he feels that person is advocating something that he is against.
Certainly all of these motives are involved.

Senator LONG. I recall when there was a candidate for Governor
of Louisiana who looked people in the eye and said:

If you elect me as Governor you are going to get $50 the first of every month
We will ask you to spend that $50 before the first of the next month. If you
do, the check will be sent to you.

Well, those who heard that campaign commitment and voted for
the man, they were definitely voting to express their own financial
interests, assuming the man was telling the truth.

Oftentimes a person in voting is really voting for his own selfish
interests. It seems to me that that is the beauty of our system, as far
as the economics of it are concerned. We try to arrange it so that each
person serving his own interest is at the same time serving the interest
of society. I have had some doubts about whether, having drafted the
public-financing change and shifted political power in this Govern-
ment by the checkoff system in Presidential races, whether we ought to,
at, this'time, launch ourselves into putting congressional races on the
same basis.

Sometimes I find myself feeling that it would be desirable to see
just how much difference it is going to make. We have the first Presi-
dent that has been elected by the checkoff system. I believe that made
a difference between President Carter's winning and losing. He had
less commitment to anybody for campaign contributions than any
President has ever had. At the same time, I find myself wondering-
and maybe you can help me with this matter-is it not well-considered
what we would like to see achieved by this Gonernment I

In other words, take a look at the Congress. Would you like to see
it more liberal, or would you like to see it more conservative? Which
way would you like to see it go? Which way is it going to go if you
finance these congressional campaigns with public financing?



Mr. LmcK. You want me to answer the first question, as to whether
I see it more liberal or conservative I

Senator LoN. Not which way you would like to see it, but which
way you think it will be, assuming that we finance all candidates
with entirely public financing, all serious candidates.

Do you think that the Congress will be more liberal or conservative ?
Mr. LUmiCK. I am not qualified to answer that question. I came up

here representing the Treasury Department because I do not think
the tax system is a good way to accomplish the objective of financing,
public financing. If the Congress is making a decision that there
should be public funds used in support of candidates, I think the di-
rect approach is a much more effective way to do it than the tax
system.

I have private views on public financing. I am not the spokesman
for the administration in that area. I have not studied it. I do not want
myself held out as an expert in that area.

Senator Loxa. Here is the part that occurs to me about all of this
I think I was the grandfather of the checkoff system. I had some help
from the fine people on this committee staff who did a lot of the work
on the details. I had good support from people like Henry Fowler in
the Treasury, even Lyndon Johnson, President of the United States.
I appreciate all of that help, because I think we did a good thing for
the country. When we were fighting that battle and had a long fili-
buster, I can recall a time when I was not mustering a single Republi-
can vote, and I think I can understand why.

From my point of view, if that provision passed, that was going to
increase the Democrats' chances of defeating the Republicans, and it
did. It was going to tend to make the Government, truly, as you sug-
grest, less res onsive to private campaign contributions. Also, it was
going to mak-e the Government more liberal in terms of voting for
something that conservatives view as socialistic in nature, such as com-
plete national health insurance without any private participation by
any private group.

For those who feel that way about it, it would increase the proba-
bility of those types of measures being enacted. I do not think we can
pretend that we are acting entirely in a vacuum here. When we pass
either one of these bills, I do not care what course you take-it is
going to make a difference in what is going to happen to the Congress.

It sents to me that, there is something out there filling that void
I know there is. I have been involved in a lot of it. I have been held
up in the press perhaps more than anybody else in the Congress be-
cause of my putting it on the line. Common Cause says that some of
there contributions get so big that there is no difference between a
contribution and a bribe; and we have clone a lot to move toward
smaller campaign contributions.

ask you, is it realistic to pretend that we cannot predict about
wla the course is likely to be when we go to the public financing law
ca mpa:gn I

Mr. LImucK. People have perceived views of what the result is going
to be. It may be the Republicans orDemocrats, or vice versa, many
feel one or the other is going to get an edge. Our history has shown
many times, these short-run edges turn out to be long-run
disadvantages.



I do not think anyone can say that Republican candidates with
the benefit of public financing may not be persuasive and eloquent
and persuade Americans to vote for them.

Senator Dor.E. If the Senator would yield, I think the point that
has not been made-at least while I have been here-is what we did
in the last campaign. We allowed organized labor to spend $11 million
on the Carter campaign. Other public interest groups are going to
catch up with that.

Labor tends to jump ahead of business. Sooner or later, if we are
going to have everything publicly financed, we are going to have all
of that money that went into House, Senate, and Presidential races
used in other areas of politics, not directly supporting the candidate.

It seems. to me that it was not the checkoff that may have benefited
Carter, but the fact that labor was turned loose to spend all the
money they smay have otherwise given to Carter; they spent on re-
lated activities, such as-communications, newsletters.

Interest groups last election in the House and Senate race spent
$23 million. If we are going to expand public financing even more, they
are going to spend the $23 million they had given to candidates in
some related activity. There is no doubt in my mind, if there is any
single factor that meant the defeat of President Ford, it was prob-
ably that $11 million that resulted from public financing.

Mr. LunreK. I do not want to participate with this expert group
giving my opinion as to who is responsible for what.

Senator DoLE. The point is, what happens if you free everybody up,
remove all these interests? Do you think labor and business and
others are just going to sit back and take no part in politics?

-fr. Lrmcx. I would hope that everybody would take a part in
politics. S. A26 does preserve-it is not complete public financing-it
does preserve an area for private activity, but it does assure some mni-
mum of financing for all candidates and to that end public financing
does enable at least some minimum chance for all candidates to take
their case to the electorate.

To that extent, it is desirable.
The President's principle is that a candidate, in order to be eligible

for the matching funds, has to command a minimum measure of pub-
lic support. So I think what he is doing is recommending a program
that will assure some balance: at least he is not entirely throwing out
the right of private individuals to participate in the process, but he is
assuring that both sides will have a chance to be heard.

Senator LONo. Let us get to the point that I want to think about,
and I want you to help me think about it. I have not closed my mind to
this thing at all. My mind is open to being convinced one way or the
other about the matter.

I just think we ought to try to look at the whole thing and analyze it
and see where we stand. Is there any doubt in your mind that, at least
in the short run, this proposal will tend to shift both the Democratic
Party and the Republican Party to a more liberal position, that is, more
tothe left?



Mr. LuBICK. I do not think I am prepared to accept that, Senator
Long. I think that the response of the electorate as to whether they
favor more liberal or less liberal candidates is probably influenced by
external events, not the availability of money to participate candidates.

If the public is highly concerned with inflation and its impact on
the economy, they may tend to adopt somewhat more conservative vot-
ing patterns at a particular time; if they are concerned at a particular
time about high unemployment, things like that, I think you might
find in an election year, they may tend to go for those things which are
usually referred to as liberal programs. That word is a very difficult
on.

Senator LoNo. Let us think of the influence of the business com-
munity. I would think that most of the money going into campaigns
right now is coming from the business community. They tend to be the
more successful people in the country..Tfhey are the achievers. They
have done the most and have made a success, at least in the commercial
areas, of their lives.

Is there any doubt in your mind that by going to public financing
we will reduce the influence of that group in this government i

Mr. LIUBICK. I think you will make available to candidates who are
not dependent on support from those sources money that they might
not otherwise have. I am not sure that you will seriously impair the
chance of business to have its views expressed and exert its influence on
candidates.

I have seen business leaders participate with Congressmen who are
from their districts who are very, very liberal when it comes down
to doing things that affect jobs, and I think businesses are responsible
for jobs. I think even the most liberal Congressmen listen to the voice
of those businessmen and are influenced by the responsible positions
that they take.

Senator LoNo. Do you think public financing will increase the
probability of the average incumbent being defeated or increase the
probability of his retaining his seat?

Mr. LUBIcK. Obviously, I think it depends on the amount of public
financing. If there is a relatively low level of spending capacity, I
think the incumbent has a great advantage because of the publicity
that he is able to engender simply by doing his job.

I think the incumbents, most of whom do a good job, normally- are
difficult to defeat in any event.

Senator Loxe. Common Cause seems to be very unhappy about
the fact that a majority of the incumbents in the last go-round, for
example, were returned to office. But analyzing that result over in the
Democratic Campaign Committee, we were not unhappy about that
matter. We look at the candidates that we had who had formidable
opponents, we look at the Republicans that had formidable opponents,
and we discount those whom we think could not have beaten anybody
in a race against a good opponent. It looked to us as though the way it
worked out during the last election for those who had formidable
opponents, the result was overwhelmingly against the incumbents.
Forty percent of those incumbents who faced strong opposition were
not returned.
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If you proceed to discount those fellows who, from the point of
view of politicians, did not know the first thing about how to attract
votes or how to tell the public what they wanted to hear, or how to
have a chance of prevailing, take those people out of it-I am talking
about the retreads from the military and all that kind of thing-then
you have a different picture. Take out those people who were success-
ful in some other endeavor and think they should automatically be
successful in politics. Any good mayor or good State legislator could
beat the socks off of them because they don't know the first thing about
government and seeking public office. It's a pretty specialized endeavor,
by the way.

Look at the people who had formidable opponents, big city mayors
running against them, Governors running against them. Look at
incumbents who ran against a man who had been before the public
in elections and who had developed a good record, from the public's
point of view-a man who knew how to run a campaign. On that
basis, just in the last election, looking at just the senatorial races, the
results were overwhelmingly against the incumbent.

So the question that I ask you is: Would it not be appropriate in
judging a measure of this sort, for us to take a look at how much we
want to weight the scales against the incumbent based upon the way
things are going now?

Mr. LURICK. I think the scales at the present time are in favor of
the incumbent, notwithstanding your reference to the formidable
opponents. The formidable opponents you are talking about are people
who have proven themselves, in the vote-getting arena, anyway; in a
sense,-they are incumbents in a different office. I do not think public
financing or nonpublic financing is going to make much difference.

If you have a person in a particular State wvho has been the Governor
of that State and is running against an incumbent Senator in a
primary, they are both known on a statewide basis, and I do not think
the availability, or lack of availability, of public financing, is going
to be the crucial decision. When you are talking about two formidable
candidates, that, of course, diminishes the advantages of incumbency
because the Governor, in this case, happens to have had a forum to
make himself known and his views known to the voters of that par-
ticular State.

I do not think public financing enters into that one way or the other.
I think at the present time, and even under public financing, the in-
cumbent generally has an advantage simply because of the public
recognition of his name and his activities and the way in which he has
been able to carry out his office. I think, by and large, people tend to
bear those ills they have than fly to others they know not of. That gives
an advantage to incumbents.

Senator Loxo. It seems to me you could have an incumbent that
has a 70-percent approval rate by the people, and if you are going to
have public financing, you will be bringing challengers out of the
woodwork to run against that. fellow because challengers would know
that if they make any kind of showing at all-25 percent of the votes
or even 20 percent-they are going to get Federal funds to pay for
their campaign. You will take some very good incumbents out of
office if you decide to go that route.
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I always had the highest admiration for Congressman Hale Boggs.
He served Louisiana in the House. Other than for a tragic airplane
accident, he ivould be Speaker of the House today. He is one of the
great men in my time. I can recall the election where, after a complete
unknown ran against him in the primary campaign, a well-regarded
campaigner came along and tackled him in the general election. I was
sitting there listening to the returns at midnight when Congressman
Boggs was still behind. -le just squeaked through by a fraction of 1
percent. That is under the existing system.

When we go beyond that and we put public financing in both the
primary campaigns and in the general election, we are going to take
a lot of popular incumbents out of office.

It seems to me that we should look at the consequences of our actions.
Is that not what you are advocating here, what the British have in

effect today?
Mr. LUncK. I am not familiar with the British system.
Senator Loxo. Do you not think you ought to find out ? If what you

are advocating exists elsewhere, should we not profit by the experience
of other people?

Mr. Lvmci. We certainly should. As I indicated to you, my prin-
cipal reason for being here was involving the tax system and the regal
lation of candidates and committees. and getting the IRS involved in
that sort of activity, complicating the tax return and appropriating
public money that way.

Senator Loxo. One other practical matter. When you really get
down to it, what we do about financing campaigns, is that not going
to dictate what the government is going to be like 4. 6, 8, 10 years from
now? And looked at in that light, is not really irrelevant whether
Treasury is going to have some little difficulty writing regulations
and administering it?

I know you speak for the Treasury, but looking at the overall
totality of what is involved in this question, is that not a minor thing
as to whether you are going to need 100 employees or 200 or 300? Is
that not a very minor consideration when you look at the totality of
the impact and what the likelihood of change for better or worse will
be on this Government?

Mr. Lonrx. I think there are a couple of questions. The narrow
question to which you are referring is whether the ta.x system should
be used. I think that there is very serious question whether using the
tax system this way is accomplishing any thing in the area of public
financing.

I think the evidence so far is that it has not had any impact and it
will not have any impact.

I think 200 IRS employees, of course, is an unimportant thing:
involving the Internal Revenue Service in looking at political com-
mittees, into what they should or should not be doing, I think is an
undesirable thing.

Looking at the broad question which I think is the one which you
are addressing, should there be public financing, I think that is one
that Senator Packwood is undoubtedly the most concerned with. It
is a much broader question in his bill, because he stated he was intro-
ducing his bill as a demonstration of an alternative.



I do not want to put words in your mouth. Obviously I cannot. But
I suspect that you are more motivated by your feeling toward what
the problems are with public finance than you are with a particular
little tax credit. Those very broad questions of whether public financ-
ing is going to influence the shape of the Government, I think, are the
important questions. You are perfectly right, and the integrity of the
political process is something that we are all concerned with and it
should be your primary concern.

Those questions, I think, have to be debated on the merits, on public
financing or not public financing, and really, they are not much in-
volved in the context of a tax credit.

Senator LONG. Your answer is what I was trying to get at, that is,
what we do about public financing or the alternatives to it, will have
a great deal to do with what this Government is going to do and what
this economy is going to be 10 years from now. It will have a great
deal to do with the outcome of the elections, the attitude of the candi-

'dates, and with the way they will vote when elected.
Do you agree with that?
Mr. LncK. If public financing does have an impact, and a signifi-

cant impact on the nature of the Representatives that people have in
the Congress, obviously it is going to have a major impact on Govern-
ment. That, of course, is the reason I think the administration is ad-
vocating public financing.

Senator LoG. If you thought that by going to entirely public
financing we were choosing for ourselves 10 years from now what
England has today, would you be advocating it?

Mr. Lrcx. No, sir.
s Senator I.oxo. It seems to me we have to look down the road and

say, when we do all of this, what is likely to be the upshot of it.
Mr. LUBICK. The administration, of course, does not advocate going

entirely to public financing.
Senator LONG. Relative to that is the attitude I take toward wel-

fare. When I came here I was the biggest welfare advocate on Capitol
l1ll. Then I found myself in the sad position of opposing the Presi-
dent's family assistance plan, because I was convinced that you do
people a disservice to pay them for doing absolutely nothing. You tend
to destroy their lives rather than to improve their lives. We ought to
be able to move people into proud, self-reliant endeavors to improve,.
their lives, trying to encourage them to do the right kinds of things,
to set the right kinds of patterns for their children, rather than just
encouraging them to sit there and not use their resources for their own
advantage, or to set an example for their children and improve their
comnmunitv and themselves.

I am a little bit troubled about the public financing of congressional
campaigns. I am afraid that. although our intentions are good, the
results might be something far different than what we hoped for. The
Supreme Court's decisions on law and order-each voted on bv honest
people doing the best they could to try to make the Constitution live
and breathe and move forward and inspire people to better things-
are a good example. They have contributed to a major increase in crime,
and we must now try to pass laws and constitutional amendments to
try to make all of those good intentions yield a better system and a
better society and something that is good for all people concerned.



Thank you very much, Mr. Lubick.
Senator Brn>. Senator Dole?
Senator DoLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Long must have been thinking about public financing when

he started talking about welfare. In essence, that is what it is; welfare
for those of us who are running. I understand why your mind may
have drifted into welfare reform.

I would like to include a statement in support of S. 1471, and I am
not certain whether I was hearing tax policy or political policy. In any
event, I think you would rather confine your remarks to tax policy.

[The statement referred to above follows:]

STATEMENT BY SENATOR BOB DOLE

I want to thank the distinguished chairman of this subcommittee, Senator Byrd,
for the opportunity to express my views on S. 1471. This bill relates to contribu-
tions to candidates for the Senate. Individuals would be encouraged to contribute
by increasing the tax credit to 75 percent of political contributions with a $100
maximum credit per person.

S. 1471 was introduced by Senator Packwood explicitly as an alternative to
S. 926 introduced by Senator Clark and Senator Kennedy among others. This
latter piece of legislation is designed to extend to Senate elections the public
financing now accorded to Presidential campaigns. The argument for S. 926
apparently is that if restrictions are placed on Presidential campaigns, for the
sake of symmetry, the freedom of action of U.S. citizens must be further lim-
ited with respect to Congressional elections too.

The avowed aim of public financing is to eliminate the undue influence of big
money of candidates. The result has only been to increase the influence of the
largest spenders and to lessen the importance of the ordinary citizen. The biggest
spenders are virtually uninhibited by the type of public financing legislation now
on the books.

The activities of labor unions in the 1976 Presidential election furnish an ex-
cellent example of the true impact of public financing. Conservative estimates
place the total labor effort in support of the Carter-Mondale ticket at over $11
million. This total is impressive in absolute terms. However, comparison of this
figure with the $21.8 million that a Presidential candidate is limited to makes the
$11 million look even larger. In effect, labor unions accounted for over one-third
of the total campaign effort for the Democratic ticket.

Clearly, labor has been the big winner from the 1974 and 1976 campaign fi-
nance laws. This year they are heavily in favor of extending public financing to
Congressional races. Here also, the vast amounts labor has available to spend
which can be used without regard to any ceilings makes their potential influence
immense. The irony is that the proponents of expanded public financing cite the
large sums of money spent in 1976 Congressional races by labor and other special
interest groups as a justification for public financing.

While labor has been the big beneficiary so far because they were prepared
to use the elections laws to their advantage last year, we can be certain that other
special interest groups will learn the lesson quickly. These one issue organiza-
tions will flood their members with political information without any restraint
from the public financing law. Congressional candidates with an absolute ceiling
on expenditures will be forced to more seriously consider the impact of opposing
the views of these organizations. This is the exact undue influence which public
financing is supposedly eliminating.

S. 1471 has a different answer for reducing the influence of special interests.
The answer is to increase the participation of low- and middle-income voters
in the financing of campaigns. S. 1471 will expand the opportunity and incentive
for individual citizens to get actively involved in the political process outside of
any narrow special interest group concern.

As with charitable contributions, a greater tax incentive will increase the
inducements to giving by those in low- and middle-income brackets. As opposed
to a check-off system like public financing, S. 1471 would retain the individual's
freedom of choice as to what candidate to support.



There is an additional benefit gained by increasing direct individual contribu-
tions to political candidates. Persons who contribute are more likely to actively
be involved in politics in other ways. Public financing promotes spectator politics
by Individuals. The approach taken by H. 1471 would increase willingness of citi.
zens to get out and work for the candidate of their choice. Public financing does
not give anyone the freedom to choose.

S. 1471 is an excellent alternative to S. 926 or any other public financing
scheme. I commend Senator Packwood for introducing S. 1171 and look forward
to having the full Finance Committee consider the legislation.

Senator Dois. I did not learn a thing from your political comments.
Having lost, I probably should. But it just seems to me that one thing
that you must address is what will happen if we have public financing
and the extent there is going to be any shifting. The special interests
tre not going to move out of politics. Organized labor, business, the
environmentalists or whatever will continue to be involved.

There is going to be a shifting of activity and, a shifting of money.
We are not going to spend less money; we are going to spend more
money. They can spend it independently, can spend it against a candi-
date, can do all sorts of things that permit them to help the incum-
bent or help the nonincumbent.

I have not seen that question addressed. We talk about the need for
public financing to get away from these groups. I do not see that hap-
pening. I ask that an article in the National Journal be made a part of
the record. It states what happened in the 1976 Presidential race when
organized labor was freed up from any contribution to candidates.
They did something else with it, to the tune of $11 million.

They also had another $2 million for.voter registration and for get-
ting out the vote, compared to President Ford's $37,000 in that area.

There are many areas we have not touched on that makes a good
speech and good rhetoric to rum around the country talking about pub-
lic financing; for instance removing all of the special interest groups.

I do not think the Packwood initiAtive complicates anything that
is not already complicated. That is the problem of the IRS. I support
Senator Packwood's proposal.

[The article referred to follows:]



POLITICAL REPORT

Labor, Business and Money
-A Post-Election Analysis

The campaign finance law was supposed to bring an end to the days when
special interests could control campaigns. But it hasn't worked out that way.
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LABOR'S EFFORTS
kaber groups contributed 1g.2 million

to congressional candidates in 1976-an
average of 17,500 per district - but that
is only a small part of she whole picture.

Members of the labor movement are
proud to say that their direct contrbu-
tions are dwarfed by the rest of their
effort. both in terms of the money and



the' volunteer workers involved. "We
don't think it's the money that's deco.
sive. It's the services they imply." said
Ben Albert, director of public relations
for the AFL-CIO's Committee on Poli-
tical Education (COPE).

But the money is at least a staring
point-the necessary condition for
labor's massie volunteer network. Vic.
for Riescl. a syndicated labor columnist
and frequent critic of labor's power in
the electoral process, has asserted that
unions spend eight or 10 times as much
on political actity as they contribute
directly to candidates.

Albert called Riesel "amateurish."
but did not dispute his conclusion. He
objected specifically to Riesel's failure
to break labor's communiy and "pol-
tical education" activities ito their poht-
tical and non-political components and
to distinguish between the people work,
ing on COPE projects who are pure
volunteers and those who receive strike
benefits or other compensation. When
asked for his own estimates, however.
Albert refused to give any, saying that
bookkeeping compleoties made it im.
possible to do so.

Despite Albert's reticence in coming
up with totals, one can identify a few
of the bigger parts of the picture. At
least four key items have to he included:
communications with union members
and their families advocating the rlec-
tion or defeat of specific candidates
and reported to the Federal election
Commission (FECi. more general com-
munications that escaped the election
laws' reporting requirements, registra.
lion and voter participation campaigns,
and overhead costs.

The 1976 amendments to the cam-
paign finance law provide that a union's
communications with its members or a
corporation's communications with es-
ecutve employees and stockholders are
not contributions limited by the law.
Labor used this esempeon to great ad-
vaniage during the presidential election
campaign, where private contributions
were prohibited.

Labor legally could have spent its
money on communications with the gen-
eral public. Some labor leaders wanted
to do this. but it was rejected. The polt-
'a advantage of labor's mental com-
munications is that they were but one
part of a concerted carmpaign to vi.
vince union members that their vote for
Jimmy Carter would make a difference.
Had the message been presented to the
public at large without the other parts of
the voter participation package, it would
have been lost among the rest of the
campaign verbiage, opponents said.

More important from a legal stand-
point, communications with the general
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public are permissible under the law
only if they are independent of and un-
coordinated with the candidate's own
activities and only if they are paid by
voluntary contributions kept in a sep'
crate fund instead of by nron dues 10
have qualified for these "independent
espendrtures," labor would have had Io
sever the intimate lies ir had built up
with the Carter campaign. This would
have damaged the effcacy of the toter
participation program and lessened
labor's future access to the Wh,.e
House.

By the time the campaign was over, it
became diffsult to distinguish labor's
efforts from those of the Democrante
National Committee (DNCI or Carter.
COPE research director Mary Zon, for
example, was paid by the Carter cam-
paign to serve ihree days a weck as its
liaison wrrh labor groups. ihe DNC's
42-member campaign steering commit'
lee included COPE national director

Labor unions sucessfully-and
legally - usedpubhiario juA ar
rh one to get thesr polital messages
ro there irembers sihout romiag uider
the limio of sbr election law.

Alexander E. Barkan, International
Associaton of Machinists and Aero-
space Workers president Floyd E.
Smith and United Auto Workers
(UAl ) president Leonard Woodcock.

This network enabled the DNC and
organued labor to target their efforts
in a manner that best fit the Carter
campaign strategy. It Meant that reg-
istratIon efforts could be concentraled
so large states that Carter's polls showed
to be up for grabs It also meant that the
DNC and labor did not duplicate their
efforts. In some key states, labor's reg-
istration efforts were almost the only
ones in operation.

The only reported expenses in this
carefully coordinated effort were the
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ones associated with direct communica.
tions with union members, which were
reported only when they were focused
on specific candidates. Admonitions to
"vote Democratic" did not have to be
reported, nor did direct advocacy of a
specific candidate if the basic purpose
of the communication was not polical.
Virtually every newsletter mailed to
members in September and October in-
cluded material praising Caner or crit-
icizing Ford, usually with a picture of
Carter on the cover. Almost none of
this was reported to the FEC, presum-
ably because the material appeared in
regular publications that normally re.
port on union business.

The AFL-CIO did report that six
issues of its Memo from COPE cost
$16.116.59. Since the pubiestion is only
one of many that supported Carter dur-
ing the pre-election period. e can safely
be assumed that this figure is only a
small fraction of the total cost of labor

viel publications.
The AFL-CIO repored spending

$400,558 on all internal communica-
tions, $315,912 of which was spent to

help Carle Most of the S289,139 spent
by the UAW on internal communica-
tions and most of the 5120,424 spent by
the Communications Workers of Amer-
ica. AFL-CIO, also was spent on be-
heli ofrCanier(Se oabe.p 413i

The help that Carter received from
labor in this form alone exceeded the
sum that Nixon received in 1972 from
any single source, with the sol excep-
tion of the 52.1 million he got from
Chicago insurance millionaire W. Cle-
ment Stone But, since Nixon outspent
Carter Almost three to one, labor's in-
ternal communications spending was
more important proportionately than
Stone's gilts to Nison.

Registration and get-out-the.voie
drives were financially and politically
more important than internal commu-
nications. No hard figures are available
of the total costs involved, but COPE
and UA W sources say their unions
spent about S3 million each on these
efforts By comparison, the DNC's 12
million drive was the biggest one at ever
had conducted. Similarly, the Repub.
lican National Committee's s3 mi.

Regulating the Contributors
Campaign contributions by individuals, corporations. labor unions and
speciat-interest groups are regulated by provisions of the Federal Election
Campaign Act Amendments of 1974 (88 Stal 1263) and 1976 (90 Stat 475).
Here is a summary of key provisions:
A Individuals may give up to SI.000 per election to a candidate for federal

office, Primary, runoff and general elections are considered separate elections,
bul all presidential primaries are counted as one election. Individuals may
give no more than 55,000 in any one year to all candidates for federal office,
but independent expenditures on behalf of candidates have no limits
" Multi-candidate committees may give no more than 55,000 per election to a

candidate. These committees must have more than 50 members and must
support ive or more candidates.
a Individuals may contribute up to $20.000 per year to a political party: multi.

candidate committees may give up to 515,000,
" National party committees may contribute $10.000 to each House candidate

and $17.500 to each Senale candidate. They also were permitted in 1976 to
spend 53.8 million on behalf of the presidential tickets.
a Corporations and labor unions may not contribute corporate or union funds

to candidates. Under the 1976 amendments, however, they may use these
funds to pay for the administrative and fund-raising costs of a separate, vol-
untary political contributions fund.
o Labor unions may spend as unlimited amount of money communicating

with their own members. Enpenditures for this purpose must be reported to
the Federal Election Commission (FEC) only if the main purpose of the com-
munication is to advocate directly the election or defeat of a specific candi'
date.
aCorporations are granted a similar exemption for communications with

their administrative personnel and stockholders.
* Unions and corporations may spend an unlimited amount for "nonpartisan"

registration and voter participation drives directed at a union's members or
a corporation's stockholders and administrative personnel These expendi-
gures need not be reported to the FEC. (For baorground on the 1974 ac. se
Veol. 7. No 28. P. 1012. For Ihr Supreme Courr's ruling on the Oct. are Vol.
8. No. 6. p. 167, For borAground on the 1976 mendments, se Vol 8. No.
15, p. 470 and No. 20. p 6501
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lion voter identification and par.
ticipation program was its biggest ef.
fort to date. (The RNC did not conduct
a registration drive.) This means that
the nation's two most active union
groups spent more to register voters and
get them to the polls than the two major
political parties combined. And this
does not even begin to take into ac.
count the similar activities of other
unions,

These expenditures are permissible
under the law because they supposedly
are "nonpartisan." But no one even pre-
tends that they are in effect. By con.
centrating on its own members in states
where she Democratic ticket needed the
most help, labor played what probably
was a decisive role in Carter's victory.

There have been several estimates
that the concerted registration drives
conductedliy labor, the DNC and some
black organizations added some eight to
10 million new voters to the polls last
year. Of the three, labor's registration
efforts are considered to have been the
most effective.

It generally is accepted among ea.
pents analyzing 1976 voter registration
patterns that registration efforts by
labor and black organizations in Ohio
and 7exas were instrumental in Carter's
victory in those states-and that, ulti-
mately, in the Electoral College About
43 per cent of all new registrants in the
country were registered in Texas.

Even this Iot the whole story of
what labor's efforts were worth to Car-
ter in terms of dollars. A substantial
pan of COPE's 52 million overhead
must be attributed to the registration
drive sad other activities related to the
national campaign. It would be safe to
attribute 5t seotion of the overhead
to these activities.

To those figures should be added a
variety of misvcllaneous activities. The
National Education Association (NEAl,
for example, spent more than 525000
to produce a film that contrasted sep-
arate interviews with Caner and Pres-
ideas Ford. (NEA eapendaures on be.
half of Carter exceeded 5400,000, ac-
erding to Roben E. Harman, associate
director of government relations.)

If reported spending is combined
with figures that the AFL-CIO. UAW
and NEA revealed to Natona Joeral,
the total comes to $8.5 million spent on
behalf of the Canter-Mondale icket.
And on top of that is still more un
reported communications and regis.
station spending. Since Carter was per.
mined to spend no more than $21.1g mI
lion on his own behalf vnder the cam-
paign law, by a conservative estimate,
labar spent for Caner at least half of
whit he could spend far himself,



*USINESS ACTIVITIES
Business groups were not much help

to President Ford in the general elec-
tion. Five organizations spent a total of
541,00 on internal communications to
help him and that was about it.

But Ford had the power of incum-
bency in his favor and was able to take
advantage of reduced rates for cam-
paign travel by his White House staff
and Calinet officers.

Without a hold on the White House
now, Republicans will haie to look else-
where for help. Business poor track
record leaven enough Republicans suf-
ficiently depressed to make them talk
about pushing harder for labor support
thenilschs.

The source of the dissatisfaction is
not hard to find. Although the cam-
paign law amendments have spurred
the growth of corporate political action

.committees, few corporations have done
more than act as conduis for contribu-
tions that in the past would have been

.made by individual businessmen to the
candidates.

Unlike labor, business had done al-
most nothing new under the campaign
finance law amendments. A Wall Sitter
Journal survey of top corporations pub-
lshed on Oct. 27, 1976 revealed only a
few examples of corporations that at-
tively encouraged political paritpa-

,lion. Joseph Fanelli, president of the
Business-Industry Political Action Com-
mittee (BIPACI, told the Journal that
the new laws could plate business "on
the verge of a political renaissance' but
added that the problem "s whether the
will in there." But business's problem
may go deeper than that. II may be im
possible, structurally. for business ever
to master the unity of purpose that oth-
er groups have.

Up to this point, business groups
bare been involved in rather unimagina-
live direct campaign contribution. Des-
pite pleos from the Repubkscan National

.Committee for support for Republican
challengers in marginal congressional
districts held by Democrats, most busi-
ness money went to incumbents of both
parties. In fact, Democrats received
about half of the more shan 37 million
dibured by the 673 business political
action committees operating in 1976.

The activities of the iges business
political commiutees were typical. The

.Northwestern Officers Trust Account,

.affiliated with the Chicago and North
,Westnrn Transporiation Co. (C & NWI,
.speas $122,6t1.76 in 1976. Il gave
51.000 each to former Sen. Frank E.

--- Moss. DUah, and to Sen. Howard W,
Canun, D-Nev.. who both served the
coantitijie will jurdiction over rail.

Communicating on Political Matters
Labor unions and corporations must report how such they spend to com-
municate with their own members or stockholders and administrative em-
ployees if the communications, as their principal purpose, directly advocated
the election or defeat of specific candidates.

Following are lists of all unions whose reported communications costa
exceeded t10,000 in 1976 and of alt organizations that spent on internal com-
munications on behalf of Presodeot Ford.

Most of the union spending was on behalf of the Carter-Mondale jacket,
and such spending is listed separately. In most instances where unions sent
materials to their members advocating the election of more than one can-
didate, their reports allocated the expenses among the candidates. In a few
cases. National Journal allocated the spending, based on what appeared to be
the common practice

According to these figures. labor reported spending 126 on behalf of Carter
for every dollar anybody spent on behalf of Ford for internal communica-
lions, counting onil those communications required to be reported.

All reports sie fled 30 days after the election except for a few (Idicated
by asterisks) that were filed I days before the election. The Federal Election
Commission did not notify groups affected by the reporting requirement untillast September. As a result, some spending that falls within the legal requre-
ments may have gone unreported. - Compiled by Sarah Jacobs
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road legislation. Must of the account's both parties who were in a Poition to
other pre-electton gifts were for $500 help. Some, such as the datry and tial
to 1.010 each to incumbent Senators lawy es groups, trod to support Cand-
sod Representaines of both parties dates who had supported heir positions
from states served by the C&N' rad. in centrss Others. inch as the Amer.
road ion Banking Asroetton' IANKPAC.

The Nonpartisan Committee for Good tnded to concentrate on incumbents
Government, affiliated with the Coca. wih relevant committee assignnts,
Cola Co . was een morc cautious in the without regard to political parr)
way it spent S85.000 In 1976 Its non. Thus. sen Hartian A. Ndtams Jr.
partisanship extended to wetting match. D-N J. and former Sen %An,, ttanks,
ing checks to the Republican and Demo. Ds nd. oer neat the top of (ommon
craic National Committees on three (sores separate lirt of recipient, of
different occasions for a total of $6.000 both labor and louje, contribuion.
to each. The Atlania-based firm alto Willms choir the full Humas Re.
gaive $1,000 to the Georgia Republican uren Cointiitec and the Banking.
Pari and then balanced it by gin ILio g and L. han Affairs ogborm.
5500 each to two Georgia Democrats, miten o Securitie Hartke charged
Reps. Andrew loung and John J. ohat nas then the Curi Subcom-
Flynt Jr. Other Democratic recipients mite on Surface Transprltian
in the month before the election wre Some political action committees.
former Sen. John V. Tunnel of cat. inch as those affiliated with the Ame,'
fornia 15500). Sen. Daniel Patrick Mo. an Medical Asain sod with re.
nihan of New York ($500). Rep. Nick lind ste asrircatini fallo, no cleat
Joe Rahall II of Nest Virginia (250) patern tn their gifts to Incunbonts At
and Rep. Bruce F. Vento of Minnesota a Non 15 panel sponsored by the Amer.
($230). icn I I ot Puhlic

In January 1977. the committee gace policy Reeh c immon iaosco-
5500 to S.,000 to each of sit incumbents i e prsiden heed N ertheimer
to help them reduce their 1976 cam. noted the Caliona Medial Political
paign deficits. The recipients, all Demo. Atinn Commns'i 1974 cnributions
crats, wore Young. FHi. Elbot II en candidates en is state ranging from
Lesiras and Doug Barnard of Georgia, Reps John I. Burton and Ronald
Mta% Baucus of Monana and Jim Mat- leltoms. on the loft of the Demratc
tos of Tenas. Part to Reps Barr) N Gcldiater Jr.

Trade association committees typical. and John I. Rcisselot on the Repobli
ly have more money to giue away than an Pety') right.
corporate commilees. but except for the the adeulcig insuled there is an
-Realtors PAC, which concentrated on ideology of inthecs," retheimer
Republicans. most of them sprcnkled rid "ost people in thi conie on
heir mon) Among incuments frm oe that suchns grihp, air aoing to

PACs and Congressional Candidates
Thq table lists lire niumtber nf political commtfens thin onre aste in 19'h
and the amount of mune) thot they pane dt conprerional canditeis in the
1974 and 1976 elections, It does not ren edt cnriboton orade h i edividuas

in the listed areas.
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gist most of their money to Republicans
and labor groups to Democrats. When
you look at the figures, it appears as if
en 1976. business groups will give about
half of their money to Democratic
Members of the House of Represents.
ties and the Senate ; think the reason
is pretty ciar. The money is an invest-
ment "

Wertheimer said the only answer is
public financing of congressional eec-'
tion. But he did not say how pubie
financing could also limit the impor-
tance of the indirect spending used so
effectney by labor in the publicly fi-
nanced presidential election campaign,
Fr m ore anA C. ser Vol. . No. 43,

p fa54 am no. 15.p 4701

RICH MAN, POOR MAN
Business's cautious backing of incum.

bents in both parties raises problems for
challengers who nant to mount serious
campaigns wrthout depending on labor.
h nh large individual contributors ruled

out, the three basic sources of large
amounts of mone) are personal wealth,
ideological groops and direct mail fund.
taisirs.

fhis year's most pensive Haose
election campaign-the 5I million-plus
bloekburser between Republican Rob-
nrt K. Dornan and Democrat Gary Fa-
milian for the California seat vacated
by Republican Alphonto Bell-is a
good trample of how all of these sources
come into play.

The Supreme Court held in BuAlrc
t' Palo that Congress could not eon.

stilttionallt place a mandatory ceiling
on the amount that candidates could
spend on their own behalf, although
C onpress could set such a limit as part

of a public financing plan that a candi-
date i free to accept or reect.

S amian, a Los Angeles plumbing
heir, look adiat.t of the decision to
put more than 5370,000 of his own
miney into hi, 5639,000 losing effort.
Famlan raised more than $30.000 from
labor and another 10.000 from various
Democratic Party channels, but his own
money) was the backbone of his cam-
paign0.

f amihan was not the only person to
take advantage of thi part of the Buri.
ti decision Ihe record-breaking cam-

paipn waged by Sen. H. John Hem Ill.
R-Pa . was financed almost entirely
from more than $2.5 million of the
ketchup heir's own money In iest rit.
gnia. Rahall spent 5236,000 of his on
to capture the seat held by former Ref.
ken Hechlcr. D. and Demosra Ctca
(Cec) leftl used $463.000 of his money
winning Democratc Sen Spark St.
M4sunaga's louse sear In Hawaii

But spending a cast amoual of nne's



own money does not assure election.
Cadillac dealer Richard P Lorber
spent more than S6a0,000 to win a dif.
ficult Democratic Senate primary and
then lose the general election to John
It Chafee in Rhode island by a 51-42
per cent sole. Agribusinessman Merlin
Karlock. D. put up more than $410,000
to win only 43 per cent of the vole
against the incumbent, Rep, George M.
O'Brien, in Illinois. And Morgan Ma-
field, a contervatise Democrat from
Missouri, kicked in $275.000 in losing
his race for the seat of the tale Rep.
Jerry Lition. (Litton had spent more
than $200,000 of his moncy on his suc-
cessful Senate primary campaign before
he died in a plane crash.)

Dornan. a former radio broadcaster,
could not counter Familian's wealth
with money of his own. But his hard-
tine conservatism made him a faurrie
of some people who knew how to over.
come this handicap.

On May 5, the Committee for the
Survival of a Free Congress loaned
15.000 to Doroan, which a mailed
directly to the Richard A. Viguerie Ca.
in faIls Church. Va Dorsan also re.
ceied a $5.000 check from the National
4 onseraie Political Action ( nmmit.
tee Both of these multi-candidate com-
mittees raise most of their funds through
direct mail solicitations by Viguerie.
who probably is the nation's most suc-
cessful conservative direct mait fund

By the end of Dornan's campaign, he
had received 59,375 from the Commit-
Ite for the Survival of a Free Congress,
59.500 from the National Conscrsative
Potical Action Committee and 51,093
from the Committee for Responsible
Youth Politics, a smaller committee for
whom Viguere raises funds

Much of this money was plowed
directly back to Viguerie to raise more.
Over the course of his primary and
general election campaign, Dornan
paid 535,710.15 to the Viguerrc Co..
$46.074 39 to Diversified Mad Market.
ing and 54.365 35 to the Diversified

Prnting (o. I he $06,149.69 spent with
these three Vigurite companies repre.
seed approximalel) one-fifth of Dor-
man's $40346 56 r total campaign
expenditures.

The espedistures paid off for Dornan
as well as for Vigoerie. Dornan was able
to raise 5241,18$.25 in contributions
from individuals who did not gise more
than $100 each to hs campaign. That
is an scredibly high 60 per cent of his
total 5404.1 1.5h in receipts

Indiidual large contributors gave
Dornan 5563030-large in absolute
terms but a small percentage of his
total Business and professional groups
Ease him only $13.825 and various Re-
publican commitens gave 528505. The
only groups that helped Dornan before
his primary were the ideological groups,
and they were most responsible for his
other fund-raing successes

The importance of professional fund
raisers goes up as the limits on individa.
al contributions go down. Thomas I.
McCoy, a Washington-hased . fund
raiser for liberal Democratic candidates,
wrote in an unpuhshed essay. "We are
functioning under a system wherein the
supporter with financial outreach has
supplanted the supporter with personal
funds to eonirhote

"A banker supporter solicits other
bankers and buses' interests on behalf
of a candidate and rauses IWW1.0. Is
the candidate less beholden to him than
he would be to a donor of the same
amount' Take the case of Phil Walden,
the president of Capricorn Records,
who reportedly raised 5100.000 for the
Carter campaign from persons in the
rock music industry and promoted a
series of rock concerts featuring Capri,
corn record artists that raised nier
$750,000 Does President Carter owe
less to Phil Walden for she money he
raised than he would owe to Msn Pales-
sky, Martin Pereta or Clement Stone
(who gave large sums to candidates i
the pasti"

McCoy said that the only major dif.
ference between the fund-raising centre,

womper seeu wre ooejorm 01com.
niairon brion unions and the
meier -and non-mrmbr.

preneur and the large contributor is that
the general pubc can find out who the
large contributor is through a tough dis-
closure law, but he cannot identify the
fund raisers

McCoy's point is important, but
needs to be kept in perspectise. His
esumple makes it clear that campaign
finance "reform" dies not automatically
mean more open or more accountable
pohtits. But it also points out the wide
variety of people who can act as fund.
raising entrepreneurs As a resuh, the
entrepreneurs are likely to contribute a
series of individual favors to candidates
without having a systematic impact on
politics as a whole- Ir this respect,
therefore, they are not unlike corporate
polircal action committees.

Labor also can be divided internally,
especially when t chooses to enter
politics fare the party nominees are
chosen. Unions rarely get innolsed in
congressional primaries, but one or
more were active on behalf of srtually
every Democratic presidential candi-
date in tO1. The marching fund form
of pubhc financing did not increase the
relaine power of any of the unions
acie at that stage, but the spending
hmits did put a premium on any or.
ganiation that can provide volunteer
assistance, as labor can. However, no
single organroation or kind of organi.
nation was dominant or is likely to be
dominant in a mulicandidate primary,

Labor also can split over endorsing
presidential candidates during a general
election, as it did in 1972. But the flat
grant public financing system creates a
possibihity that never existed before.
When labor ortes behind one candi.
date, as it did in 1976, a lat-grant
system in which private contributions
are prohibited leaves it in a position
no other groups can match, Little won.
der that labor calls the campaign Ii-
nance experiment a success. O
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Senator DOLE. I am wondering, do you have any concern about the
shift of money and power among special interest groups, if we go to
public financing even on a limited scale? Do you think they are going
to take a vacation from politics?

Mr. LUBcK. Obviously they are not, Senator Dole.
Senator DoLE. As Senator Long said, let's look down the road and

see what happens. We have one example of $1 million. That is just
the tip of the iceberg, $11 million we know of expended for President
Carter's campaign by organized labor.

Is that the result that was sought by those who supported the
checkoff system? If it was, it worked.

What about those of us who wanted fairness and objectivity? We
did not have it. You are not concerned about that?

Mr. LunICK. I am very concerned with fairness and objectivity.
Again, I am reluctant to be the spokesman.

Senator Dorm. I appreciate that.
Mr. Lumicx. I do not come up here to give my political views or

to impose them on you and I was pressed to do it. I am not the person
to make the case for public financing, although I privately believe
there is a very good case.

Senator DoLE. It seems to me that it is something that should be
addressed. I have tried to read some of the statements. It has not been
touched on, maybe it is not important.

We indirectly influence elections if we adopt public financing.
Maybe there is less direct influence in the administration bill. I assume
the indirect influence, if you win or lose, the result is the same. But
that. has not been addressed at all on how you might control other
expenditures if we had public financing.

You have not addressed that?
Mr. LUBwK. I have not.
Senator PACxwoon. May I add the answer is you cannot. Public

financing is not going to remove big money from politics. It is going
to shift it to large organizations with large membership who are con-
stitutionally free to spend it as they want.

Senator oNLE. That is all I have.
Senator BYRD. Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKwoOD. I would like to correct one statement for the

record. I have supported tax credits since I have been in the Congress.
We have raised them to $25. I voted to raise them to more than that
3 years ago.

Mr. LUBICK. I did not suggest-
Senator PACKWOOD. You did suggest that I am more motivated by

my feelings toward public financing than I am with a "particular
little tax credit." The only reason I put this in is as a juxtaposition
of the public financing bill. I introduced it to give this Congress a
choice.

Frankly, I am tired of these slack-jowled, lazy, laggard, piggy
politicians wallowing up to the public trough slurping in public
money, because they are too lazy to go out and ask for it themselves.
You can raise money in small amounts. People are willing to give
in small amounts to the political causes of this country, but for years



oliticians went around-if they could get $100,000 from 10 people,
10,000 apiece, they would.

Now we have cut that out and wisely reduced the limits that people
Can give. Instead of going out and asking 100,000 people for $1 apiece,
which you can get, now we are going to wallow up to the public trough
and( say, give us the money anyway, free from the Treasury, because
it is easier to get that w ay.

That is a backwards step for American politics to take, and an un-
necessary step, because the money is there in small amounts and people
will voluntarily and freely give it, if you asked them. The tax credit
would be an added incentive'for those people to give.

Mr. LUBICK. That is where we differ. The evidence is that the
tax credit itself is neither essential or effective in increasing the
contributions.

Senator PACKwOOD. Did you ever go out and raise political money?
Mr. LUBICK. Yes, sit'.
Senator PACKwooD. You are saying to rme if you go down to the

main street of the town and walk into every store and ask every em-
ployer and employee, give me $100 for a campaign, you get $75 off
your income tax, that is no incentive?

Mr. LUBICK. The effect of this credit and deduction that has been
for some time

Senator PACKWOOD. Answer the question. You think that is no in-
,entive? You think that is no more incentive than no credit at allf

Mr. LUBICK. No; obviously, it is more incentive than no credit at
all. Most of the incentive, most of the money, is.going to be raised
from people who would give money anyway.

Senator PACKWOOD. I disagree with you totally. I am convinced
that donations of $10 to $100, those people, especially if they had some
voucher system where they could get it back immediately, you could
raise that money very quickly in small amounts.

The problem in politics is not that people have been unwilling to
give. Politicians have been unwilling to ask.

Mr. LUBICK. Senator, you have asked me the question. I have acted
as treasurer in local campaigns, my wife's campaign committee in
three elections. We have raised a lot of money. I cannot extrapolate
nationwide, but I cannot believe that the tax credit or the tax deduc-
tion was a factor at all, although I went through all the IRS forms
and registered the committee. I do believe it was a consideration in
raising any ironey.

Senator IRD. May I say in connection with Senator Packwood's
statement, individuals will contribute to a campaign. In my campaign
-last year, I had 12,000 individual contributors, more than twice as
many who had ever contributed to any other Virginia campaign.

The average contribution was about $55 or $53, and more than 12,000
individuals contributed to my campaign.

What is proposed under public financing is to raid the public Treas-
ury with the amount being voted on by the individual Members of the
Congress themselves. There will not be any limit, as I see it, to the
amount of money that will be appropriated from the Congress. Be-
cause they will be here in Congress every year, individual Senators



and individual Congressmen will want more and more funds out of
the public Treasury.

I am not impressed at all with the argument for public financing.
Let me ask you one question and then we will go to the next witness.

How is the'present checkoff audited? Do you have a group in the
'T'reasury Department that goes through each return to see if each
tIxpayer has marked the appropriate checkoff box, or do you just
sample the checkoff portion of the return and, for example, take the
sample and multiply it by 10 and assume that this is the number of
taxpayers electing to contribute to the Presidential campaign fund.

Mr. LorexK. I understand they are checked precisely.
Senator BRD. How many people does it take to do that?
Mr. LUnIcK. I can find that out for you.
Senator BRynn. How many individual income tax returns are filed

with the Federal Government?
Mr. LumCK. For 1975, there were 82,229.000-some odd tax returns.
Senator B3ran. Each of those returns, you said, were checked pre-

cisely. How many individuals did it take to precisely check 82,229,000
returns?
- Mr. LunicK. With your permission, I world like to be able to write

you on that question. I do not know.
Senator Bran. Thank you.
Senator LONG. Let me ask a question, since you brought that up.
Out of 82 million returns, how many of them checked the checkoff?
Mr. LUnICK. In 1975, 21,182,000 persons availed themselves of the

checkoff.
Senator LONG. Is that the latest you have? You do not have any-

thing for 1976 and 1977?
Mr. Lumcn. I have the 1976 returns that were processed through

May 11, 1977. That showed 18,044,000. The comparison, Senator Long,
that is appropriate with the returns That were processed for 1975 at
the same point in time it, 1976 was 16,763,000. There is an additional
1,300,000 persons that availed themselves of the checkoff in the returns
that were processed for the filsst 20 days or so after the last date for
filing.

Senator, Loo. Please understand, I am an ardent advocate of the
checkoff for the President system. I check it. I have even tried to get
some TV spots to urge you to check it. I advocated it, and continue to
do so, and try to get everybody to advocate it..

To be entirely fair aliout the matter, if you look upon that as a
referendum, and for me to be the devil's advocate for a moment, you
could say the public is voting 3-to-1 against public financing on the
referendunm on the virtue of the fact that 75 percent of the taxpayers
are not marking it.

Someone who (lid not agree with you about the checkoff could make
that argument.

Mr. LUImcK. You could make the argument, but the trend shows
that starting with 1972 returns of 3 percent, it has been going up
every year. I think people are getting more familiar with it. I think
there was a problem, was there not, for a period of time as to where
the checkoff was located on the return.
- Senator LoNO. They did not know where it was. Did not understand
the idea. Did not understand both sides of the argument.



There is more understanding now, and it keeps picking up. I think
the checkoff is a success. That much of it. I was appalled on whether
it should extend to the Senate race. I have some doubts.

Senator BYRD. Before concluding, I want to say that I would like
to have a better understanding as to the accuracy of these checkoff
figures.

Mr. LtumcE. Senator Byrd, we will forward a letter to you explain-
ing the method by which the checkoff is audited by the Internal Reve-
nue Service when the returns are filed, an estimate of the work in-
volved, the number of IRS employees that are involved in that pro-
cedure. I believe that is what you want.

Senator BYRD. Yes, that is what I would like to have.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREAsURY,
Washington, D.C., May 24, 1977.

Hon. HARRY F. Brno, Jr.,
V.8. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

Dran SENATOR BYap: At the hearing before your Subcommittee on Taxation
and Debt Management on May 19, 1977, on S. 1471, a bill to provide an increased
tax credit for contributions to Senate campaigns, you requested information
relating to the Internal Revenue Service tabulations of the checkoffs for the
Presidential Election Campaign Fund. As I stated at that time, the Service
counts each cheek-off-both "yes" and "no" check-offs-as the returns are
processed. When tax returns are processed by the Internal Revenue Service, the
information on each return Is transcribed into a computer. Each return's check-
off information Is therefore put into the computer and added up individually.
The information trnscribed into the computer includes which block ("yes"
or "no") was checked, and if the return is a joint return, whether $1 or $2 Is to
be allocated to the Fund.

You also asked the number of employees required to process the check-off.
because the employees transcribe entire returns, it is necessary to allocate the

time required for the check-off alone. The Service thus estimates the employee
time for the check-off at 40 average positions for the current year. The cost of
coding, editing, transcribing and machine time, which includes personnel costs,
is estimated at $00,000 for the current year.

If I can be of any further assistance, please let me know.
Sincerely,

DONALD C. Lusrcx,
Deputy Aseistant Seoretary

for Taw Policy.

Senator BYn. You said that each return was precisely determined
whether there was or was not a checkoff?

Mr. LoicK. I am going to write you specifically with respect to
that question.

Senator Bynn. I want to know whether it is an estimate. I know
how these Government estimates can be. When they want to increase
the funds, they just estimate it higher. I want to know whether it is an
estimate or a precise figure.

Mr. Lumi. We will write you precisely with respect to that ques-
tion as to whether it is precise.

Senator BYRD. Thank you.
The next witness is Congressman Frenzel.
Senator PAcxwooD. May I ask unanimous consent to put Congress-

man Frenzel's statement into the record ? He had to leave for a House
vote.



Senator BTRD. May the Chair say that the Chair is sorry the Con-
gressman cannot testify. He is unavoidably detained to llouse busi-
ness. I know his testimony would add a great deal to these hearings.
I have read statements that Congressman Frenzel has made with re-
gard to the basic overall problem, and I have been very much im-
pressed with what Congressman Frenzel has had to say.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Bill Frenzel follows:]

STATEMENT OF CONoBEssMAN BILL FEENzEL

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. I am grateful for the oppor-
tunity to appear before this distinguished committee In support of the Packwood
bill, S. 1471.

In 1971, we provided deductibility for political contributions of $100, or a tax
credit of 50 percent of the contribution up to a maximum of $12.50 for a single
return or $25 for a joint return. In 1975, we raised the tax credit to a maximum
of $25 for a single return and $50 for a joint return. These tax Incentives were
excellent inducements for political contributions.

It is impossible to determine by quantitative analysis how successful this in-
centive has been, because no gross number of contributors, either before or after
the credit became effective, Is available. Also, the number of contributors has
been affected by other factors, like contribution limits, disclosure, Watergate,
public financing and the like. Nevertheless, I believe that deductibility had a
salutary effect on the number of people contributing and would have had an even
greater effect if political committees would promote it more aggressively.

The Treasury, of course, has the figures for those who have used tax credits
or claimed deductibility. Preliminary figures from 1975 indicate over a million
and a half returns claiming credit of over $37 million.

Since the last time we changed the law in 1975, the cost of living has increased
over 15 percent and will probably go up another 7 percent this year. It is time
to Increase the tax credit, not only to take into account the rise in the cost of
living but also to add greater Incentive for financial participation in our election
processes.

Because I believe a good concept ought to be extended and updated, I support
the Packwood proposal to make the tax Incentive more attractive. I believe
the tax credit should be increased. The judgment of this committee, or of the
Congress, is undoubtedly better than mine as to whether the specific amounts
of S. 1471 are exactly right. In any case, the current tax credit ought to be
increased.

Because we want to increase the incentive for the giver of $100 and less, it
makes good sense not to Increase the deductibility but instead to increase the
tax credit as is the case in S. 1471. The average political giver contributes under
$100. In fact, the average contribution to the 15 primary Presidential candidates
certified in 1975 was just under $27. It Is this contributor who would benefit
by a higher percentage tax credit for his or her contribution.

It has been suggested that the increase in the tax credit is a good alternative
to public financing of congressional elections. I believe so, but I also believe
that we should raise the tax credit no matter what we do with the issue of public
financing.

The most important distinction between the so-called "check-off" and the tax
credit is that the latter leaves the decision about who the public will subsidize to
the individual taxpaying contributor. Both public financing and tax credits in-
volve a Federal subsidy for political campaigns. Under the tax credit approach,
however, the Federal Government plays no part in determining which candidates
are to receive public funds or the amount to be received. It is the citizen and the
citizen alone who makes this determination. The tax credit system, like many
of our other Federal programs, demands local participation. The public financing
system enables potential political participants to say, "I gave at the office."

Mr. Chairman, I commend the committee for Its consideration of this legisla-
tion and urges your support for an Increase In the tax credit.

Senator PACKWOOD. I have another unanimous consent request.
First, I would like the record to show, after the statement that Mr.

Lubick made that checkoff is increasing in public favor, in Oregon on
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the ballot in 1976, we had a public financing issue on the ballot almost
identical to the bill now before the Rules Committee. The voters in
Oregon defeated that 263,738 to 659,327 against. To the best of my
knowledge that is the only statewide poll, if you want to call it that,
where all the voters had a chance to express themselves as to whether
or not they wanted public financing.

Senator BrD. Those are very interesting figures. I have the feeling -

that the public is getting a little bit upset with Congress just appro-
priating more and more tax funds for every conceivable project that
comes along just because somebody says well, it is a good idea. The
thought among many Members of Congress seems to be: "It is a good
idea, let the Government take care of it."

The Government is trying to take care of everything in the world
these days. We are getting into worse shape all of the time.

Senator Long, in his comments, said he thought it might be that
well, that our country would benefit from the experience of other
countries. He specifically had England in mind. I have not seem much
evidence, that the Government of the United States is benefiting, or
seeking to benefit, from the experience of other countries.

Senator PACKWOOD. I would also ask unanimous consent for the
record to insert two articles by Alexander Keema, one article by Pro-
fessor Fay and one article by the FEC on the investigation of Gov.
Milton Shapp.

Senator EYan. Without objection, also the article referred to by
Senator Dole. We will make it a part of the record?

[The material referred to follows. Oral testimony continues on p.
52.

PUBLIC FINANCNo OF POr ITICAL CAMPAIoNS--AN ALTERNATIVE CoxcErTAL
APProACH

(By Alexander W. Keema )

Since April 1972, I have had the opportunity to observe at close hand, and
to participate in, the evolution of campaign finance "reform" at the Federal
level. I have been involved in the process of policy development and administra-
tion of the law and the regulations, and have participated in audits, investiga.
tions, and statistical studies of political committees and candidates, for the
GAO and for the Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities
(Watergate Committee).

The following are some general observations on the evolution of the Cam-
paign Finance Law from the perspective of one who has long been associated
with it. The object of this paper is to present an alternative conceptual approach
to public financing of the political process, which I believe would reach the
ultimate goals of campaign finance reform more directly and more eflciently than
other public financing proposals recently put forward in the Congress.

THE 1971 ACT

The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 was the culmination of a long-
term election reform movement backed by "public interest" lobbies, such as Com.
mon Cause, as well as other groups. It accomplished three basic goals:
1. Full disclosure of campaign finance activities

The 1971 Act provided the same basic disclosure requirements now in effect-
under the present law; i.e., full disclosure of all financial activity and itemization
of transactions in excess of $100.
2. Limitations on hots much a candidate could spend in his own campaign out

of his personal funds, and the funds of his immediate family
These provisions (limiting Presidential candidates to $50.000, Senate candidates

to $35,000 and House candidates to $25,000) grew out of the notoriety received
I The article referred to by Senator Dole appears on p. 19.
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by a number of wealthy candidates who ran in 1970 and in earlier years, who
financed their campaigns largely from personal wealth. The reformers argued
that wealthy individuals should not be allowed to "buy" their way into office
simply because they happened to be wealthy. The limitation provisions were-
designed to provide more equal opportunity to candidates who did not have:
personal wealth.
3. Limitations on the total amount a candidate could spend on media advertising

These provisions (limiting media spending to 10 cents per eligible voter) grew
out of criticism, common at the time, of the impact of media advertising, par.
ticularly television, on the electoral process. The reformers argued that candi-
dates were being "packaged" for sale to the public through slick media cam-
paigns created by Madison Avenue. The 1968 Nixon Campaign was a frequently
cited example. (The media limitations were thrown out by the courts as
unconstitutional, prior to the passage of the 1974 Amendments.)

THE 1074 AMENDMENTS

The 1974 Amendments to the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 created
the Federal Election Commission and added several significant provisions to
the law; the principal ones being :
1. Imposition of contribution limits

The 1974 Amendments to the campaign finance law were passed in the wake
of the Watergate scandals. The Watergate Committee revealed not only that the
Nixon Administration had been involved in unlawful acts, but also that huge
campaign contributions had flowed into the Nixon campaign coffers from both
personal and corporate sources. Many of these contributions were made with
an implied promise of a "quid pro quo." in the form of favorable government
action on behalf of the contributors. However, it was little noted in the press
that the great majority of large contributions, and virtually all of those con-
tributions which were illegal, were made prior to April 7, 1972, the effective date
of the 1971 Act. Some $20 million was raised by the Nixon campaign prior to
April 7th and none of it was subject to disclosure, or to audit by the General
Accounting Office. That is was ultimately disclosed more than a year later was
the result of subpoenas Issued by the Senate Watergate Committee, and a civil
suit filed by Common Cause. It is highly unlikely that the same fundraising
methods would have been used by those responsible in the Nixon campaign, had
they known that the sources of these contributions and the amounts raised would
ultimately be disclosed to the public, and to law enforcement agencies.

Nevertheless, the disclosures made of financial abuses uncovered in the 1972
campaign provided ample justification for the contribution limits imposed
by the 1974 Amendments. ($1,000 per individual for each election, and $5,000
per qualified multicandidate committee.) The reformers reasoned that large
contributions made to candidates by wealthy individuals and groups repre-
senting particular economic interests bought, if not any specific "quid pro quo",
at least access to the candidate, and therefore influence on the candidate's
thinking. The limitations were designed to curb such influence.
2. Spending limitations

With the 1971 media limitations ruled unconstitutional, there remained no
effective curb on campaign spending by Federal candidates. The Congress im-
posed, in the 1974 Amendments, lirnits on total campaign spending. Many be-
lieved that his provision primarily served the interests of incumbents, since
incumhents have built-in advantages such as the "frank," a high level of name
recognition, etc. Others opposed expenditure limits on the grounds that politicat
campaigns, on the whole, are actually under-financed rather than over-financed.
Dr. Herbert Alexander, Director of the Citizeis' Research Foundation, and
author of several books on campaign financing, has often expressed this view.
s. Public financing

The reformers in Congress realized that, with tight contribution limits imposed
on political fundraising, it would be extremely difflenlt foir Presidential candt-
dates to raise sufficient funds to conduct a nationwide primary campaign for
nomination, or to run a nationwide general election campaign. The answer to
this problem was found in public financing of Presidential campaigns. The pri-
mary election process presented an obvious problem since virtually anyone can
declare himself a Presidential candidate in the primaries. The solution was
found in the "threshold concept," requiring the raising of $5,000 in each of 20



states in amounts of $250 or less, in order to qualify for Federal matching funds.
Ylfteen candidates running for nomination by the two major parties met the
threshold, and received matching funds totalling about $24 million during 1976.
An additional $48.6 million in straight grants was distributed to the major
party Presidential nominees for the General Election, and $4.1 million was paid
,to the two major parties to finance their national nominating conventions.

BUCKLEY V. VALEO AND THEC 1979 AMENDMENTS

Aside from its direct Impact upon the Federal Election Commission itself (re-
'quiring reconstitution as an Executive Ag iny) the Supreme Court decision of
January 30, 1976, had a major effect upon tt e character of campaign financing
in Senate and House races.
1. Elimination of spending limits while retaining contribution limits

The elimination of spending limits did not, In most cases, result In increased
total spending in Senate and House races. The greatest curb on total spending
resulted from the inability of candidates to raise funds under the tight contribu-
tion limits upheld by the Supreme Court ruling. In fact, total spending in Senate
and House races appeared to be significantly less in 1976 than in prior election
years.
8. Elimination of the limits imposed upon candidates' use of their personal

funds
This ruling by the Supreme Court brought campaign finance "reform" to pre-

cisely the opposite result from that Intended in the original 1971 Act. The 1971
Act was designed to prevent wealthy candidates from "buying" their way into
office at the expense of their less wealthy opponents. Under present law, a
millionaire candidate is free to spend unlimited amounts from his own pocket,
while his "unwealthy" opponent is limited to what he can raise In $1,000 (or
$5,000) contributions. Thus, the wealthy candidate has a far greater advantage
than he did prior to 1971 "reform."
3. Administration of publio financing

The Federal Election Commission found it necessary to employ approximately
35 people, full time, to administer the matching fund provisions of the campaign
law, to insure that Federal funds were equitably distributed, and to insure
that the public treasury was protected. A similar manpower commitment has
also been made to audit the campaigns of Presidential candidates who received
matching funds. The high costs to eligible candidates of obtaining matching funds
are apparent from the millions of dollars allocated by those candidates to "legal
and accounting expenditures." What may be less apparent, at the present time,
are the difficulties which can be expected to arise as a result of the audits. The
Commission will be presented, In the near future, with "laundry lists" of ex-
penditures made in Presidential campaigns which raise substantive questions as
to whether they represent "qualified campaign expenditures" under the law.
Each such expenditure may require a separate policy decision. There is also an
imminent question regarding expenditures for which the campaign does not
have adequate documentation as required by the law.

Should the Commission rule that certain expenditures are not "qualified cam-
paign expenditures" under the law, a repayment to the U.S. Treasury is required
in like amount. Where funds for such repayments will be found is highly
problematical, considering the fact that few unsuccessful Presidential campaigns
have any remaining cash.

THE 1977 AMENDMENTS?

The press has frequently noted, and most observers agree, that the 1976 elec-
tions entailed significantly less political spending than elections in prior years.
Much has been made of the lack of local citizen involvement, the lack of
bumper stickers and posters, and the lack of local fund raising and spending.
The turnout of registered voters in the general election continued its downward
trend approaching only 50 percent of those eligible to vote.

The reason for the subdued nature of the 1976 campaign lies primarily in
the contribution limits, and in the expenditure limits imposed on Presidential
campaigns receiving Federal funds. Candidates, with the exception of those who
used their personal wealth, generally had less money to spend. Local groups
stayed out of the political process for fear of making illegal "contributions-in-
kind." The party structure has been weakened through the application of a single



contribution limit to all party committees in the same state, while the power of
special interest group committees has been enhanced through their ability to
make unlimited "independent expenditures" on behalf of candidates they favor.

The Congress can be expected to move, In 1977, to remedy the paucity of funds
evident in the 1976 campaigns. However, the cure most commonly proposed is to
provide Federal matching funds for Senate and House campaigns in the next
general election, and possibly in the primaries as well.

While public financing of Presidential campaigns during 1976 can be viewed
,r as reasonably successful, the extension of this concept to. House and Senate

campaigns, in the form of matching funds, would greatly increase the adminis-
trative complexity of campaign financing, both for the Federal Election Com-
mission and for the candidates involved. It is difficult to calculate the number of
people necessary to maintain adequate control over the certification of match-
ing funds to perhaps 1,000 Federal candidates, or to conduct post-certification
audits of all such campaigns within a reasonable time after the election. In any
case, it seems fair to say that a major increase in the size and complexity of the
administrative machinery would be inevitable, under any extension of the match-
ing funds concept beyond the Presidential level.

AN ALTERNATIVE APPROAcH TO PUBLIC FINANCING OF ELECTIONS

The following pages outline an alternative approach to public financing of the
political process which I believe would :

1. Significantly expand citizen participation in the political process;
2. Substantially increase available funding for political process at all levels;
8. Substantially reduce the costs of fundraising for political campaigns;
4. Significantly increase the financial resources of regular party organizations;
5. Significantly curb the financial power of special economic and other inter-

est groups to affect the political process; and,
6. Reduce the advantage now enjoyed by wealthy candidates who finance their

campaigns from personal funds.
' These goals can be achieved, in my view, through adoption by Congress of

the following legislative changes in present campaign finance law:
1. Amend Title 26, Internal Revenue Code, Section 41(a) aa follows:

Section 41. Contributions to candidates for public office

(a) General rule. In the case of an individual, there shall be allowed, subject
to the limitations of subsection (b), as a credit against the tax imposed by this
chapter for the taxable year, an amount equal to [one half] the full amount of
all political contributions and all newsletter fund contributions, payment of
which is made by the taxpayer within the taxable year.

(b) Limitations.
(1) Maximum credit. The credit allowed by subsection (a) for a taxable

year shall not exceed $25 ($50 in the case of a joint return under Section
6013).

2. Repeal of Subsection (o) (1) (B) of Section 41, restricting the definition-of
"political contribution" as follows:

(c) Definitions. For purposes of this section-
(1) Political contribution. The term "political contribution" means a con-

tribution or gift of money to-
(A) an individual who is a candidate for nomination or election to any

Federal, State, or local elective public office in any primary, general, or
special election, for the use by such individual to further his candidacy
for nomination or election to such office;

E(B) any committee, association, or organization (whether or not
incorporated) organized and operated exclusively for the purpose of in-
fluencing, or attempting to influence, the nomination or election of one
or more individuals who are candidates for nomination or election to any
Federal, State, or local elective public office, for use by such committee,
association, or organization to further the candidacy of such individual
or individuals for nomination or election to such office ;

(B) [(C)] the national committee of a national political party;
(C) [(D)] the State committee of a national political party as desig-

nated by the national committee of such party ; or



(D) [(E)] a local committee of a national political party as desig-
nated by the State committee of such party designated under subparn-
graph [(D).] (C).

2. Repeal Chapters 95 and 90 of Title 20 (The Public Financing Proviaions).

ABOUMENTS IN SUPPORT OF THE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

Let us examine how the proposed Amendments to present law might bring
about the desired results as outlined above:

1. The proposed modifications to Section 41(a) of Title 26 create a "citizen-
controlled "form of public financing for the electoral process at all levels of gov-
ernment. Each taxpayer is provided with a personal "franchise" to distribute a
maximum of $25 in public funds to the candidate(s) or party(les) of his choice
during each calendar year. Citizens should be encouraged to exercise this fran-
chise, just as they are now routinely encouraged to exercise their franchise to
vote.

The existence of this public financing franchise could be expected to increase
substantially the total amount of funding available to candidates, their com-
mittees, and. political parties, as well as to expand citizen participation in the
political process itself. With an estimated 128 million taxpayers in the United
States, a participation rate of only 10 percent would inject up to $390 million
Into the political process, all in individual contributions of $26 or less. Given
this franchise, citizen interest and involvement in the political process could be
expected to increase, for the same reason that a person's interest in football
game could be expected to increase as a result of a wager placed on the outcome
of the game. In political terms, this means more citizen interest in candidates and
their issues. The existence of a public financing franchise, available to all taxpay-
ers, should also reduce the fundraising costs to political campaigns, as "spon-
taneous" contributions flow to those candidates who generate citizen support
.through news reports of their positions on vital issues.

2. The repeal of Subsection (c) (1) (B) of Section 41 would restrict public
financing in the political process to candidates and regular party committees.
This modification would make it more difmcult for political action committees to
raise contributions, since such contributions would represent private, rather
than public funds. Under the present 50 percent tax credit system, half of all
small contributions ($60.00 or less) made to special interest political action
committees could represent public funds. Under the proposed 100 percent tax
credit plan, restricted to candidates and regular party organizations, an increas-
lug proportion of campaign financing should be generated in small amounts, di-
rectly from private citizens, while the financial impact of special interest groups
on the political process would be correspondingly reduced.

3. With the introduction of a citizen's public financing franchise, in the form
of a 100 percent tax credit, the present form of public financing and the complex
ndministrative machinery necessary to implement it would become unnecessary.
The present "matching funds" concept is designed to provide the greatest amount
of public funding to those candidates who generate the widest public support, as
evidenced by the largest number of small contributions received. The system I
propose would reach precisely this same result in a far more direct way, without
the necessity of the Federal Election Commission acting as an intermediary. The
role of the Commission would be to administer and enforce the disclosure and
limItation provisions of the law, an extremely complex task in itself.

AVAILABLE STATISTIcs
Dr. Herbert Alexander, in his book, "Financing the 1972 Election," estimates

that some $426 million was spent by political parties and candidates during 1972
on political activity at all levels. Surveys taken by the Center for Political Studies
at the University of Michigan, following the 1972 election, indicate that about
10.4 percent of the adult noninntitutionalized population (about 14.3 million
people) made political contributions during 1972. These figures suggest that
the average political contribution was about $30. However, data released by
the Internal Revenue Service, taken from 1972 individual tax returns, indicates
that tax credits for political contributions totalling $26.6 million were claimed
on about 1.8 million returns, and tax deductions totalling about $52.8 million
were claimed on an additional 1 million returns. (The tax deduction is gen-
erally more advantageous to the large contributor because he can deduct four
times the amount he could otherwise take as a credit; i.e.: a $50 deduction
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vs. a $12.50 credit in 1972; and $100 deduction vs. a $25 credit since enactment
of the 1974 Amendments). Assuming that 75 percent of the tax returns on which
credits or deductions were claimed were joint returns, the total number of cou-
tributors who took advantage of the available tax incentives in 1972 was about
5 million. This leaves more than 9 million people who made political contribu-
tions in 1972 which were not claimed on their tax returns. Apparently, the
majority of political contributors in 1972 were not aware of the availability of
tax credits or tax deductions for such contributions.

In 1974, the University of Michigan survey indicated that about 8.4 percent of
the non-institutionalized adult population (about 12 million people) made politi-
cal contributions. Tax statistics available from IRS indicate that credits or
deductions were claimed for political contributions on about 2.1 million tax
returns. Again it would appear that either the survey results are overstated in
terms of the total number of contributors, or, what seems more likely, that the
majority of contributors do not take advantage of the available tax provisions.
In any case, the cost to the public of the present 50 percent tax credit/deduction
system appears to be about $50 million for an election year and somewhat less
for non-election years. A significant portion of this public funding presumably
goes into the coffers of special interest political action committees, and is sub-
sequently distributed to candidates and parties.

It would appear that if the public were better informed of the tax incentives
available now for making political contributions, the total amount of public
funding injected into the political process would increase, whether or not the
total number of contributors Increased. If more than half of all political con-
tributors are not aware of the available tax deductions and credits, then pre-
sumably the vast majority of non-contributors (90.4 percent of the adult popu-
lation) are also unaware of these provisions.

THE UNKNowN ELEMEXN

The principal unknown in the 100 percent tax credit proposal is the degree
to which it would stimulate small contributions by the public. Some knowledge-
able observers would undoubtedly argue that a 100 percent tax credit for politi-
cal contributions would not appreciably increase the number of individual con-
tributors beyond those who now contribute under the present tax structure.
However, this argument tends to ignore the substantive distinction between a 50
percent tax credit and a 100 percent tax credit. Under a 50 percent tax credit the
contributor makes a real sacrifice in his own consumption of goods and services
in order to support the candidate or party of his choice. Under a 100 percent
tax credit, the sacrifice in consumption is only temporary, since the full amount
contributed will be deducted from the contributor's 'tax bill (or added to his tax
refund) in the following year.

The other side of the public participation argument is that so many people
might take advantage of their opportunity to make a political contribution using
Federal tax money that the political process would become overfinanced, leading
to waste and mismanagement in political campaigns. However, neither argu-
ment is supported, at this point, by much reliable statistical data.

The necessary statistical data to support a political decision on a 100 percent
tax credit might be gathered through a nationwide poll of the voting age, tax-
paying public. Such a poll should ascertain, among other things, the percentage
of people who made political contributions in 1970, as compared to the percentage
of people who say they would make a contribution under the 100 percent tax
credit plan, outlined in this paper.

The results of such a poll, assuming the responses are reliable, could be used
as the basis for the key policy decisions with regard to the 100 percent tax credit.
If. for example, 10 percent of those responding said they would contribute to
political parties and candidates if the 100 percent tax credit were available, and
a determination was made that $400 million in public funds should be provided
to support the political process, then the maximum allowable tax credit would
be $32.

$400 million a= $32 per contributor
128 million taxpayers X 10 percent

If, on the other band, 20 percent of those surveyed said they would contribute
under a 100 percent tax credit, and the same $400 million in public funding was
desired, then the maximum allowable tax credit would be only $10 per individual.
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In either case, the essential ingredients for public policy purposes are:
1. A determination of how much public funding is needed in the political

process; and
2. An accurate estimate of the rate of public participation in financing the

political process through proposed 100 percent tax credit mechanism.
The extent of public financing necessary is, in turn, largely dependent upon

the statutory contribution limits. If the limitations on contributions by political
action committees and individuals ($5,000 and $1,000 respectively) were reduced,
then the total requirement for public funding through the 100 percent tax credit
mechanism would be correspondingly increased, necessitating a higher maximum
allowable credit per individual. In any case, the maximum amount allowed as a-
tax credit provides a readily adjustable mechanism to control overall public
financing of the political process, The decision as to which political parties and
candidates receive public financing and the actual distribution of it, are left to
the discretion of the public. Minor party candidates would have equal access to
public funding to the extent they could generate public support.

Finally, for a 100 percent tax credit to stimulate a significant increase in the
total number of small contributors, the general public must be made aware of it.
This could be accomplished through a public information campaign, financed by
Congress, as part of an overall election reform package.

THE GAO REviEw

(By Alexander W. Keema III)

OAMPAION FINANCE REFORM : LIMITING OAMPAION coNTRIBUTIONs

The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 places responsibility on the
Comptroller General to monitor reporting of campaign financial data by
Presidential and Vice Presidential candidates and their supporting commit-
tees, The Office of Federal Elections performs this function. A number of
changes in the act have been proposed in the 98d Congress. One very signifi-
cant proposal would place a limitation of $8,000 on individual contributions
to Presidential campaigns.

Mr. Keema, a "charter" member of the OFE's auditing and investigating
staff, undertook the study on which he writes while temporarily assigned
to the Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities (the
"Watergate Committee") earlier this year to assist the Committee in evalu-
ating the proposed limitation and certain alternatives.

This paper represents an attempt to quantify and evaluate the probable Impact
on Presidential campaigns of the enactment of a $8,000 limit on individual con-
tributions to Presidential candidates. Such a limit is included in Senate bill 8044
which has been passed by the Senate.

Table A on page 56 shows the total receipts of four 1972 Presidential candi-
dates (including all contributions and loans, but not including transfers re-
ceived from other political committees) and the total receipts which would not
have been available to their campaigns had a $8,000 per individual contribution
limit been in effect during the preelection period.
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TABLE A

Amount that Amount that
would be lost would be Percent of

Total to campaign (in available to contribution
Peidcontributios ecs of cam pin lot undr

Period ctreivedn a$3,000) ($3,000 or loon) $3,000ulimit

Richard M. Nixon:
Pre-Apr. 7, 1972.......................... $19,940,000 $15,516,000 $4,424,000 78
Apr. 7-Dec. 31, 1972...................... 43, 287, 000 17, 227, 000 26 060, 000 40

Total................................ 36,227, 000 32.743,000 30, 484, O 52

Georg S. McGovern:
re-A. 7,c1972r......................... 728,000 454,1000 274,000 62
Apr. 7-Dec. 31, 1972 .................... 48.932, 000 12, 794, OW 36, 138, 000 26

Total.................................. 49,660,00 13,248,000 36,412,000 27

Hubert If. Humphrey
Pre-Apr. 7, 1972........................ 781,000 538000 243,000 69
Apr. 7-Dee, 31, 1972..................... 4,268,000 2,934,000 1,334,000 69

- Total...........:..................... 5, 049, 000 3,472,000 1,577,000 69
Edmund S. Muskie:

Pe-Apr. 1972.4....................... 1,589,000 554, 000 1, 035,000 3
Apr. 7-Dec. 31, 1972...................... 723,1000 38,000 405, 000 44

Total............................. 2,312,000 172,000 1,440,000 38

Note: The following qualifications should be considered in comparing and drawing inferences from the figures in table
A: (1) Incompleteness of pre-A r. 7, 3972, data The pro-Apr. 7, figures for the Democratic candidates wore compiled
from contributions voluntarily dAsclnued by the candidates, and do not include contributions of less than MD. The total
receipts of these candidates for the pro-Apr. 7 period are thus necessarily understated while the percenage of receipts
lost (in excess of $3 000) is somewhat overstated. (2) Computer aggregation-A computer program was used to agregate
the multiple contributions made by many Individuals to the numerous committees supporting each condldat (such
multiple contributions were usually made to avoid gift taxes). The contributions were aggregated by matching the names
and addresses of the contributors. Unavodiably some contributions were not aggregated due to differences in street
names, numbers, middle initials, etc. Such differences resulted in the treatment of some multiple contributions by the
same individuals as contributions by different people. This distortion is reflected In the post Apr. 7 contributions of all
candidates. Sece se of this yos of distortion, the amount theoretically lost under a $3,000 contribution limit would be
somewhat understated while the net amount available to the campaign would be overstated. However, the inability of
the computer to distinguish between contributions from individuals and those from a man and wife resulted In the
treatment of eil contributions as though they were made by single individuals. This distortion would tend to offset the
incomplete agreg n problem. A sampling of the computer detail Indicates tha, overall, the total of post-Apr. 7
contributions of $3,000 or less is somewhat overstated while the total of contributions in excess of $3,000 Is somewhat
understated.

The table is broken down Into two periods: the period from January 1, 1971,
through April 0, 1972; and the period from April 7 through December 31, 1972.
The pre-April 7. 1972, figures for the three Democratic candidates were taken
from a Citizens Research Foundation report entitled "Political Contributions of
$500 or more Voluntarily Disclosed by 1972 Presidential Candidates." The pre-

-April 7, 1972, figures for the Republican candidate were taken from a report
filed with the Clerk of the House of Representatives on September 28, 1973, by
the Finance Committee to Re-elect the President pursuant to a court order ob-
tained by Common Cause on July 24, 1978. All figures for the period April 7
through December 31, 1972, were taken from reports filed by committees of the
four candidates with GAO, under the provisions of the Federal Election Cam-
paign Act of 1971.

Table B on page 58 shows the relative use and importance of loans to the four
candidates.
Evaluation of the data

While the data presented in tables A and B may be subject to varying in-
terpretation, it is clear that a $8.000 per individual contribution limit would
have had a very mnjor impact on the 1972 Presidential campaign. On their
face the figures show that the President's reelection effort would have been
deprived of over $80,000,000 in financing and would have had $6,000,000 less than
Senator McGovern's campaign. However, the total amount of small contributions
($3,000 or less) to the two major candidates would have undoubtedly been far
different had the $8,000 contribution limit been in effect during the entire pre-
election period. In fact, such a limitation might well have altered the outcome of
the Democratic Presidential primaries.

91-489-77--6



TABLE B

Loans as
Total Total Total Net receipts percent of

contributions loans loans available to total
Candidate received received rapald campaign contributions

Richard M. N i so ......... ,. 227, 000 $1, 249, 00 $589, 000 $62, 638, 000 2
!tGeorge S. McG over......... 49, 660, 000 9, 633, 000 5,209, 000 44, 451, 000 19

Hubert H. Humphrey.................. 5049, 000 1, 533,000 464,000 4, 585.000 30
Edmund S. Muskle.................... 2,312,000 223,000 114,000 2,198, 000 10

Note: As Indicated in table B, the 4 candidates made widely varying use of loans to finance their campaigns. To the
extent that these loans were repaid, the "Total contributions received" figures overstate the amounts that the candidates
had available for normal campaign expenditures. Loans which were not repaid by the candidates' committees were gene r-
ally forgiven and thus converted into ordinary contributions. While the great majority of loans were made to politic al
committees by individuals, a few loans ware made between political committees. Thus the total loan figures In table B
may be slightly overstated.

The pre-April 7, 1972, contribution figures for the three Democratic candidates,
shown on table A, indicate that Senator Muskie had approximately twice the
funding of his two opponents in the early primaries. Furthermore, because of
his frontrunner status and national recognition, he was much less dependent
upon large contributors than were Senator McGovern and Senator Humphrey.
Senator McGovern, for example, received 40% of his contributions from only
four individuals, while Senator Humphrey received only 00% of his contributions
in amounts of $25,000 or more. -

Had a $3,000 contribution limit been in effect during the early primaries, Sen-
ator Muskie would have had to 5 to 1 money edge over his two opponents rather
thhn only a 2 to 1 advantage, Needless to say, such a difference would have
drastically affected the course of the primary campaigns and would have prob-
ably been reflected in the ultimate results at the polls. A $3,000 contribution
limit in the early Presidential primaries would appear to be clearly to the ad-
vantage of a nationally know frontrunning candidate and to the disadvantage
of his lesser known opponents.

President Nixon's campaign received about 78% of Its funding (luring the pre-
April 7, 1972, period in contributions exceeding $3,000. However, both the totalreceipts during this period and the average size of individual contributions
were no doubt affected by the rush to solicit anonymous contributions prior to
the April 7, 1972, disclosure deadline of the Federal Election Campaign Act of1971.

In the post-April 7, 1972, period the figures on table A show that the Me-Govcrn campaign generated substantially-er-ontributions of $3,000 or lessthan did the Nixon campaign. However, the majority of small contributions toboth campaigns were raised through direct mail solicitations, and it is veryquestionable whether the McGovern campaign could have financed such an ex-tensive- direct mail effort without the aid of early large contributors. As thefigures show, the Nixon campaign had raised 17 times what the McGoverncampaign had raised in contributions of $3,000 or less by April 7, 1972. In addi-tion, es an incumbent President and an overwhelming favorite in the Republi-can primaries, President Nixon had very limited spending requirements prior topr the general election campaign. Senator McGovern, on the other hand, requiredlarge amounts of early money to campaign in 23 tightly contested primaries.This again illustrates the tremendous advantage conferred by a $8,000 con-tribution limit upon a nationally recognized front-runner-an advantage whichis greatly compounded if the candidate happens also to be an Incumbent Presi-dent.
As table B shows, a great percentage of Senator McGovern's larger contribu-tors made their contributions in the form of loans (loans are considered to becontributions under the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971). Of over $9,-000,000 in loans made to the McGovern campaign, over half were ultimatelyrepaid, presumably with money later raised through direct mail solicitation.tinder a $3,000 contribution limit this type of temporary financing would bevirtually eliminated.
The Nixon campaign, in contrast, raised very little of its money in the formof loans as adequate financing was already available through straight contribu-tions. Again the front-runner/incumbent advantage is obvious under the limitations imposed by S. 8044 and other bills.
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Altemate fnaniong proposal.
All of the public financing bills Introduced in the 93d Congress implicitly rec-

ognize the need to replace, in some way, the political money which has tradi-
tionally been provided by the large contributors.

TOTAL PURLIO FINANCING

Schemes for total public financing of campaigns seemingly solve the problems
evident in the foregoing analysis but at the same time deny to the general public
the right to participate in the political process by contributing to the candidate
of their choice. The argument is often made that financing campaigns through
the general tax revenue, in effect, forces individuals to support with their taxes
candidates whom they oppose. (President Nixon made this argument in his press
conference on March 6, 1974.)

In addition, prohibiting by statute all private contributions or campaign ex
penditures may well prove to be a violation of the First Amendment rights of
the citizens. Finally, the administrative problems arising out of public financing
are immense-determining what are legitimate uses of campaign funds, account-
ability of campaign treasures, auditing of campaign expenditures by a Federal
agency, and a host of others.

Assuming that these problems can be solved, the great unsolved problem which
remains is how to weed out the "serious" from the "frivolous" candidates in the
primaries. Obviously, if all candidates are financed equally we are likely to have
scores of candidates in the major party primaries, many of whom are primarily
seeking publicity.

PARTIAL PURLIO FINANCING

A number of bills introduced in the Senate and the House propose to solve
the "frivolous candidate" problem by means of a matching funds formula for the
primaries. For example, the Anderson-Udall bill (H.R. 7612) proposed a $2,500
contribution limit to presidential candidates with Federal grants matching
contributions of $50 or less contingent on the candidate raising a threshold
amount of $15,000 in such small contributions. Frivolous candidates would pre-
sumably be limited by the requirement to raise the threshold amount in small
contributions.

The above formula appears a reasonable one. However, as table A reflects, it
is precisely In the area of raising small contributions that the lesser known
challenger in the primaries has the biggest disadvantage and the well known
front-runner the advantage. The front-runner already has the broad-based recog-
nition and support needed to raise small contributions and to match those with
Federal funds would only amplify that advantage by providing additional fl-
nancing for direct mail appeals. In any case, Federal matching of $50 and under
contributions in the early primaries is unlikely to inject a great deal of money
into the campaigns and will certainly not replace the rich benefactors who tra-
ditionally have provided the bulk of the Initial organizing money for challengers
such as Senator McGovern and Senator Humphrey in the 1972 campaign.

In addition to the probable ineffectiveness of the partial Federal financing
proposal, it is also subject to all the administrative problems of total public
financing.
Indirect public financing through tas credits

Generating the vast amounts of cash required to organize and conduct a Presf-
dential campaign-without relying on large contributors necessarily implies broad-
ening the financial base upon which campaigns are run. One way, of course, is
direct public financing as discussed above.

Another way might be by indirect public financing through tax credits. A $25
tax credit which could be deducted on a taxpayer's return, dollar for dollar,
might provide the vast numbers of small contributors needed to replace the large
donors. The $25 could be contributed in whole or in part to any Federal candi-
dates or political parties which have legitimately registered as required under
the current Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971. Such contributions would,
in effect, he a form of public financing since the contributor's taxes would be
reduced by the amount of his contribution, but the system would not Include the
objectionable aspects of other public financing schemes. There would not be the
administrative problems involved with a federally administered voucher system;
i.e., defining proper use of Federal appropriations, auditing of campaign ex-
penditures, and the like. In addition, no complicated threshold formulas would be
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required, and the taxpayers would have a choice as to which candidates they
choose to support with their tax money.

A 50% tax credit is now allowable for political contributions op to $25 under
title VII of the Revenue Act of 1971 (Public Law 92-178). Title VII could be
amended extending that credit to 100%.

A 100% individual tax credit would be somewhat analogous to the present $1
income tax checkoff system except that it would give the taxpayer a choice of
which candidate(s) or party to support. Presumably, not all taxpayers would
participate in a tax credit system as evidenced by the relatively low rate (14%)
of current participation in the tax checkoff system. However, if only 10% of the
taxpayers participated, this could represent up to $300,000,000 in new financing
;ior Federal candidates at all levels. Controls over total campaign spending could
be provided simply by raising or lowering the allowabe tax credit.

In order to promote wide participation in a Federal tax credit system, the
Oeagwess could provide funds for a public educational campaign. Ultimately,
instead of political candidates having to spend vast amounts of money to locate
ilbely supporters and convince them to contribute, we may have a system where
millions of average people are actively seeking out, candidates of like mind to
whom they can make their "free" $25 contribution. Such a system would surely
involve much greater numbers of average citizens in the political process than
now participate and could substantially reduce the fundraising costs of
campaigns.

A $25 tax credit in itself would not automatically equalize the financing of
Federal campaigns or eliminate the inherent advantages of incumbency (name
recognition, franking privilege, etc.). However, the incumbent advantage in
fundraising (the ability to obtain large donations from special interest groups,
wealthy friends, etc.) might be substantially reduced by-enacting contribution
limits like those proposed in S. 3044 and H.R. 7612. The elimination of large con-
tributors and contributions would force all candidates, incumbent and challenger
alike, to appeal to the general public for the major share of their campaign fl-
nancing requirements. A $25 tax credit would help to promote the broad public
participation needed to meet those requirements.

Under such a system, the winner of an election would owe his victory, at least
in financial terms, more to his small contributors than his larger ones. While this
would not necessarily guarantee against corruption and favoritism in public of-
fice, it would surely represent a substantial improvement over the traditional
system of financing political campaigns in America.

STATEMENT AND VIEws ON S. 1471 nY PROF. JAMEs S. FAY, AssoCIATE PaoFEssox
OF POLITICAL SCIENCE, CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, HAYwARD, AND MEMBER
OF THE POLITICAL REFORM EVALUATION PROJECT OF THE GRADUATE THEOLOGIoAL
UNION, BEBKELEY, CALIF.

I am pleased to submit views on S. 1471, a bill to broaden the tax credit for
contributions to candidates for the U.S. Senate. The views I express will be
my own.

I'll be testifying in two capacities: First, as an academic analyst and second,
as a political activist and concerned citizen. I have been a student of election
finnce for the past few years, as well as an elected party office holder in my
county, and a manager of several political campaigns. In the latter two capaci-
ties I have had the opportunity to get some idea of the impact of recent changes
in our election finance laws. My most recent Federal election experience was as
the northern California manager of Congressman Udall's Presidential campaign,
a campaign which added to my humility and my appreciation of the term "moral
victory."

Although I still have great admiration for Congressman Udall, I have serious
reservations about the approach to election subsidies which he is sponsoring in
the House (H.R. 5157). My opposition extends to a similar Senate bill sponsored
by Senators Clark, Cranston, Mathias and Kennedy (S. 926).

Both H.R. 5157 and S. 926 are based on the assumption that public financing
of the 1970 Presidential campaign was a success. I believe just the opposite was
true and that the manipulation of the act by the incumbent President Gerald
Ford confirmed the worst fears of public subsidy opponents that the law would
be subverted by incumbents for their own advantage. Gerald Ford delayed sign-
ing the amended Presidential Election Campaign Act, he delayed appointing
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the commissioners to the Federal Election Commission, and he delayed the
swearing-in ceremony. The President and his advisors reasoned that such a
delay, which would halt the flow of matching funds to challenger Ronald Reagan
and impede Reagan's campaign, was the rational political course of action. They
were correct.

Placing vast additional powers in the hands of the Federal Election Commis-
sion not only to oversee the financial purity of Congressional elections but also-
to provide a large share of the money to run such campaigns seems to me to be-

O the most naive and dangerous so-called reform imaginable. Can it honestly be-
maintained that seventy years of experience with independent federal and state
commissions has demonstrated that they act in the public interest with such
uniform consistency that we can now turn over the core of our election system
to such a commission, expecting it to perform with impeccable neutrality against
the constant pressure of incumbents?

Even if the current Federal Election Commission had performed well in 1076
keeping its honor and neutrality intact, which it did not, could we expect this
always to be the case? Our founding fathers tried to design a system of govern-
ment to anticipate and check the worst consequences of human nature and poli-
tical circumstance. Few such checks are built into most proposals to alter elec-
tion financing. We must assume, albeit with chagrin, that weak or ignorant or evil
individuals will at some time in the future hold the highest positions in national
government. Such individuals would then make appointments to the sensitive Fed-
eral Election Commission. Those appointees would be in an ideal position to frus-
trate or sabotage the election campaigns of the incumbent administration's
opponents. One can imagine how impartially a Federal Election Commission dom-
inated by Nixon appointees would have guarded the public interest. To ignore
such potential, if not probable, abuses, as many well-intentioned reformers are
prone to do, is to engage in wanton disregard of our recent history and to ignore
some of our most valued political traditions.

Another fundamental problem with Hl.R. 5157 and S. 926 is that both bills
ignore the caste issue in our election finance system. A distinct minority of adults.
in our country, 27 percent, have ever in their lives contributed money to a political
campaign. Only S percent of the population contributed to any campaign or party
last year. Those who contribute are not the average citizens. Contributors tend
to fall into the upper-middle and upper class income brackets. This prosperous
minority Increase is already a significant political influence by dominating the
financing of campaigns. Will the "matching" bills, H.1. 5157 and S. 026 alter
this influence? I don't believe so.

The same well-to-do-segment of American society who now provide the money
for most campaigns will have its influence doubled because all of those $50, $75,
and $100 contributions will be matched by tax dollars. Candidates will quickly
discover that they need work only half as hard to raise their campaign kitties.
Candidates will solicit their campaign money in the most ethcient way possible.
They will ask for $50-$100 checks from prosperous individuals in their constitu-
encies. Therefore, this so-called "reform" of election finance laws will, in all
likelihood, guarantee that the number of campaign contributors remains small.
In this case, reform maintains the status quo in election finance, and at worst
artificially magnifies the political preferences and privileges of the well-to-do, ex-
acerbating caste tendencies of American politics.

We are faced with the irony that while the Administration proposes to increase
political participation by dismantling voter registraton barriers, the Congress
works to decrease another kind of participation the campaign contribution.

An additional flaw shared by S. 926 and H.R. 5157 is their caviller disregard
of political parties. Our parties have not always been textbook examples of civic
virtue, but they have on occasion played a valued and in some ways indispensible
role in providing a forum for the discussion of public issues and in establishing
an organizational framework under which the diverse social forces of the nation
could participate in recruiting candidates and in governing the nation. To sub-
sidize candidates but not parties with public funds and to denigrate the role
of the parties as unifying forces in society is to accelerate the atomized, candidate-
oriented, personality politics which we have come to know and despise. The
infirmity of the parties is no argument for government sponsored euthanasia
administered through public election subsidies.

S. 926 also makes it difficult if not impossible for minor party and independent
candidates to run for the Senate by imposing stiffer financial eligibility require-
ments on these individuals than on major party aspirants. To that extent
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open competition for Congressional seats and challenges to the two party monop-
ely receive the back of the refoi-mer's hand.

S. 926 and H.R. 5157 will add another order of magnitude to the complexity
-of Federal election law and will likely lead to further centralization of political
campaigns. The complexity of these bills will force many candidates to hire
attorneys and accountants to manage the financial details of the campaign and to
avoid honest pitfalls and errors which might ruin the credibility and reputa-
tion of the candidate and result in defeat at the polls on election day. Local units
of major campaigns will be unable to provide the accounting and legal expertise
needed to comply with the new law. As a result the influence and participation
of grass-roots politics will likely diminish as campaign finance and decision
making are centralized in the hands of the professionals. An argument could
be made that sponsors of such a far reaching bill should be required to provide

-a kind of political impact statement on the likely effects of the bill before
Congress begins its deliberations.

The final difficulty with direct government campaign subsidies comes from the
sketchy record of such laws in Europe where, according to some recent reports,
government grants for political campaigns have increased as rapidly as public

_support for the whole concept of public financing has decreased. Once the poli-
ticans get automatic election grants, they may become rather independent of
their constituents and progressively less accountable to them.

Given this sorry litany of problems, is it possible to design any system of
campaign subsidies which would have a chance of reducing some of the patent
unfairness of the present election finance system while skirting the worst pit-
falls of incumbent control over elections'

Most of the problems in current public financing proposals stem from a
tendency to bureaucratize the collection of campaign contributions, thus giving
dangerous and anti-civil libertarian control over election finance to an agency
of government. The insidious logic of this control is clear when one understands
that government, once it begins to distribute matching tax dollars during the
campaign, must protect itself from scandal by imposing a variety of bureaucratic
guidelines and procedures upon the financing of campaigns and the candidates
who collect and spend campaign funds. Thus government controlled by Incum-
bents sets itself up as the ultimate arbiter of the election process by controlling
the flow of a critical political resource-money.

The path away from this hazardous stratification of campaigns may lie in the
application of a device already widely used by state and national government-
the tax subsidy. Federal and some state tax policies already encourage a number
of activities presumed to be socially desirable, such as child care, work incen-
tive programs, and (in California) the installation of solar energy devices. In
fact, Federal and many state tax forms permit political contributions, up to
a certain limit, to be counted as itemized deductions against income. Congress
also provides that the citizen can claim a tax credit of up to one-half of his
or her political contribution. This can amount to a maximum $50 credit on a
joint return. Such itemized deductions and tax credits for campaign contribu-
tions resulted in a tax loss to the Federal Treasury, or a Federal campaign
subsidy, of over $40 million dollars in 1975. So in a way we have had this back
door kind of public financing for some time.

Unfortunately, from the perspective of widespread democratic participation,
tax deductions and credits don't work very well in their current form. Most tax
payers don't itemize deductions. Of those who do, only a tiny fraction (under
two percent in California) claim a deduction for campaign contributions. The
same problem appears with the Federal tax credit for political contributions.
Nationwide, less than two percent of taxpayers claim such a credit.

Such low figures are not surprising in light of that previously noted Gallup
poll finding that only eight percent of the national population made any kind
of monetary contribution to a campaign in 1976. Modifying the existing Federal
tax credit procedure may enlarge this relatively low eight percent figure and
provide a way to pump a significant number of modest contributions into the
political process while minimizing government Interference in campaigns.

On a joint return, the existing tax credit of 50 percent of campaign contribu-
tions up to $100 has not operated as an adequate incentive to stimulate millions
of relatively modest contributions. Assuming therefore that a higher percentage
credit will stimulate more average-income citizens to contribute, we should con-
sider increasing the incentive by raising the credit to 90 percent or as 8. 1471
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suggests, 75 percent. The prime advantages of this tax credit approach to elec-
tion finance is that government would got become, the Mpajor intermediary be-
tween the contributor and the candidat and government would not be doling
out large amounts of campaign funds directly to the candidate. With a tax
credit system, government's risky involvement in the campaign process would
be sharply reduced. Tax credits would force government to deal directly with
the contributor only after the election when government's ability to interfere
with the campaign is negligible. The credit would be claimed In the spring on

01 the normal IRS tax form. Then 75 or 90 percent of the contribution up to $100
could be refundable. One of the beauties of the tax credit approach to election
finance is that if a candidate for the Senate or House of Representatives has a

good deal of constituency support, the candidate will be able, without great
difficulty, to raise enough money in small contributions for an adequate cam-
paign. This is in stark contrast to some alternative proposals for financing the
general election which simply provide a large grant of tax money to major party
nominees regardless of their constituency support.

Under a tax credit approach to campaign finance, contributions from low in-
come citizens could be encouraged by guaranteeing reimbursement for political
contributions, even if the contributor had no tax liability. A similar procedure
is used in California to give a tax credit to renters.

Although a 75 or 90 percent reimbursement would stimulate more average
citizens to make campaign contributions, it is not likely that citizens would
simply throw their money at candidates. The citizen will be parting with hard
earned cash during a spring primary or a fall general election and the con-
tributor will not, be reimbursed for his financial largess until the following
spring. The tax subsidy plan makes contributing easir but not too eaiy.

Overall I believe that the Packwood bill, S. 1471, is at the same time a con-
servative and highly innovative approach to the problems of election finance. I
think it will accomplish most of the goals of the sponsors of rival legislation
and do so while preserving one of our most important civil liberties, free elec-
tions, and limiting costs and the heavy hand of bureaucracy on the election
process.

I would like to make a few suggestions which apply both to the current Fed-
eral Election law and this proposed legislation in particular. First, there should
be a provision in the election statutes that it is not Congressional policy to
prosecute, harass, or fine candidates and campaign activists for minor technical
violations of the law.

Second, the Federal Election Commission should be required to administer
all election statutes under Its authority in such a manner as to simplify and
clarify all of its forms, reports, and procedures-to facilitate public compliance.
Furthermore, the Commission should be required to supply all candidates and
political committees with clear step-by-step instructions regarding the completion
of its relevant forms and reports.

Third, the Commission, in cooperation with the Internal Revenue Service,
should be directed to establish a program to inform the public about the new
tax credit program so as to increase public awareness and participation.

Fourth, the Congress should provide for a detailed evaluation of the tax credit
program, if it passes, to determine if and whether the credits are working as
Congress intended. Far too much of the debate on election finance reform has
been conducted on the basis of insufficient data and analysis. Congress should

a also consider a special analysis of existing election subsidy laws in Canada,
Great Britain, Finland, the Federal Republic of Germany, and Italy. Although
all of these nations have parliamentary systems, we can probably learn valuable
lessons from the election finance problems which they have been experiencing.

I am happy to have been able to provide my views for the Finance Committee.
I hope that Senator Packwood and the sponsors of S. 1471 will be able to con-
vince other members of Congress of the merit of their proposal.

FEDERAL ELEcTIoN CoMMIssION STATEMENT or REasoNs rou DETERMINATION or
REPAYMENT FROM MILTON SHAPP.

The Federal Election Campaign Act Amendments of 1974 established a novel
system for financing primary campaigns for nomination to the office of President
of the United States. That Act provides that matching funds from the dollar tax
checkoff system established by the Revenue Act of 1971 would be available to
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candidates who demonstrated broad, nationwide support for their candidacies?
To receive public funds for primary campaigns, a candidatemust personally cer,
tify tpat s/he has met certain threshold eligibility requirements for federal funds
under Chapter 96 of Title 26, United States Code. More specifcally, Congress con-
cluded that no candidate would obtain public funds, no matter how much money
s/he might have raised, unless s/he certified that s/he had "received matching
contributions from residents of each of at least 20 States; and ... the aggregate
of contributions certified with respect to any person ... does not exceed $250."'

Contributions must meet the statutory requirements in order to be matched.'
Contributions which are otherwise legal but do not meet the statutory require-
ments (e.g., contributions from an individual in an amount exceeding $250,
contributions from a political committee, and contributions from an out-of- state
resident when counted in the threshold amount for a particular state)' are
not matchable. And those contributions which are prohibited by the Act (e.g.,
contributions which exceed the Act's limitations, corporate contributions, con-
tributions made by government contractors, and contributions made by persons
in the name of another) ' are not matchable.

During the period November 17, 1975, through January 12, 1976, Governor
Milton Shapp submitted to the Federal Election Commission (hereinafter re-
ferred to as the Commission) documentation, including the candidate's certifi-
cation letter of January 21, 1976, stating that he had received matching con-
tributions which in the aggregate exceeded $5,000 in contributions from each
of 20 states.'

The 20 states in this "threshold submission' included: Alabama, California,
Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Nevada, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Texas; and Washington, D.C.

In the normal course of carrying out its supervisory responsibilities, the
Commission began a thorough examination and audit of the qualified campaign
expenses of Governor Shapp and his authorized committees pursuant to 26
U.S.C. 1 9038. As a result of this examination, evidence was found that certain
persons had made contributions in the name of another which had been matched
with federal funds.

The Commission's examination focused on interviews with listed contributors
and an analysis of Shapp for President Committee records, This examination dis-
closed that in at least five of the twenty states used by the candidate in his
,threshold submission," certain contribution were included, for which the funds
had not been provided by the purported contributors, (In other words, the con-
tributions were made in the name of another.) If these improperly included
payments are subtracted from the total threshold submission for each of the live
states, the candidate fails to meet the threshold amounts in those five states.
Even If the matching contributions in the remaining fifteen states were all
counted, the candidate did not meet the twenty state threshold requirement of
19033(b) (3),

R a. SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF COMMISSION EXAMINATION IN FIVE STATES

The five states used in the candidate's "threshold submission" in which the
Commission's examination disclosed evidence of improperly Included payments
are: Alabama, Georgia, Nevada, North Carolina, and Texas,

Set forth below Is a summary of the audit and examination findings.
- (1) Alabama .

The aggregate amount of contributions certified by Governor Shapp on Janu-
ary 21. 1976, for the State of Alabama was $5,000.

The audit and examination in this state disclosed the following evidence con-
cerning payments included in the threshold submission for Alabama:

Carol Deaton, Linda Bishop, Joe Earnest, Mary Berryhill, Jewel Lawrence,
Bonnie Ganey, and Beverly Skinner each signed letters stating they were mak-

1 Senator Allen, 120 Cone. Ree. A18533 (dally ed., Oct. 8, 1974) and Congressman
BralemiR. 120 Cong. Ree. U10328 (daily ed., Oct. 10, 1974).

'26 li.S.C. 1 0033(b) (8) and (4).
8See Commisinn's regulations, Part I 180.9.
4.26 T..C. I 9033(b) (S) and (4).
s2 V.SA. If 441a, 441b, 441e. 44t..
4'lrrinla is the only other state which, upon later submislsiens, would have met the$41,000 threshold.



ing a $100 contribution to the Shapp for President Committee. None of these per-
sons provided personal funds to the Committee.

Richard Moss gave $250 to the Shapp for President Committee. At the time
this payment was made Moss was a resident of Missisippi and not a resident of
Alabama as required by 26 U.S.C. I 9033(b) (3).

Zora Lee Nunley gave $250 to the Shapp for President Committee. Richard
Moss provided the funds for the contribution in Ms. Nunley's name.

Thomas Vaughn and Ella Mae Vaughn, James Byram, Jerry Webster and
Ann Webster, and Carole Stovall (Winslett) wrote cheeks representing a $250
contribution from each, payable to the Shapp for President Committee. Funds
were provided by Hugh Walker, who was, in turn, reimbursed by Winfield Man-
ufacturing Company.

Hugh Walker wrote a check in the amount of $500, representing a $250 con-
tribution for himself and his wife, payable to the Shapp for President Commit-
tee, for which funds were provided by Winfield Manufacturing Company.

Each of the above-mentioned payments was included In the candidate's $5,000
threshold submission for the State of Alabama. If these improper payments,
totalling $3,200 are subtracted, $1,800 remains, an amount which does not meet
the eligibility requirements of 26 U.S.C. 1 9033.
(2) Georgia -

The aggregate amount of contributions certified by Governor Shapp on Janu-
ary 21, 1976, for the State of Georgia was $5,806.7 The audit and examination In
this state disclosed the following evidence concerning payments included in the
threshold submission for Georgia :

Nysia Lanier, Daniel Moss, and Morrie Siegel each wrote checks in the amount
of $250 payable to the Shapp for President Committee. Funds for the contribu-
tions made in the names of these individuals were provided by Stanley Siegel.

Charles Martel, Richard Rudolph, Charles M. Smith, Marvin Fine, and Stanley
Kameron each signed forms indicating that they were making contributions of
$100 to the Shapp for President Committee. The funds for the contributions
made in the names of these individuals were provided by Stanley Siegel.

Each of the above-mentioned payments was included in the candidate's $5,-
600 threshold submission for the State of Georgia.' If these improper payments,
totalling $1,250 are subtracted from the amount of matchable contributions in the
submission, $4,856 remains, an amount which does not meet the eligibility re-
quirements of 26 U.S.C. 1 9033.

(3) Nevada
The aggregate amount of contributions certified by Governor Shapp on Janu-

ary 21, 1976, for the State of Nevada was $5,000. The audit and examination in
this state disclosed the following evidence concerning payments included in the
threshold submission for Nevada:

Ticket stubs representing the sale of five tickets to a fundraiser for the Shapp
campaign were sent to the Shapp for President Committee with the following
names listed as having each paid $100.

Patricia Henry, Samuel Hoffman and Donald J. Hughes. None of these indivi-
duals provided the funds for these tickets, nod did they sign their names on
the stubs; they did, however, sign letters Indicating they were making a $100
contribution.

James Blake. James Blake was given a ticket by another person. He did not
provide the funds, nor did be sign a letter indicating that he was making a $100-
contribution.

Harry "Bob" Burnstein. Mr. Burnstein neither provided the funds for the
ticket nor signed his name to the ticket stub.

Each of the above-mentioned payments was included in the candidate's $5,000
threshold submission for the State of Nevada. If these improper payments,
totalling $500 are subtracted, $4,500 remains, an amount which does not meet
the eligibility requirements of 20 U.S.C. I 903.

'Two contributions totaling $200 in the Jan. 21, 1976 submisalon needed further doeu-
mentation. The threshold oubmltesion was supplemented prior to the Commission's certlea.
tion with two contributions totalling $500. When these adjustments are considered the
total of the apparently matchable contributions was $5,606.
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(4) North Carolina
The aggregate amount of contributions certified by governor Shapp on January

21, 1976, for the State of North Carolina was $5,000.0 The audit and examination
in this state disclosed the following evidence concerning payments included In
the threshold submission for North Carolina :

Elmer Myers signed his wife's name, Betty J. Myers, on a check drawn on ajoint account in the amount of $250 payable to the Shapp for President Com-
mittee. The funds for this contribution made in Myers name were provided by/ Gus Nicholas.

William H. Beadling signed a check for $250 payable to the Shapp for Presi-
dent Committee. The funds for the contribution In the name of Beadling were
provided by Gus Nicholas.

Each of the above-mentioned payments was included in the candidate's $5,000
threshold submission for the State of North Carolina. If these improper pay-
ments, totalling $500 are subtracted, $4,500 remains, an amount which does not
meet the eligibility requirements of 20 U.S.C. 1 9033.
(5) Tema. --

The aggregate amount of contributions certified by Governor Shapp on Jan-
uary 21, 1970, for the State of.Texas was $5,007. The audit and examination in
this state disclosed the following evidence concerning payments included in the
threshold submission for Texas:

Charles Luciano purchased a cashier's check in the amount of $150 payable to
the Shapp for President Committee in the name of Fred Fraser.

Charles Luciano purchased two money orders each in the amount of $100 pay-
able to the Shapp for President Committee in the name of David Grimes and
Evelyn R. Carey (Thomas) respectively.

James Shepard and Don Luciano each wrote checks in the amount of $250
payable to the Shapp for President Committee. The funds for these payments
were provided by Charles Luciano.

Thomas Sullivan, Jr. and Glenda Harris each wrote checks in the amount of
$100 payable to the Shapp for President Committee, for which Charles Luciano
provided the funds. An additional $20 contribution was made in the name of
Glenda Harris to the Shapp for President Committee, the funds for which were
provided by another person.

A cashier's check was purchased in the name of Dianne Gass in the amount of
$250 payable to the Shapp for President Committee. The funds for this contribu-
tion were provided by Charles Luciano.

Each of the above-mentioned payments was included in the candidate's $5,007
threshold submission for the State of Texas. If these improper payments, total-
ling $1,820 are subtracted, $3,687 remains, an amount which does not meet the
eligibility requirements of 20 U.S.C. 1 9033.

c. coNcLUsIoN
The repayment provision (26 U.S.C. 19038(b) (1) ) provides:
"If the Commission determines that any portion of the payments made to a

candidate from the matching payment account was in excess of the aggregate
amount of payments to which such candidate was entitled under section 9034,
it shall notify the candidate, and the candidate shall pay to the Secretary or

so his delegate an amount equal to the amount of excess payments."
Based on the evidence disclosed in the Commission's audit and examination

of five states, the Commission determines that Governor Milton Shapp did not
receive matching contributions which in the aggregate exceeded $5.000 in contri-
butions from residents of each of at least 20 states. This determination means
that Governor Shapp incorrectly certified that he had obtained the support re-
quired by the statute as a prerequisite for obtaining public funds for primary
campaigns. That certification lies at the heart of the primary matching fund
concept enacted into law by Congress, and its demonstrable inaccuracy in this
case thus strikes at the very basis on which the Commission certified all of the
matching funds.

Since Governor Shapp was not eligible under 28 U.S.C. 19083 to become entitledto payments under 26 U.S.C. I 9084 as certified by the Commission pursuant to

'Pour contributions totaling $1,000 in the Jan. 21, 1976 submislsion needed furtherdocumentation. The threshold submission was supplemented prinr to the Commission'scertification with an additional four contributions totaling $1,000. William Beadling'scontribution was included in the supplemental subisison.



26 U.S.C. 19086 and made from the matching payment account as provided in
26 U.S.C, 19037, the Commission determines that all matching payments re-
ceived by him were in excess of the amount of payments to which he was entitled.
Accordingly, Governor Milton Shapp is directed to pay to the Secretary of the
Treasury or his delegate $299,066.21, an amount equal to the total amount of
federal matching pay.nents he received.

[From the New York Tmee, May 13, 1977]

SHAR DaNIEs BLAME, BUT WILL REPAY FUND

SAYS HE HAD NO KNOwLEDGE OF ANY IMPROPER cAMPAIGN MONEY DRIVE

-Won't Appeal U.S. Ruling

- (By James F. Clarity)

HAsRIsBUno, May 13.--Gov. Milton y. Shapp said today that he had no knowl-
edge of improper fund-raising in his 1976 Presidential campaign, but said he
would repay the $299,066.21 in Federal subsidies received by his campaign
organization.

The Governor, in a brief appearance before reporters in the state capital, de-
clined to respond to questions. He left his campaign manager and campaign
epmmittee counsel to answer questions as to who was ultimately responsible for
the funding practices disclosed yesterday by the Federal Election Commission.

The commission found that a number of the campaign contributions used to
qualify for Federal matching funds had been made not by the alleged donors but
by the Shapp organization. It ordered the subsidy money returned.

The Governor's aides said he would not exercise his right to appeal the com-
mission order. In an appeal, Mr. Shapp would presumably have been summoned
to testify before the commission. But the possibility remained that he might still
have to testify before the commission in connection with proceedings against
other persons involved in the case.

The Governor said that he was "appalled" by the findings of the commission
during a six-month investigation of his campaign funding practices.

"I have now had the opportunity to review the report adopted yesterday by
the Federal Election Commission," the Governor said during his minute-long
public appearance, "and am appalled by what I have read."

Mr. Shapp, who appeared tense and spoke in a nervous voice, added: "At no
time during the campaign did I have any knowledge of improper fund-raising.
I believed then that everything possible had been done to make certain that the
financial aspects of my campaign were in full compliance with the law."

The Governor declared that when lie signed the certification to qualify for
Federal matching funds, he believed his campaign organization had fulfilled all
the necessary conditions. To qualify, Presidential candidates had to certify that
they had raised at least $5,000 in contributions of $250 or less in each of 20
states, the threshold for applying the matching fund formula under which the
Shapp campaign, which quickly failed, received nearly $300,000. The commission
said yesterday that in reality the Shapp organization had raised the required

O totals in five states through false funding tactics.

coURT ACTION HINTED

The commission's action had raised the possibility of civil and criminal pro-
ceedings against the Governor and some of his campaign officials. But the counsel
for the Shapp Presidential campaign, Gregory M. Harvey, a lawyer In Philadel-
phia, said today that the commission had not disclosed "any evidence of any indis-
cretion on the part of the Governor."

Mr. Harvey added that "I am personally convinced to the highest degree pos-
sible, for someone outside the commission" that there would be no civil or
criminal proceedings against Mr. Shapp. The lawyer also said that Mr. Shapp's
agreement to comply with the order to repay the funds was not in any way de-
signed to preclude possible proceedings against the Governor or his campaign
aides, or to slow down the commission's action in the case.



'Before his hasty departure from the view of reporters and a dozen television
cameras, Mr. Shapp said: "I know there are legal arguments which might defeat
the commission's demand. However, I believe it is right that the full amount
should be paid back to the United States Treasury. As the law is written, that
repayment is my personal responsibility." The Governor did not elaborate on
the "legal arguments."

Aides said that Mr. Shapp-a 04-year-old Democrat now in the third year of
his second term, who became a millionaire in electronics before entering poli-
tics-would personally provide the money to repay the United States Treasury.

REPORTERS' QUERY UNANSWERED
Neither Mr. Shapp, nor his lawyer, Mr. Harvey, nor his campaign manager,.

Norval D. Reece, now Pennsylvania Secretary of Commerce, seemed to know
who was ultimately responsible for the alleged false funding practices, which
involved a Philadelphia fund-raiser named Eleanor Elias, who was paid $500 a
week in the Presidential campaign and had worked to raise money in prior Shapp-
campaigns.

"We are all sorry," said the Governor's press secretary, Michael C. McLaughlin.

(From the Washington Post, May 14, 1977]

SHAPP WILL REPAY TREASURY $300,000 IN ELEcTION FUNDS

(By Walter Pincus)
Pennsylvania Gov. Milton J. Shapp, a millionaire, will personally pay back to-

the Treasury almost $300,000 in federal funds collected by his unsuccessful 1976
presidential nomination campaign, his aides said yesterday.

The Federal Election Commission on Thursday ordered Shapp to return the
money after an investigation revealed that improper contributions had initially
permitted Shapp's campaign to qualify for the federal money.

Yesterday, in a statement delivered in Harrisburg, Shapp said he was "ap-
palled" at the improper fund-raising on his behalf that was disclosed by the
FEC investigative report.

Lawyers had recommended that he fight the FES order, Shapp said, but "I
believe the full amount" should be repaid and "as the law is written . .. (it)
is my responsibility."

Shapp also told reporters that "at no time during the campaign did I have any
knowledge of improper fund-raising." But Shapp left before reporters could ask
him questions.

Norval Reece, Shapp's 1976 campaign manager and now Pennsylvania com-
merce secretary, said yesterday that he had told everything he knew about fund-raising to FEC investigators. During the campaign, Reece said, he had "laid
down the strictest orders possible . . . to make sure we were in full compli-ance" with the law.

Reece said he had been surprised by the FEC disclosure but when asked aboutShapp's fund-raisers, the former campaign manager said his lawyer advised him"not to discuss specific people in the fund-raising group."
"The matter is still under investigation," Reece said.
The FEC's continuing investigation is focusing on the persons who ran theShapp fund-raising operation.
Reports filed with the FEC by the Shapp campaign show that two of the chieffund-raisers were individuals with close personal cr political connections to thegovernor.
Eleanor Elias of Merion, Pa., and William Tucker of Harrisburg are listed as"consultants" for "finance coordination" on the Shapp reports.
Elias and her husband are neighbors and friends of Shapp and she, accordingto one wire service report, was described as a fund-raiser for Shapp in pastcampaigns.
Tucker is the husband of C. Delores Tucker, Pennsylvania secretary of stateand Shapp political ally.
Elias has refused to answer questions from reporters and her lawyer, PatrickKittredge, said in Philadelphia yesterday it was "inappropriate?' for her or hinmto make any statements.
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One FEC deposition alleged that Elias promised reimbursement of campaign
contributions to a Georgia donor whose money was needed to make that state's
required $5,000 total.

The deponent went on to allege that Elias repaid him $500 to $600 in cash
at the end of January or early February, 1976.

According to the Shapp reports to the FEC, Elias was paid $400 a week as a
consultant beginning in November, 1975, and running through March, 1976. In
addition she received expense reimbursement, with one $1,623.58 payment dated
Feb. 5, 1976.

Tucker, according to a former Shapp campaign consultant, "worked in fund-
raising, primarily in Pennsylvania."

Neither Tucker nor his wife was reachable yesterday.
Tucker, the Shapp FEC reports disclosed, was paid $12,580 as a fund-raising

consultant in 1975 and $7,800 in 1976.
- Yesterday it was learned that a third Shapp political associate, Samuel Begler,

secretary of the governor's personnel, was directly involved with his fund-raising
operation in Nevada.

John Vergiels, a Nevada assemblyman who worked for Shapp, said yesterday
that he' was with Begler in the Tropicana Hotel in Las Vegas In November, 1975,
when Begler was counting Shapp contributions raised "along the (gambling)
strip."

Begler, according to Vergiels, "was trying to cull out all the bad" contributions.

SHAPP TOLD To EPAY U.S. FuNDs

(By Walter Pincus)
The Federal Election Commission yesterday ordered Pennsylvania Gov. Milton

J. Shapp to repay almost $800,000 in federal campaign funds and said it would
continue to investigate possible criminal violations by Shapp's 1976 presidential
fund-raising operations.

Among the targets of the inquiry, according to informed sources, is Eleanor
Elias, a paid Shapp campaign fund-raiser from Merlon, Pa., who allegedly
promised to reimburse a Georgia donor whose money was needed to help Shapp's
campaign qualify for federal matching funds.

In another instance, according to sworn statements released yesterday by thecommission, Elias allegedly asked an Alabama textile plant manager to supply
her with letters from employees saying they had made $100 contributions toShapp when they had not.

Under the law, a candidate must raise at least $5,000 in contributions of $250or less in 20 states in order to receive an initial $100,000 from the Treasury andone dollar of federal money for every additional contribution of $250 or lescollected thereafter.
Yesterday the FEC released its report on a three-month investigation into thefund-raising for Shapp's bid for the Democratic nomination. The investigationfound that Irregular contributions in five of 20 states, including Georgia andAlabama, had permitted Shapp to claim on Jan. 2, 1976, he had qualified forfederal matching funds,

re Based on the findings, the commission yesterday ordered Shapp to repay$299,066.21 in federal matching funds his campaign received last year.
Shapp was unavailable for comment yesterday but scheduled a press confer-ence for this morning in Harrisburg. A press aide said yesterday he was studyingthe FEC investigative report.
A Philadelphia lawyer, Gregory Harvey, who has represented the officers ofShapp's committee during the FEC inquiry, said yesterday he thought Shappwould appeal the ruling that the candidate, himself, was responsible for return-ing all the federal money given the campaign.
Under FEC rules, Shapp has 80 days to file such an appeal.
The FEC yesterday also announced that fines ranging from $25 to $750 hadbeen levied against 22 of 43 persons involved in the five-state investigation.Other fines are expected as a result of the FEC conciliation system with violatorsof the campaign fund law.
In the case of possible criminal violations, the FEC Investigates-as It is doingwith the Shapp fund-raisers-but must turn Its findings over to the Justice De-partment before an actual prosecution can take place.
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The Shapp investigation disclosed the first major scandal in the short-lived
federal election law. FEC general counsel William C. Oldaker said yesterday,
however, that "there is no Indication of anything like this" going on in other
presidential campaigns.

Yesterday's investigative report showed the following activities in five states:
Alabama : The plant manager of Winfield Manufacturing Co. in Winfield, Ala.,

Hugh Walker, described in a sworn statement how he had been told by the firm's
owner that Shapp needed "some contributions made and some letters."

Walker paid $2,000 of his own money for a $500 contribution in the name of
his wife and himself and six $250 contributions sent by plant employees or their
wives which Walker said he subsequently reimbursed.

Walker also testified he was called by Elias in January, 1976, about furnish-
ing letters from employees who supposedly were making $100 contributions to
Shapp's campaign.

According to Walker, Elias allegedly asked that he get the employees "to sign
the letters but not to send any money and that would take care of that."

Attempts to contact Eleanor Elias yesterday were unsuccessful. A woman
who answered her phone said she was not available.

Georgia : Stanley Siegel, secretary-treasurer of Norstran Industries, of Atlanta,
and an old friend of the Elias family said he was contacted about contributing
to Shapp in December, 1075.

Siegal said Elias told him, "Stanley, I hate to say this but if you can get some
friends who are not in a position to make a contribution and if you reimburse
them I will reimburse you."

Siegel testified he did just that with contributions made In the name of his
son, the general manager of his company and five $100 contributions for other
employees.

Nevada: Five employees of various Las Vegas casinos testified they signed
their names to ticket stubs for a Shapp fund-raiser but never gave the $100 for
which they were subsequently recorded In Shapp fund records.

Texas: El Paso insurance man Charles Luciano, pressed by Elias, furnished
$1,300 to a daughter and employees for their contributions to the Shapp cam-
paign.

North Carolina: Gus Nicholas, a Pittsburgh resident with a summer home In
North Carolina provided $500 for two $250 contributions by residents of that
state.

[From the New York Times, May 13, 1977]

SHArP ToLD TO RETUaN VOTE FUNDS -

(By Warren Weaver)
WAsnforor, May 12.-Gov. William J. Shapp of Pennsylvania was ordered

by the Federal Election Commission today to return nearly $300,000 in public
subsidies given to his brief 1976 Presidential campaign on the ground that his
claim of eligibility for4he money was partly false.

Testimony taken by the agency in a six-month investigation and made public
today indicated that a number of the campaign contributions used to qualify
Governor Shapp for Federal matching funds, had been made not by the alleged
donors but by the Shapp organisation.

In addition to ordering the repayment of $299,066 to the Treasury, today's
commission action raised the possibility of a civil lawsuit by the agency against
the Governor, involving penalties of $5,000 or more, and a recommendation for
criminal prosecution that could result in a fine, a jail sentence or both.

(In New Orleans, a Federal grand jury indicated Richard A. Tonry, who re-
signed as a Louisiana Representative last week, on charges of soliciting and
concealing illegal campaign contributions. Page A10L.

In Harrisburg, Mr. Shapp refused to comment on the commission's action.
In Washington, a lawyer representing the Shapp campaign committee indicated
that the Governor might go to court to challenge the order.

It was the first time that any of the 15 Presidential candidates who received
more than $24 million in Federal subsidies in the 1976 primaries was accused of
impropriety in acquisition or use of the funds.

The case appeared likely to provide some political ammunition for Congres-
sional opponents of campaign subsidies for Senate and House candidates, but com-
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plission officials believed that they had demonstrated that prompt and firm
response could provide adequate regulation for such a system.

Specifically, the commission accused the Shapp campaign of having reported
that it raised $5,000 in contributions of $250 or less in each of 20 states, which
is the threshold requirement for qualifying for Federal subsidies. The commis-
sion said that in reality that figure had been reached in only five of those states.

Most of the donations that were allegedly made illegally so the Shapp orga-
nization could qualify for the subsidies reportedly involved a donor falsely claim-
ing to have contributed when the money in fact had come from someone else,
either a local Shapp backer or unnamed persons in the candidate's national
organization.

In other cases, contributions that helped Mr. Shapp to qualify for subsidies
came from corporate funds and at least one Government contractor.

Gregory Harvey, who said that he represented some officials of the Shapp cam-
paign committee, charged after the commission meeting that the agency had not
produced "any shred of evidence the Governor had any knowledge of these
things."

Any candidate seeking to quality for matching funds personally certifies the
evidence he submits to the commission about private contributions in the req-
uisite number of states. Within G. Oldaker, general counsel of the commission,
said today that this made the candidate "responsible."

In Harrisburg, Governor Shapp remained in his private office, away from
reporters. He held his weekly awards ceremony there rather than as usual in
his reception room, where the publip could attend. Aides said that he would hold
a news conference tomorrow morning.

The five states in which Mr. Shapp raised $5,000 with the assistance of al-
legedly illegal contributions were Alabama, Georgia, Nevada, North Carolina and
Texas. Altogether, the order adopted by the commission named 48 persons, 40 of
whom allegedly made illegal contributions and three others who solicited them.

The commission voted 5 to 0 to require Mr. Shapp to repay the $100,000. The
sixth member. Jan D. Aikens, abstained. A longtime Republican official in Penn-
sylvania, she disqualified herself from participating in the Shapp case from
the beginning.

The commission also disclosed that it had designed conciliation agreement with
22 of the 48 persons named in its order, negotiated settlements under which some
of them agreed to pay fines ranging from $25 to $750 and to provide further
testimony before the commission when needed.

Generally, those let off with small fines or none at all were contributors who
reportedly had no idea that they were violating the law by signing a contribution
form or letter and then accepting reimbursement for any money they tempo-
rarily provided.

Governor Shapp is a millionaire several times over as a result of an electronics
business he established after World War II and sold before he entered politics.
Under the campaign law, he was barred from Investing more than $50,000 of his
own money in his campaign as long as he accepted subsidies.

Now that he has been ruled ineligible for subsidies, Mr. Shapp is free to settle
the $20,000 of debts left from his abbreviated campaign-he dropped out of the
competition in mid-March of 1978-with his own funds.

Among sworn statements made public by the commission was one by Stanley
Siegel of Atlanta, co-owner of Nostran Industries, who said that he had made
five $100 contributions to the Shapp campaign in the name of employees and had
later been reimbursed $500 by Eleanor Elias, a fund-raiser for the Shapp
campaign.

FivE cONTRIBUVIONs DEScaIBED

In another deposition, Hugh Walker, a Winfield, Ala., plant manager, said
that with his own money he had financed five Shapp contributions totaling $2,000,
having been promised by Milton Weinstein, owner of the plant, that he would be
reimbursed from company funds.

He received a company check for $2,000, Mr. Walker said, but Mr. Weinstein
later subtracted the same amount from his annual bonus, saying "by law he
couldn't furnish that money."

At the commission meeting, officials made it clear that they were holding open
the possibility of civil enforcement proceedings against various figures in the
Shapp case or recommending criminal prosecution by the Department of Justice.



Making or receiving a contribution in the name of another person Is prohibited
by the campaign law, and a willful violation carries penalties of a fine of up to
$25,000 or a year in jail or both.

Thomas El. Harris, a former labor lawyer who had been elected chairman of
the commission minutes earlier said that he was "puzzled and distressed at the
casual and cavalier fashion in which many of these people entered into these
schemes to extract from the Federal Treasury large amounts of money by
misrepresentation."

Senator ByRD. The next witness is Prof. Roy Schotland of the
Georgetown Law Center.

STATEMENT OF ROY SCHOTLAND, GEORGETOWN LAW CENTER

Mr. ScnonMn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Packwood.
I would like to depart, in the interest of brevity, from the prepared

statement. I also would like to revise my testimony for publication.
I would like to respond to the last point that the chairman was

making about our drawing on the experience abroad, and to other
statements, two of them orally by Mr. Lubick and a point that Sen-
ator Long has been making.

I do not think we can look abroad too much for wisdom on these
problems because our party structure and the relations between our
candidates and our parties are so different. I, for one, am very skepti-
cal about the ability to draw usefully from foreign experience.

It seems to me that the administration statement is really, if you
simplify it, democracy does not work very well. I expect that every-
body is going to agree with that 100 percent. The only reason we do
not abandon it, we do not know where else to go. We are utterly
convinced, as a great man told us, that a lot of things work less well.

The tax credit bill here will not work very well. The trouble is,
the administration spokesman said the administration has not formu-
lated the specifics of their alternative proposal. The tax credit will
work admirably, I think on the merits, absolutely admirably in
contrast with any alternative.

The fact is, the experience with the tax credit thus far, the expe-
rience with the checkoff, are also, like foreign experience, not really
relevant to what we are dealing with now.

As Senator Long said-there is kind of a pathetic quality to it,
if one can speak that way of Chairman Long-he has tried to get
TV commercials to draw attention to the checkoff. There is no scheme
working to get the incentive going. That is why Senator Packwood
is so right when he says if you walk down the street of a small town
and say, if you give me $100 now, $75, or whatever, it will come of
your taxes. There is an incentive scheme working, an incentive to the
fundraiser to go out and raise those funds and get them credited.

No incentive is ever going to pull the use of the tar credit to a
really substantial proportion of all taxpayers. TV commercials cannot
work as well as the free system that has always made things in this
country go. I do not mean only the free market, but free politics too.

Mr. Lubick said that S. 926, one of the leading pending public
financing bills that does not use the tax credit, is not complete public
financing. With all due respect, Treasury has not done its homework.

If you look at how S. 926 is actually going to operate in the biggest
States, you find it is all but complete public financing.



Take Florida. If S. 926 had been on the statute books in 1976 98 per-
cent of Senator Chiles' spending would have come out of the 'Federal
Treasury. Of course Senator Chiles might have increased his spending
i if he had that much doled out from the Treasury. But the fact is the
minute you try to write formulas and spending limits for how the Gov-
ernment is going to dole out funds, between this race and that race,
this candidate, that candidate, this State, that State-you get frighten-
in inequities.

Candidates in smaller States like Oregon-indeed, there are 26 such
States with under 2 million voting ago population-will be severely
impacted negatively. If a bill like S. 926 goes through without major
amendment. On the other hand, candidates from the.eight very biggest
States would riot be affected at all by the spending limits and would
be greatly aided by the Treasury dole-out pursuant to rigid formulas.

Senator Bran. At this point, you have mentioned Senator Chiles.
Senator Chiles had a unique program for financing his campaign. He
did not accept any contributions in excess of $10. It was a very inter-
esting procedure, and I cannot remember the exact figures. I believe he
told me that he had 38,000 individual contributors.

I would say, that is a very fine procedure. I do not go that low in put-
ting a limit on contributions, but I did have a low limit. Most of mine,
I would say the average was $58 to $55.

You mentioned the administration proposal.
Mr. ScnoTLAN9. I am not sure S. 926 classifies technically as the

administration proposal. It is the leading bill.
Senator Brnn. It is the same general principle.
Mr. ScnoTrnAn. It appears to be. I was a little shaken when Mr.

Lubick said the administration has not thought through the specifics.
I do not know if they are or are not for S. 926.

Senator BnD. You made a point I do not fully understand. How
does S. 926 mitigate against smaller States in favor of-larger StatesI

Mr. SCHOTLAND. Senator, on page 9 of my prepared statement, I go
into an analysis of the experience in 1976, that is the FEC data on Sen-
ate campaign spending in the last election.

I compare that spending with the limits that would be imposed by
S. 926, the ceilings that, according to the Supreme Court decisions, are
constitutional only if married to some public funding scheme.

There were Senate seats up to 83 States in 1976. At least for these
purposes, we have three classifications of States: those with under 2
million voting age population, those with over 5 million, of which there
are eight States; and those in between, like Virginia, between 2 million
and 5 million.

Senator Bran. Virginia is right at 5 million.
Mr. Scaom rANo.sI am sorry, Senator, that is total population. The

voting population would be somewhat down.
That is the figure used for these formulas. There are 16 middle

States, 8 big ones and 26 smaller ones.
Now, in the big States, the formula works out that the spending

ceilings are meaningless. They come out so high that all Senators ex-
cept one in 1976 spent under 50 percent of the ceilings.

That is, the ceiling does not matter. Only one Senator has ever
exceeded the big State limit. That was Senator Heinz, who so far ex-



needed all Senators and candidates by one and two multiples. Still, he
was only 8 percent over the Pennsylvania ceiling, the ceiling that
would be on the statute books if S. 926 sneaks through.

In the small States, on the contrary, our experience in 1976 finds five
of the smaller State candidates overspending the limits, and as you see
in my chart, six more spent between 75 and 100 percent and seven more
spent between 50 and 75 percent.

Back in 1973, Senator Abourezk tried to get the Rules Committee
to adjust their procustean simplistic formula of voting age population
to take into account square mileage. The would improve the situation.

The fact is, and one that most of us applaud, the States of the union
are quite different, not only in voting age population, not only in size,
but also the such often-pointed-to phenomena as that the media in New
Jersey are expensive because they have to go through Philadelphia
and New York TV. If we discount the noncompetitive races, then the
data are even going to get more dramatic.

You cannot raise enough money to get near the big State ceilings.
Not even Senator Heinz could. He did not have to raise it.

On the other hand, the smaller States are going to have their politics
changed. No one intends these kinds of discriminations among the
States. I think if the administration does come, around to thinking
through the specifics of their proposal, they are going to run into
quite a problem. I wonder why three- of the Senators from smaller
States are amongthe sponsors. I wonder if they look at the 1976 facts,
they will not begin to rethink those positions.

'the problem of spending limits is increased by the public dole-out
pursuant to the formula. As you see in a table in my statement, more
than half of Senator Moynihan's funding would have come by guar-
anteed Treasury payout. That does not even count the matching funds.

If he limited his contributions to $100, then the other 49 percent
would be split between the private contributor and the taxpayer. the
Treasury. So we have acute discrimination between the States if we
go to any scheme of spending ceilings and funding by fixed formula.
To me, the Treasury is saying democracy does not work. The tax credit
is the most. I submit the on y, democratic method of taking care of
furthering our commitment to equalizing economic differences when
it comes to politics, and trying to get more campaign funds available,
as I think we need. That is, get more funds available other than indi-
vidual private wealth. The tax credit system gets away from all the
formula. We do not have to write any formula.

With the tax credit system, we do not have to worry about the
primaries, which are an almost insuperable hurdle for the bills like
926 and the House bill, a hurdle politically and a hurdle on the mer-
its. We have three different kinds of primaries: Those which do not
matter at all; those where the only action occurs; and those which are
as important as the general. Yet the rigid formulas hills inevitably
treat the primary as if there is only one situation, and this is going
to introduce distortions that I cannot predict, but I am sure it is going
to be discriminatory. I am sure it is something that we have not
intended.

I think, as the impacts of the distortions sink in. 926 and bills like
it will sink out. I cannot believe that the Senators from 26 States will
vote for a scheme which means that the Senators from the big States



can sit back and have virtual life tenure while the Senators from the
smaller States are going to experience-I should say the seats from the
smaller States-are going to experience a turnover that we have never
seen before, meaning a loss of seniority, loss of chairmanships, to 26
States.

The last time I looked, 26 States constituted a majority, so I would
think if this bill does not go through ignored or much amended, it will
not go through at all.

W1 e have other problems. We have other reasons for going to the tax
credit route. I must submit that there is no justification for stopping
public financing efforts. The only good argument against public fi-
nancing is the one that Chief Justice Burger made in his separate
opinion in Buckley, that it will get us into entanglements, strings, a
-bureaucratic and regulatory mess that will freeze and distortthe free
American political system.

Those arguments, I think, are totally taken care of by a tax credit
.scheme. They are exemplified in their full horror by any alternative
scheme.

Thank you, Senator.
Senator BRn. Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOoD. Professor, I want to touch upon an area that

other witnesses referred to and Senator Dole asked previously; Inde-
pendent groups and whether they constitutionally can be limited in
the amount of money that they spend.

As you read the Buckley-McCarthy v. Valeo decision, is there any
constitutional way that independent groups-the Right-to-Life,
lnhor, National Education Association-can be constitutionally pro-
hibited from spending any money on campaigns that they want?

Mr. SCHoTLAND. They can be limited from spending via
contributions.

Senator PACKwOOD. Independent expenditures?
Mr. ScuoTLAND. No; those cannot be limited. That is an unlawyer-

like answer, but Ithink it is so.
Senator PACKwoOD. Labor, of course, is the one that learned this

first. They have been involved in separate political action committees
for a longer period of time than most organizations. They are pointed
to in the 1976 election as being disproportionate and influential.

Do you not think other groups will learn the same thing? Right-to.
Life, with over 2 million members; National Rifle Association, over
1 million members, will learn very well. They can raise $2 to $3 mil-lion in a political action fund and zero in on the candidates that theywant to defeat, because normally the money is against, rather thanfor-zero in,

You may be in a State that has a $325.000 limit but nothing pro-hibiting the Right-to-Life to spend $f million against a candidate.Mr. SCHOTAND. That is right. Indeed, at the present time, the Fed-eral Election Commission regulations, which do not need to be the waVthey are in this regard although there is a respectable argument thatthe statute presses them to this, do not even require a political actioncommittee to disclose the amount that is spent by the sponsor of thePolitical action committee on setting it up, administering it, and solicit-ing funds for it.



That is, you candidates have to disclose everything; the parties have
to disclose everything. The only participant at the present time in our
political system which does not have to disclose everything, since the
1974 law, is the rest of the scheme, the political action committee.

Senator PACKWOOD. What you have is this: a system now where
private financing prevails, where the political campaign committees
and candidates have to file with FEC, reveal the contributors, reveal
all expenditures. The candidates themselves have to hold themselves
out to the voters for approval or rejection.

We go to public financing. We transfer the power to organizations
that do not have to list how much money it takes to set up, can spend
any amount of money that they want, and are not in any way responsi-
ble to the voters.

Mr. ScnoLAn. They do have to disclose who does contribute and
how much is contributed. They do not have to disclose costs of solicit-
ing-for example, they could spend $1 million sending out solicita-
tions that only bring in $10.000. It is hard to send out a solicitation
which is not, in itself, electioneering material.

Senator PACxwOOD. It is so long as it is clothed in the prospectus
of a solicitation, they do not have to disclose that legally?

Mr. SCrOTLAND. Y believe that is right. I do not believe any of us
want to set up bars for this activity.

We ought to, however, get it disclosed. We ought also to consider
why it is that such units can spend money to raise money and then the
money raisl±' is not reduced by the amount that was spent to raise it.
That is not true of candidates and parties.

Senator Pacxwoon. I do not want to put barriers on it, either. The
Buckley case was constitutionally and morally correct, that organiza-
tions should not be prohibited-when they very seriously believe
something, they should not he prohibited from going to the public and
carrying their cause to the public.

I 'just want everybody to understand, as we get into this argument
about public financing, we are not eliminating big money from poli-
tics. We are transferring the control of the big money, transferring
it to organizations who do not have to hold themselves up to the voters,
do not have to run for election, can pick which elections they want to
involve themselves in, give them immense amounts of money-in
some cases, it may dwarf the amount that is allowed in public financing.

Mr. SCnonAwn. I agree. Senator.
Senator Pacxwoon. I have no further questions.
Senator Brnn. Thank you.
Mr. ScromrAN. May I add one note?
Senator Long asked the Treasury representative whether he thought

the impact of public financing might be to make members more liberal
members of Congress. If I may respectfully submit, I think that is a
wrong question. I do not think we know what it is going to do. More
importantly, it seems to me what we are trying to do here is make
American politics more open and to take out tha impact of inevitable,
reducible differences in economic wealth.

Therefore, it seems to me, wherever the chips fall, let them fall, but
let us get a public funding system that furthers, rather than impover-
ishes, the free and open political system.

Thank you very much.



Senator Brun. Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Professor Schotland follows:]

STATEMENT or Roy A. SOHOTLAND, Paoneson or LAW, GoGEaTowN UNivserY

SUMMARY
Public financing for congressional elections is essential to preserve effective

checks and balances with a publicly-financed Presidency.
The tax credit method secures the benefits of public financing without the

regulatory entanglement inevitable in other methods.
It is in place and easy to administer.
It preserves voters' freedom of choice.
Other methods use Treasury funding pursuant to Federal formulae, causing

unintended but unavoidable kinds of discrimination and distortion.
In addition, the tax credit method preserves the links between voters and

candidates, instead of weakening them.
And in addition, the tax credit method does not increase the advantage which

affluent voters-and their candidates -have over the non-affluent and their
candidates. Matching payment plans do increase that advantage. Consider the
data on the 1970 Presidential primaries.

Public funding by other means, using Treasury dole-out pursuant to Federal
formulae, presents seven acute problems:

Unintended discrimination among candidates depending upon the significance
of the primary.

Unintended discrimination In favor of affluent supporters and their candidates,
over the less affluent.

Unintended discrimination between major parties and their candidates, com-
pared to all others.

Unintended changes in the relations between parties and their candidates.
Spending ceilings, avoidable but not avoided in the non-tax-credit bills, are

an invitation to evasion by "independent" spending.
Unintended regulatory intricacy and bureaucratic burden, which were heavy

for the 15 candidates in the 1976 Presidential primaries, will be massive to
cope with 60-70 Senate candidates and 800-900 House candidates.

Unintended discriminatory impact of the spending ceilings, and of funds
available by pre-set formulae, as between-

Twenty-six States with under 2,000,000 voting age population each, where
Senate campaigns would be significantly affected, perhaps severely harmed ;

Eight States with over 5,000,000 each, where Senate campaigns will he
utterly unaffected by the spending limits, and aided by unduly high amounts
of public funding ;

Only 10 States of middle size, where Senate campaigning will be reasonably
affected.

Three proposed amendments for the tax-credit proposal.
Two weeks ago in the Senate Rules Committee Hearings on public funding of

congressional campaigns, I testified that the tax credit method is greatly superior
to any approach of direct treasury funding, so it is a privilege to appear before
your Committee on the same matter.

__ Today I will note one special reason why public funding is more needed for
congressional races than was true before 1976. Then I will state briefly why the
tax credit method is the best one, indeed the only good one, for public funding.
To explain the superiority_ of the tax credit route, I will also set forth the dis-
advantages of the other routes.

I.

Before 1976, there was more room for difference of opinion on public funding
fjr congressional elections. But in 1976 the Presidential campaign was publicly
funded for the first time, 10 years after the original statutory authorization. The
present scheme of publicly funding the President while leaving Congress de-
pendent on private sources, is an invitation to making the Presidency more ha-
peral than ever. I mean no reflection at all on President Carter (whom I sup-
ported) when I say that.

Congress cannot allow the Presidency to say to the voters, "Support us, only
we are independent of private interests." Anyone who believes in a system of
effective checks and balances, not merely paper-thin checks, must help redress
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the current imbalance between Congress and the Presidency, both in sources of
campaign finances and in terms of the claim to integrity.

I hope your Committee will go forward with the bill sponsored by Senators
Packwood, Moynihan and others; ,I, will later urge consideration of some
amendments.

We now have a "billion dollar Congress." Yet some people are afraid to spend
another $20 million every other year, to make sure that the $2 billion in con-
gressional operations and the hundreds of other billions in total Federal spend-
ing, are handled wisely and pursuant to openly-arrived-at popular choices. Such
fears are ridiculous, in terms of what Is at stake and also in terms of what we
spend otherwise.

One way or other, as taxpayers or as consumers, all of us are already paying
to finance campaigns, so let's find the right way to do it The only reasonable
argument against public funding is the one suggested in Chief Justice Burger's
separate opinion in Buckley v. Valeo: Governmental entanglement, with "strings"
and reduction of free private choice, is too likely to flow along with the govern-
mental funds. I believe that the bills pending before the Senate Rules Commit-
tee, which involve spending ceilings, matching payments, and other problems I
note below, exactly exemplify undesirable entanglement and reduction of free
choice. In contrast, the method of public funding by means of tax credits is what
la constitutional law would be called "the least intrusive alternative". It so well
meets the needs, with so little if any intrusion on protected values, that I believe
it would meet the concerns so reasonably held by the Chief Justice and many
others.

We want to increase both citizen participation in politics and also the sums
available for stirring the electorate about candidates and issues. But we want to
reach both of those goals, not just a better-funded, otherwise impoverished,
politics.

II.

The tax credit method is the best system for public financing, for at least four
reasons. First, it is already in place. Some amendments are needed, but we
have here an already-tried, familiar scheme which is simple to administer and
imposes almost zero bureaucratic costs or regulatory complexity.

Second, the tax credit is the only method of public funding which preserves the
Individual voter's free choice in supporting candidates. Other methods rely upon
formulae by which funds flow from the Federal Treasury. Those formulae, as I
will demonstrate more fully when I set forth the weaknesses in those other
methods, cause demonstrable unintended, undesirable and unavoidable impacts.

Third, because the tax credit method preserves individual voters' free choice, it
preserves the links between candidates and voters. The tax credit facilitates the
individual voter's response to candidates"search for funds. But it keeps the voters
in charge of who gets how much, and so it encourages and strengthens the can-
didates' and elected office-holders' linkage to, their dependence upon, the voters.

In short, the tax credit method strengthens democracy, other methods weaken
it. You people know better than anyone that Members of Congress are closer to
their constituents than any President can possibly be. Fund raising may not be
pleasant for candidates, but no one can justify passing law to change campaign
financing on the basis that life should be made easier or more pleasant for can-
didates. Rather, we want to preserve the contact and closeness with the voters

se' which fund-raising involves, especially now that we have established contribu-
tion limits so that fund-raising is no longer a matter of catering (or worse)
to small numbers of wealthy or improperly motivated contributors.

Fund-raising, now that we have appropriate contribution limits, is simply
part of going to the people. We must preserve this method--and measure-of
building popular support. We should facilitate fund raising, but must not dis-
place it for a select few, favored by pre-set formulae,

Fourth, the tax credit method-even now, although some amendments areneeded to improve it on this score-does not increase the advantage that theminority of affluent contributors have as compared to the great rpajority whoare less affluent. The more tax credit, the more the poorer person and the wealthyones are rendered equal in terms of their political giving. (Even a 100 percenttax credit does not bring total equality, since some current use of dollars is lostif a contribution is given to a candidate earlier than the tax dollars would besent to the IRS ; such loss of current use means something to the less affluent, butnothing to the wealthy. Of course to the extent that the credit is below 100 percent,
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as at present, then the portion not creditedAy $50, means far more to a poor
person than a rich one, and there is that much less equalization.)

Under the tax credit method, a voter's relative affluence matters little or not
at all to the candidate; so we don't get either distortion in the sources to whom
the candidate turns for support, or discrimination between the candidate of the
affluent and the candidate of the less affluent, In contrast, consider what hap-
pens under the main alternative to a tax credit, the matching payment plan:
If candidate A received 1,000 contributions of $100 each, and candidate B re-
ceived 1,000 contributions of $10 each, then candidate A gets from the U.S.
Treasury $100,000, while candidate B gets $10,000. The poorer voters' candidate
ends up with a total of $20,000, the richer ones', a total of $200,000. Without
matching payments there would have been a $90,000 margin in campaign re-
sources between those two candidates. With matchirg payments, the margin is
$180,000. And candidate C, whose 1,000 supporters may be able to give little or
nothing, will get little or nothing in matching funds from the U.S. Treasury,
Perhaps such matching payments impacts are acceptable at the Presidential
level, but certainly they are not at the congressional level, where candidates are
competing so much more directly in constituencies which are so much more
concentrated.

Consider the distortions already experienced in the 1976 Presidential primaries.
(FEC release of Feb. 20, 1977). Reagan, with twice as many contributions as
Ford, received only 9 percent more than Ford from the Treasury, because Rea-
gan's average contribution was so much smaller. Udall, with more contributions
than Carter, received only 55 percent as much Treasury funds. Jackson, with
only 4 percent more contributions than Harris, received over 3 times as much
Treasury funds.
In order of number of contributors :

Reagan --------------------------------------------- 238, 266
Ford -----.-----..----.----.-.-------------------- 114,661
Udall ---..-- ...----..----------------------------------- 97,764
Carter -- ..-------------------------------------------- 94, 41
Jackson ----------------------------------------------------- 58,372
Harris ---------------------------------------------- 50,021

In order of average size of contributions:
Ford --------- ---.--.-.---------------------------- $43.00
Carter ------------ ----...---------------------------------- 41. 09
Jackson --..------.----------------------------------- 35.45
Reagan -----...--...-------.------------------------------ 23.11
Udall ------- .......----..---------------------------------- 21.84
Harris ---...--.----..--------------------------------------- 11.74

In order of Treasury matching grant:
Reagan ------ --..------------------------------------- $5,0M,910
-Ford .- --- ------------------------------- ------ ,5,O
Carter . --- -------------------------------------- 8,465,584
Jackson -------- - ----------------------------------- 1.980,554
Udall -.. --------------------------------------------- 1,898,686
Harris------------------------------------------------- 633,099

May I submit that this is a scheme crying for amendment, not for adaptation
0 and spread to congressional races.

Clearing then, a matching payment scheme increases economic differences be-
tween voters. How can the sponsors of bills which rely on matching payments
like S. 026, amongst whom are such 'great supporters of the poor people of
America, support a proposal to give the affluent minority even more voice and
access t6 power than the non-affluent majority? They should at least amend
their bills to use a sliding scale. But it would be far cheaper and easier to give
negative tax rebates to voters who are too poor to pay taxes but who want to
exercise not merely a right to vote but also a right to help the campaign of

. their chosen candidate, than it would be to administer the matching payment
plan, with its intensive regulatory requirements.

Campaign finance laws cannot wholly remove inequalities of wealth, but it
is the American commitment to go as far as we can in equalizing political
rights regardless of economic differences. The tax credit method furthers that
commitment; the alternatives now being urged in both Houses undercut that
commitment.
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III.

The undesirable features of the alternative scheme for public financing, ex-
emplified in the bills on which Senate rules just held hearings, are so severe
that such bills are bound to fail unless they are ignored and then, because of
the good intentions of their sponsors, slide through unstudied.

There are seven acute problems. (1) There will be discrimination between
candidates who face no primary competition, those who face competition only
in the primary, and those who face competition in both the primary and the
general. The pending bills which try to avoid the tax-credit route differ on how
to treat primaries. They differ not only because of the considerable political
hurdles that such provisions face, especially in the House; but also because how
to treat the primaries is a tough nut indeed-for any approach other than the
tax credit. (2) There will be discrimination, as already noted fully, favoring
affluent supporters and their candidates over the less affluent and their candi-
dates. (3) There will be discriminatory impacts on nonmajor parties and
candidates. It is one thing to believe in our two-party system and support one
of those two, as I always have (I have worked in four Democratic campaigns,
the most successful being Dick Newberger's election as the first Democratic
Senator from Oregon in 40 years). But it is a very different thing to try to
freeze those two parties into prefered positions. Such freezing would stultify
and rigidify those two parties: minor parties and independents, although occa-
sionally kooky, are often invaluable to the vigor and openness of our politics.
In addition, Treasury funding by preset formulae inevitably freezes in unwar-
rantedly high levels of funding for minor parties or groups whose support faded
since the last election, while at the same time freezing out emerging groups thatreflect new concerns and so have only just begun or are enjoying rising support.
(4) Treasury funding via Federal formulae would introduce unintended changes-in the relationship between candidates and their own parties. There wouldlikely be acute disagreement among Members about whether it Is good or badto reduce the role of parties-hut since no one intends any such change as aresult of campaign financing bills, such an impact at very least needs attention.

The fifth acute problem is that the public funding bills using Treasury dole-outvia Federal formulae, for some odd reason, include spending ceilings. That
renders such bills certain to become more loophole than law, if they do become
law. If spending ceilings are not deleted, "independent" spending by persons or
groups who would normally contribute to the candidate directly, will render the
spending ceilings farcical. If spending ceilings are deleted, the public funding
becomes a "floor", which I think may be a fine thing but is a wholly different
approach from the one underlying those bills.

The sixth acute problem in any approach other than the tax credit is that it
would lead to far more regulatory intricacy and regulatory machinery than
anyone wants. If in 1970 it took close to 200 FEC employees to handle the fund-
ing, audits, etc., for 15 Presidential candidates, what will happen when the
FEO must deal with the more diverse, far less sophisticated campaign commit-
tees of 00-70 Senate candidates and 800-900 House candidates? You Senators

know well that the FEC requirements in 1976 were not only a burden and sub-
stantial cost for congressional campaigns, but were tending to become a stifling
straight-jacket for campaign decisions. But the problem you faced was modest-r compared to what Presidential campaigns faced. Imagine what you will face
if the FEC must write regulations to meet the variety of problems presented
by almost 1,000 candidates running every two years !

Senator Metcalf said In 1975, after Congress received 22 pages-in Congres-
sional Record print-of FEC policies and guidelines:

"The complexities of the Federal Election Campaign Act suggest that the
least of the worries of those seeking office should be defeated at the polls. Where
the greater risk lies today is in winning--and then having to devote the bulk
of one's time for the next 2 to 0 years to continuing analysis of campaign laws
and regulations . . . particularly if the office holder is to avoid serving time
rather than constituents. . "

Does all the fuss about over-regulation apply only to OSHA, ERISA and the
CAB? I am confident Members will see, before smothering themselves in one of the
most over-regulating meshes ever enacted, that regulation has its limits; that

I Congressional Record, 815347, Sept. 9, 1977.
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changes in the name of reform are too often changes which haven't been thought
through and so create greater harms than they solve; and that there is a better
method, the tax credit.

The last acute problem in the pending bills which avoid the tax credit route
is that, to take the main example, S. 926, they will impact discriminatorily
among States of different size voting population.

Last November, Senate seats were up in 33 States-7 of the 8 biggest States,
11 of the 16 middle-sized, and 14 of the 26 smaller States. Seven candidates out
of 64 (data are not available and not significant on anyone but the top two
candidates in each 1976 race), spent over the ceilings that S. 926 would impose:
5 of those 7 were from smaller States, the other two being Brock from middle-
sized Tennessee, and Heinz from big Pennsylvania. Heinz was a very special
situation: Heinz spent far more than twice as much as any Senate candidate in
1976 or 1974 or 1972, except that he spent a mere 50 percent more than Buckley
(1976) and Tunney (1976), a mere 30 percent more than Tower (1972). And
even Heinz's incredibly high spending exceeded the proposed unduly high Penn-
sylvania limit, by only 3 percent !

The other 13 candidates in the biggest States' races spent under 50 percent
of the proposed ceiling. The scene in the 15 smaller-State races is dramatically,
troublesomely, different: As already noted, five of the 30 candidates in these-
races were over the proposed ceilings. Of the 25 remaining candidates, 6 spent
over 75 percent and another 7 spent between 50-75 percent of the proposed cell-
ings. Since many of the "tiny" spenders in any election are not running for much
more than exercise or the future, i.e., those races are not competitive, the facts
on the 1976 races are telling us that in the smaller States, the proposed ceiling
will severely change, or substantially cramp, most Senatorial campaigning. On
the other hand, even competitive races in big States do not come remotely near
the proposed ceilings.

An excellent case can be made for changing politics in America.. . . But no
one will try, and no one could succeed, in arguing that Federal law ought to.
change the politics of 26 smaller States while having zero impact in the' 8 big-
gest States and having only in the remaining 16 medium-size States a modest,
reasonable impact.

1976 SENATE ELECTION SPENDING, COMPARED TO SPENDING LIMITS PROPOSED IN S. 926 (PRIMARY AND
GENERAL COMBINED, AS PER FEC RELEASE OF MAY 3, 1977: DISCLOSURE SERIES No. 6.)

Candidates who-

Number of posed 75 to 10 0 to7 33 toS 0 toe
1978 race limit percent percent percent percent

In 26 States with voting age population
und 9 00s 0 00... d5.,.I.. .. 15 5 6 7 3 9'

.................. to 5,000,000,
voting ape populalon............... II 1 t 9 3 7-

in 5 States over 5,000,000 voting age
population.......................7 1.................... 5.

-s The full data on which this chart is based are set forth at the end of thi
testimony, in Appendix A.

So much for the spending ceilings. Since the same formula determines the
minimal amounts of public funding which would be given to candidates, the
discriminatory impacts of the spending limits would be exacerbated by the
Treasury dole-out. Relatively huge amounts would flow to candidates in the big-
gest States, relatively inadequate amounts to smaller State candidates.

Taking only States which may particularly interest Members of this Com-
mittee, and which had 1976 races, how much would a 1978 or 1980 major-party
Senate candidate get automatically from the Treasury, without doing any pri-
vate fund-raising, if S. 926 were to pass and If that candidate chose to spend
at the same level as did the 1976 winner in his State?
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Guaranteed minimum campaign fund, from Treasury to Senate oandidatea, ae
- percentage of 1976 winner's spending in namnd States (not counting any

matching payments)

Big States :
New York, 51 percent-..-.........--.-- .. ................. --- $614, 000
Texas, 33 percent. ... . ...------------------------------------- 418, 000
Florida, S0 percent--.. -- -- - .. :.....,...803,000
Michigan, 40 percent-. . .. ,..---------------------------------- 308,000

Middle-size State: Virginia, 22 percent. .. ..------------------------ 175, 000
Small States:

Delaware, 23 percent------.---------------------------- 75,000
Hawaii, 17 percent--------------..----------------------- 75,000
Maine, 23 percent- -------------------------------------- 75, 000
Nevada, 18 percent--------------....... --- -------------------- 75, 000
Arizona, 13 percent.---------------.-. ...--------------------- 76,000
Rhode Island, 18 percent-.......--......--.- ..L--......... ' 75,000

Added to the above guaranteed dole-outs from the Treasury would be match-
ing payments for the first $100 of each private contribution. Thus, if S. 926 had
been law in 1976 and Senator Chiles had neither increased his total spending
nor changed his self-imposed $10 ceiling on contributions, 93 percent ( !) of his
campaign fund would have come from the Treasury. Or, Senator Moynihan
would have had to raise only about 25 percent as much from private contribu-
tions as he did raise in 1976.

These contrasts are even more disturbing when one notes how much more easily
a big-State candidate can raise dollars. In short, the Treasury dole-out by Fed-
eral formula will all but guarantee life tenure, and at least an easy life, for big-
State Senators, but Senators from the 26 small States will face more eompeti.
tion than they have known.

I know that no one intends for public funding of campaigns, or any oilier aspect
of Federal campaign finance regulation, to impact different States significantly
differently just because of their differences in population. But although I am
for public financing of Congressional campaigns, I stress that these facts estab-
lish two critical points:

First, any proposed spending limit or funding formula must be amended. (Only
three of S, 926's 14 sponsors are from the 26 smaller States whose Senate elec-
tions would he so changed; I wonder how they will react to the 1976 facts.) Any
such difference in impacts as among different-size States is not only intolerable
in terms of fairness. It also would introduce significant, although unpredictable,
distortions in turnover and composition in the United States Senate. That is,
incumbent Senators from the smaller States will be more likely to fail to be re-
elected than would Senators from the biggest or middlesize States. This will
happen because incumbents are almost always able to out-raise and out-spend
challengers: if the spending limits are too low in some States and too high in
others, as is true of S. 926, then the States with unduly high limits will be far
more likely to keep Senators in office for longer periods, the States with unduly
low limits will be far more likely to turn Senators out of office relatively fre
quently. Among other distortions that would result from this situation, will be
a shift in the distribution of chairmanships.

The second point these facts make is that the unintended impact of S. 926's
spending limit and funding formula is not the result of sloppy drafting. Similar
unintended inequity and distortion would have resulted from the spending
limits enacted in:1974, if the Supreme Court had not saved us from those unwise,
as well as unconstitutional, provisions, I did a little study of the 1974 Senate
spending ceilings, on the basis of reported spending in 1972 and 1974 Senate races,
a study which showed-also with dramatic clarity-how discriminatory were
those ceilings as between the different size States. That study was reported in
a column by David Broder, which Congressman Steiger of Wisconsin inserted
itato the Congressional Record; the full study was inserted by Senator Metcalf.
With the Chair's permission, I should like to add that study and that Broder re-
port to the printed record of this Hearing.

In short, it is extraordinarily diMcult to enact campaign spending ceilings
and funding formulae for Congressional races, for three reasons. The first ren-
son is that the States are very different. population size being only one of those
differences. The simplistic formulae in S. 926, like the 1974 ceilings the Supreme



Court struck down, are intolerable and doomed to fall unless 52 Senators are
willing to have their States' campaigns changed greatly. while 10 Senators
enjoy entire freedom from such change. In 1973, Senator Aboureik proposed to
add square miles to the per-person formula. (See the end of my 1975 study, being
inserted into this Hearing record.) Such a step would improve the situation, but
would not solve it. I submit that finding a formula which will have equitable
impacts on all or even almost all States, may be impossible or unfeasible, but
at very least requires far more Imagination and recognition of reality that is
shown in S. 926.

The second reason It is so hard to legislate Congressional campaign ceilings
and endingg formulae is that, depending on what levels they are set at, they
are likely, perhaps even bound, to help either incumbents or challengers. If
ceilings, are two low, they help incumbents, because most winning challengers
need substantial sums to defeat Incumbents, and such strong challengers are
able to be relatively successful at fund-raising (though rarely more successful
than even losing incumbents) and would be blocked by low ceilings. If the cell-
ings are-too high, they also help Incumbents, because almost no challenger can
get near the ceiling, while high ceiling leaves incumbents free to reap the fund-
raising benefits that incumbency almost always guarantees. Finding just the
right level, where the ceilings are likely to be neutral as between incumbent
und challenger, is not easy even for a neutral judgment. When so difficult a
task is put in the hands of a group of hicumbents, what likelihood is there-if
they pny a bit of attention to the numbers, as they did not do in 1974 and have
not yet done this time around but are bound to learn-that Congress will refrain
from picking an incumbent-protective figure. I hope judicial review of any spend-
ing limits will get the strict scrutiny that is required, and cases have held to
be appropriate, for a situation so fraught with danger to our open, free political
system.

The third reason it is so difficult to set spending ceilings and funding for-
mulae is that not only are there great differences among States-and even
greater ones in the case of some House Districts-but also there are great dif-
ferences among candidates and campaigns. Are we so sure we want to ride
roughshod over the variety, the free emergence of new people and new styles.
the flexibility, which has been such a strength and pride of American politics?

IV
Hoping your Committee will go forward with the Packwood-Moynihan bill,

may I suggest amendments needing consideration :
(1) Of course the credit should be available for House as well as Senate

races, At present, the 50 percent credit is available for non-Federal elections as
well, and I hope that will not be reduced to make up for revenue losses resulting
from the increased credit for congressional races. Any such reduction would
have a negative impact on state and local government far outweighing the tiny
saving in Federal revenues; and would be contrary to all the Federal programs
seeking to strengthen state and local government.

instead of giving 75 percent (or more) credit for congressional campaign con-
tributions and only the current 50 percent credit for state and local campaign
contributions, I urge you to consider separating all Federal election credits
from the other credits. For example, up to $X could be given to state and local
candidates and receive a Y percent credit; and a separate $Z could be given
to Federal candidates, for the same credit. Such treatment would encourage and
strengthen state and local political vigor, an accomplishment no one could fail
to applaud, instead of the present system which has the more visible And often
more exciting Federal candidates competing for funds against local politicians.
. (2) I would prefer a credit higher than 75 percent for small contributions,
and lower than 75 percent for large ones. In the interest' of increasing citizen
participating anp facilitating giving by the less affluent, I suggest a 100 percent
"credit for, say, th flrbt $10 ($20 for a joint return). The Joint' Committee on
Taxation estimates that such a step, for Senate races only, would involve a reve-
nue loss of $14-$15 million. (I would like to see 100 percent credit for the first
$25, or $50 for a joint return. I think the tevenue loses, as I said earlier ; are
so tiny in light of tpe purposes at stake that it Is virtually beneath dignity for
a democracy to worry about approximately 0.01 percent of. Federal spending.)
The 75 percent credit might apply to contributed amounts between $10 and $50,
,with the 50 percent credit retained for amounts between $60 and the dollar
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ceiling, which might stay at the present level (though one might raise the ceiling
and further scale down the credit, e.g. 20 percent for $100-$200, and no credit
for contributions between $200 and the contribution limit),

(3) It may be advisable, if the credit is raised to 100 percent for any portion
of a contribution, to have the IRS distribute simple 1-page form receipts which
candidates would give contributors for attachment to tax returns claiming
credits.

APPENDIX A: 1976 SENATE CAMPAIGN SPENDING

[C: Challenger; I: Incumbent]

Proposed
limit, primary

and general Spent over Spent over
State combined Winner the limit Loser the limit

Arizona.------------------529,200 $591,405 Yes.............$679,384 Yes.
California.---------------5,031,600 C1,194,624---------------1:1,940,988
Connecticut................ 749,350 1:480,709-----------306,104
Delaware.................. 525,000 1:32 080----------------0:211,258
Florida.----------------2,117,200 1:362,235----------------0:394,574
Hawail525,000 435,30- -------- 15,138
Inian................... 1,24.600 C7127,720-----------------t645,2138Indiana-------------------525,0oso 1:320,427----------------C598,490 Ys.
MaIne.--- ------------------------- 35 1
Maryland------------------.987,700 C2891,533----------------1:5716
Messacirusetts-------------- 1.4 4, 400 1:896,196-.------------------64
Michigan-------------------946,1540 1795,821----------------... W9126
Minnesota......-----------------------18, 878 ............ C4,1
Mississippi-----------------539,t350 ()1:19,852--------------(1)0:09S52
Missouri------------------.. 1. 165, 850 141, 465-----------------563,53
Montanoa................. -- 525 000 311 101------------------ 53 287Yes
Nebraska------------------52 ,000 237,613------------------34,82
Nevada..........-------- 525,000 1:405,380-----------
New ersy................ -1,744,400 1:610,090 -. - --.... 7, 499
New Masy-----------------525,000 C41,309--------------... 101,424
New York.---------------4,298,350 C:,210,796- - -_:,42
North Dakota---------------2,25 000 1:117,'514---------------1:136,7
Ohio--------------------... 28 96 C:1,092.053----------------.132607

23,004,814 Ye.........
Rhod.oIaland---------------- 525,000 415, 651---------------1:1,782,931 Yen.

Tennsse ............. 1,32,00 :839,379-- ------------- --1:1,03 Y
Tennessee-............. 2,888,900 1:1,237,910----------------.:343,58t20 .s......................... $6798
Utah---------------------525,000 :130,97 ....---.......-- - 9,296
Virgnt- ------------------ 253,00 1:10,92----- - :43,107
W0shin0ton ........-- ----..- C 741

V~g~ia------------8, 900 1:192875--------- 014,3307
Watrnt ia~o--------------- 525,(00 (1)1:94,335---_---..------)C:2, 210
Wisconsn-----------------.1,11,900 '1:697 ------------...-- :12 0
Wyoming5.................. 25,000 C:301,505------------

I It's true.

Senator BRD. The next witness is Mr. John Bolton. While he is
coming to the witness stand let me quote one paragraph from the
statement which has been submitted for the record by Congressman
Frenzel. That is this:

The most important distinction between the so-called check-off and the tax
credit is that the latter leaves-the decision about who the public will subsidize
to individual taxpaying contributors, while the public financing and tax credits
involve the Federal subsidy for political campaigns.

Under the tax credit proposal, however, the Federal government plays no part
In determining which candidates are to receive public funds or to whom they
will be received. It is the citizen and the'citizen alone who makes this deter-
mination.

That is why those in Government would prefer the direct financing
to the tax credit.

Mr. Bolton, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF JOHN BOLTON, ESQ.

Mr. BoLroN: Thank you, Senator. I appreciate the opportunity to
testify this morning.



I was one of the attorneys who had the privilege of representing
former Senators Buckley and McCarthy in their challenge to the con-
stitutionality of many of the Federal election campaign finance laws-
I have a statement, with your permission, that I would like to put into
the record and then summarize.

It seems to me that Senator Packwood's bill provides an excellent
opportunity, should the Congress decide to act in this area, to experi-
ment with an alternative to public financing, an alternative to that
embodied in subtitle H of the Internal Revenue Code. It is important
that whenever Congress legislates in this area, it must do so with the
greatest circumspection. This is an area protected by the first amend-
ment, an area quite valuable to the survival of our form of govern-
ment.

It would be a mistake to rush pellmell into direct Federal subsidies
for congressional candidates without a proper evaluation of what ac-
tually happened in the Presidential elections of 1976 and without
trying the alternative that Senator Packwood's bill provides.

There are three reasons why S. 1471 is better than S. 926 and similar
bills that have been introduced on the House side. In the first place,
many of the people who have been advocating S. 926 and similar pro-
posals, in my view, have misread the Supreme Court's opinion in the
Buckley case. They have assumed, I think, too readily that the Su-
preme Court approved the imposition of spending limits when coupled
with direct, Federal subsidies. The opinion is silent on this question.

I may say the issue was not briefed or argued orally to the Supreme
Court, but I would infer that the Supreme Court's reasoning in up-
holding the expenditure limits with respect to Presidential campaigns,
was a view that we may not have a plaintiff with standing to challenge
those provisions.

Senator McCarthy, of course was an independent candidate for the
Presidency. It is clear that he did have standing to challenge the con-
cept of subtitle H and its discriminatory features regarding independ-
ent candidates. Since, however, he had announced that he did not in-
tend to accept public subsidies in any event, it may be that the Court
felt that he did not have standing to challenge the linkage of expen-
diture limits with the direct subsidies.

As I point out in my statement, there is a quite old and well-
respected constitutional doctrine known as the unconstitutional condi-
tion doctrine. That says what the Government may not constitution-
ally do directly, it may not do indirectly by attaching that proposal

_OW as a condition on the grant of some Federal subsidy or other valuable
right.

To say, as many did who testified before the Senate Rules Com-
mittee a few weeks ago, that the unconstitutional condition doctrine
has somehow been swept aside without any comment at all by the
bupreme-Court in Buckley is a serious misreading of the case.

It seems to me only a matter of time, should S. 926 or a similar
bill be enacted, that a constitutional challenge to the expenditure limit
would be made and, in my view, would be successful. It seems to me,at that point, you have a very different system when you have public
financing via direct subsidies without expenditure limits than you do
with expenditure limits.

For the reasons we argued in the Buckley case, we think the ex-
penditure limits in general tend to benefit incumbents to the detri-



ment 9f challengers. I think that such anargument would succeed in a
subsequent case.

I mentioned some other constitutional difficulties with S. 926 in my
statement. I would like to conclude that point by saying, I have not
heard any arguments, let alone convincing ones, that S. 1471 suffers
from a constitutional defect..

Second, are the practical problems inherent in S. 926 which are not
present with S. 1471. I would refer you to a considerable amount of
testimony before the Senate Rules Committee on some of the prac-
.tical problems involved in direct Federal subsidies. In my statement,
I tried to draw some conclusions from the unfortunate experiences
that have been reported in the press about Governor Shape.

It seems to me that should the Federal Election Commission arrive
at similar decisions with respect to any significant number of candi-
dates, if the subtitle I concept is expanded to cover congressional
elections, it will have a severe deterrent effect on the participation in
the political process by candidates for Congress.

Senator PACKwoon. Where you are going to hold every candidate
individually responsible for the legality of every donation.

MIr. BoLToN. Yes; I think that is true. It would be true even if the
Commission were to say that his principal campaign committee were
responsible rather than his own personal assets. It seems to me that the
vast majority--

Senator 'AcmwooD. You would have a very hard time putting to-
gether a campairm committee with these obligations, I think.

Mr. BoLToN. That is quite correct.
Having dealt with several campaign committee treasurers over

the past couple of years, I know they must be among the most nervous
group of people in the country.

Senator PacKwooD. As a rule of thumb, I have advised all of my
friends, seriously. not to be campaign treasurers of anybody's com-
mittee. The obligation they are undertaking, they do not know. They
can be sent to prison for things they knew nothing about, which were
not their fault. It i- not worth the risk.

Mr. Bourov. I think that is very prudent advice.
I will not go into all of the reasons why I think the Shapp experience

demonstrates the problems inherent in the S. 926 proposal. They are in
my statement.

The third asnect that I think merits some discussion, and, that some
of the 6thPr witnesses and Senators have commented on earlier, is S.
1471 nrovides a much more substnntial measure, freedom to the indi-
vidual citizen than the tax cheek-off because the citizen who checks
off now has no idea., say. in 1977. who the candidates for President
would he in 1980. let. alone whether or not. the taxpayer may want to
sunnort any of the people who are running.

Yout sort of cheek off in blind faith that the money will go to de-
serving people. Under a tax-credit nnproach. the individual taxnnver
maintains contrnl evr th- funds. He decides to whom the contribu-
tions will be ma de. H ,decides in what manner.

Tn reading over the legislative history in 1974 of deliate on the pres-
ent tax credit section of the Internal Revenue Code, I was struck by



a statement of Senator Kennedy's quite similar to the one that you just
read from Representative Frenzel. Senator Kennedy said:

The Federal Government plays no role in determining which candidates or
counmittees are to receive public funds or the amount of such funds that are to
be made available to particular candidates. It is the citizen and the citizen alone
who nkes these determinations.

In short, I think S. 1471 is a desirable and workable alternative to
direct Federal subsidies. As I say in the statement, I would hope that
in the debate on the proposal it might well be extended, that the con-
cept may well be extended, to all candidates for Federal office, the
House and Senate as well. It is a substantially better way to approach
this problem than extending the subtitle H1 concept.

Thank you.
Senator Byin. Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKwoon. Do you agree with the witness before you that

under the Buckley case there is no constitutional way you can limit the
right-I- think the correct right-of independent expenditures by
organizations?

Mr..BOLTO. I think that. is absolutely correct.
Senator Brno. Under public financing, we do not stop big money

from politics. We are transferring control of it outside the normal elec-
toral process.

Mr. Boro . I think that is right.
One aspect of that, if I may.dwell on it for a second, if tho inde-

pendent expenditure route becomes much more popular-and I think
it will as people become familiar'with it. you may be faced with a
situation where control of the campaign gets outside of the candidate
and his immediate supporters.

What we are seeking to do in an election is nominate or elect spe-
fic people and they have things they want to say to the voters. With
very well-financed independent groups you may find the candidate's
position completely obscured in the debate that t'he independents have,
in effect, created for them.

Senator PAcxwoon. It is absolutely going to happen, absolutely no
doubt about it. These independent groups, most of them, are single-
minded zealous groups, are going to spend a great deal of time pro-
ppunding their opinion and their issue is going to be the issue in the
campaign. The fact that both the candidates may want to talk about
other issues is going to be obscured. I do not know how you are going
to stop it.

Mr. BoLTON. T do not believe you can. Faced with that prospect,
rather than look to bills like S. 926, it seems your proposal is a far
more desirable way to prevent that.

Senator PAcxwoon. het me ask you something about independent
financing. It seems to me that public financing is a built-in savior for
Remnblicans. Democrats. and incumbents. One, under public finance,you have to go one or two ways: Either you are going to discriminate
against those independent candidates who do not have, inrimaries or
those who do want to comie along who are not a part of the establish-
ment. They are going to be discriminated under any form of public



financing unless you are willing to adopt the theory that anybody who
wants to run for office, no matter what kind of ne'er-do-well, no matter
how unqualified, has an equal access to the same amount of public
financing

Mr. .0LToN. I think that is correct. I would add one thing about
the Buckley decision that also has been ignored in some of the debate
that I have heard.

When we challenged subtitle H in that case, we challenged it on its
face. That is to say, we sought a decision on whether or not it was
unconstitutional per se. The Supreme Court, in its opinion, clearly
left open the possibility of future constitutional litigation against
subtitle H based upon experience under it. If it could be shown by
appropriate factual demonstration that the system discriminated, the
Court would be prepared in such a case to hold it unconstitutional.

In several respects, the discriminatory aspects of subtitle H that we
now have seen since it has been in operation may well be the subject
of future litigation.

Senator PAcKwOOD. It just seems to me that public financing is the
embodiment of the slogan, them who has, gets. It is going to return
incumbents overwhelmingly. It is going to make it easier for incum-
bents to get money, harder for challengers. The wealthy contributors
will give more to incumbents, freeze the independents, and the inde-
pendent movements have really been the yeast which have provided a
great deal of thought in the history of American politics. Public
financing is simply going to eliminate it.

Mr. BoLmN. I certainly agree with that.
Senator PAcxwooD. I have no other questions.
Senator BYR. First. I congratulate you and your associates on

winning that case. Philosophically, I agree with Senator Buckley
and Senator McCarthy and you in regard to the fact that there would
not be a limitation on what an individual can do with his own fi-
nances. But as a practical matter. I .think it is wrong where a very
wealthy candidate can spend unlimited sums of his own money in
order to get himself elected to office. I think that is an undesirable
aspect of political campaigning and an undesirable course of action
in a democracy. How do we reconcile the practical with the
philosophical I

Mr. BOLTON. When we argued the case to the Supreme Court,
Senator, what we tried to accomplish was the total elimination of
the expenditure and contribution limits in the 1974 FECA Amend-
ments. We were, unfortunately, in my view, unsuccessful in doing
that.

The result was, when you looked at what the Supreme Court
upheld and what it struck down, you were left with a kind of a patch-
work, a patchwork which, in my view does discriminate now against
the nonwealthy candidate. The Court heas clearly said that a wealthy
person has a constitutional right to spend as much as he or she wants
to out of their own pockets on their own campaigns. A nonwealthy
person who does not have that money is now restricted to relatively
low contribution limits.

If I could make a suggestion, not applicable to this bill. I would
hope that the contribution limits would be raised, but if that is not
going to happen, it seems to me that here again is a way that S. 1471



benefits the political process because it does complement somewhat
the low contribution limits by encouraging small contributions, so
some of the funds that would otherwise come to candidates in con-
tributions over $1,000 and $5,000 might now be made up by a number
of small contributions, helping in part, at least, to overcome this
disarity between the wealthy and the nonwealthy candidates.

Senator BYRD. Was it not the result of your argument that the
Supreme Court declared that there was no limit on the amount an
individual could contribute to his own campaignI

Mr. BOLTON. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. You feel that there should be a limit?
Mr. BOLTON. No; I do not feel that there should be a limit, nor do I

feel that there should be a limit on what someone else contributes to
one's campaign. That, to me, would be the best way to equalize.

Senator BYRD. You feel there should not be a limit on the amount
of expenditure that could beimade I

Mr. BoroN. Yes; that is correct. The Supreme Court did strike
expenditure limits down.

Senator BYRD. It seems to me that what we should try to do is deter-
mine a way to put a ceiling on the amount of money that can be spent.
I gather you do not feel that way?

fr. BOLTON. I can understand your feelings. I think the Su-
preme Court in Buckley precluded that possibility by saying expendi-
ture limits, as with the independent expenditure limits were, per se,
unct institutional.

Senator BYnD. I never understood why one would want to spend
such huge sums of money to get elected to the U.S. Senate or any other
public office. I put a limit on spending in my own campaign of $5,000
of my own funds. I do not know why anybody would want to spend
huge sums; even if one wants to spend it, there must be some way in the
future to make it impossible to expend unlimited funds. A few indi-
viduals may have unlimited funds, but most individuals do not. I
admit my view on this does run contrary to my, and your, philo-
sophical views.

Mr. BOLTON. One possible alternative which we do have is the re-
porting and disclosure provisions of the FECA if a candidate is elect-
ing to spend large sums of his own money; because of the possible
adverse political effects, the disclosure provisions do give the voters
a way of knowing if someone is spending extraordinary sums.

Based on that information, they can make a decision on whether
I they approve of that or disapprove of that.

senator BYRD. That is a good point, an excellent one.
Senator Long 0
Senator LONo. Let me see if I can be brought up by you to the cu-

rent state of law in this area.
The Court has held in this litigation that you were involved in that

you cannot limit the amount that a candidate can spend on his own
candidacy ?

Mr. BOLTON. That is correct.
Senator IoNa. When someone else seeks to help that candidate, is it

correct to say that he can be limited by law in the amount that he can
contribute to, say $1,000 or $2,000?



Mr. BOLTON. That is how the Supreme, Court decided the contri-
bution limit.

Senator LoNo. If he wants to independently advocate that Candi-
date Jones be elected rather than Candidate Smith and say vote
against Smith, he is a.no-account so-and-so, Jones is a decent guy,
that kind of activity, is there any limit on the amounts he can spend
on that type of activity?
, Mr. Bourox. No. It would be constitutionally impermissible to limit

those kinds of expenditures.
Senator Lo-;. The Court has ruled if a man feels that Smith is

a dangerous Socialist and ought to be defeated, that Smith is leading
us down the road to end all of our freedom by his view, if a man
wants to go out and tell the public that, and buy some billboards and
buy some newspaper advertising and get some time on the radio and
television to tell the people that he thinks Smith is a very dangerous
mian, it is the current state of the law that there is no limit on what
he can do because he does not involve himself with Mr. Jones, he is
not under his control or supervision?

Mr. BoLTON. That is correct.
Senator LoNo. There is a great deal that people can do that is not

subject to limitation, then. They can only be limited in what they are
contributing to or when they are under the supervision of the candi-
date or his committee?

Mr. BouroN. Yes; that is right.
Senator LoNG. Thank you very much for your statement here today.
Senator PACKWOOD. I do not know about you, Mr. Chairman, but

every election I have ever been in, including my races for the State
legislature, someone has spent money for me and against me that
I did not know about. Usually there were ads in newspapers, some-
times direct mail. Sometimes I wish the people who had spent it for
me had not. I wish I could have stopped them because of their method
of expression.

In every case, they were independent. You never knew about them
until they come out.

Senator LONo. My recollection is the last campaign I ran, that some
fellow in good conscience, trying to be helpful, who was on the side
I was on, bought himself an ad in the newspaper and told people they
ought to vote for me. The way I construed that law, and the way
my lawyer construed it at the time, we were afraid that we were going
to be held in violation of the campaign law because some fellow did

- this without its knowing about it, went out there and spent some money
urging people to vote for me.

In fact, we tried to get hold of the man and stop it and tell him
we just did not know how to handle that.

Is it correct, though, if that happens, where a man without any
candidate asking him to do it, just goes out on his own and puts an ad
in the newspaper urging people to vote for candidate X, there is no
way the Constitution or the law can prevent him from doing that?

Mr. BoLTN. Yes; that is right.
* Senator LoNo. You cannot hold a candidate responsible if he did
not know about it ?

Mr. BoLTox. It does not count against his campaign at all. ,



. Senator LONG. Those decisions, is it not true, when. added to the de-
cision related to Freedom of the Press and Freedom of Speech in other
respects add up to the fact that there is no way that you can, under.
constitutional law, assure that when two candidates are running, they
are both going to have the same opportunity to be heard and express
themselves unless you are going to try to do it by giving them Federal
money and saying in return for this Federal money, you have to agree
you will not do more than a certain amount?
- Mr. BOLTON. That was the effect of the decision with respect to sub-
title H in Buckley v. Valeo. As I said in my statement, it seems to me
that that decision inadvertently, for whatever reason, flies in the face
of the unconstitutional condition doctrine.

If a particular restraint is unconstitutional when it is applied di-
rectly, if it is attempted to be applied indirectly it is found to beequally
unconstitutional. You cannot condition a Federal grant or subsidy on
an unconstitutional condition.

Senator Ioxo. Would we not be doing that with the campaign check-
off law, since in accepting this Federal aid to make a campaign, candi-
dates would be agreeing not to spend more than the amount of money
made available?

Mr. BOLTON. That is the way it is now. I may have said before that
in our view, the Supreme Court left the system the way it was because
in the Buckley case we did not have a candidate with standing to chal.
lenge that particular provision, and the Court upheld that on its face.
If another piece of litigation were brought that raised that one issue,
of the constitutionality of coupling the expenditure limit with direct
Federal subsidies, it seems to me, based on the long standing precedent
under the unconstitutional condition doctrine, the expenditure limit
would be struck down. If the Court was to find dirte subsidies were not
separable from the expenditure limits, the subsidies would fall as well
as the limit.

Senator LONo. If I understand your argument, and to put it in other
terms, to see if I can say it back to you', you feel that in providing the
money it is unconstitutional to tell the candidate that lie cannot spend
other money to advance his candidacy. Is that correct?

Mr. BoLroN. That is correct.
Senator LoG. On the theory that he has the right to spend money,

whatever amount lie wants to, to try to seek the office. That being the
case. it would be an unconstitional limitation on a right that was his
to place a limitation on the Federal funds made available?

./ Mr. BouTO. That is correct.
Senator LoNo. Do you think that the whole campaign check-off law

would fall if that point were made by a proper party?
Mr. BourON. I believe so.
Senator LONo. In other words, you feel that if one of the major

party candidates were to make that ease at that point, that lie has a
right to spend more money and was doing so, or denied the right;
to spend more money, that the campaign financing would be. denied to
both parties?

Mr. BoroN. I think it would depend on how the Court separated
out the various parts of the Statute. It may well be they would simply
strike down, the expenditure limit and leave the subsidies.,



I might say that the only reason I have heard in support of expendi-.
ture limits, apart from reasons that were found impermissible in
Buckleya, was to prevent the Federal Treasury from being drained
without any limit at all. I believe there is an alternative to an expendi-
ture limit that the Anderson-Udall bill has in part, but the Clark bill
does not; to put a limit on the total amount of Federal dollars that can
go to any one campaign and yet leave the campaigns free to spend as
many private dollars as they can get.

My own feeling is the reason we keep seeing expenditure limits is
that they are politically palatable ways of selling the direct subsidies.
I have always found that a simple, direct subsidy system without ex-
penditure limits would be far more desirable than one with them.
There would be some candidates that would be made viable in the
political sense because the seed money that they are now denied by the
low contributions limits would be made up by Federal dollars.

Even so, the direct Federal subsidy schemes have so many other
problems with them, particularly when they are not going to be
applied to a vastly larger number of candidates in congressional elec-
tions that the proposal of Senator Packwood seems significantly more
desirable.

Senator LONG. How many dissents were there in that case?
Mr. Bourox. Justice Blackmun dissented on the contribution limits.

He would have judged them unconstitutional.
Justice Renquist dissented on the constitutionality of chapter 95

of the Internal Revenue Code, the subsidy payments in general elec-
tion Presidential campaigns.

Justice Marshall dissented on the Court's holding that former 18
U.S.C. section 608(a), the limit of what a candidate could spend from
his own pocket, was unconstitutional. He would have upheld it.

Justice White dissented and concurred on a variety of subjects. He
would have everything except the Federal Election Commission. Even
he would have struck that down.

The Chief Justice wrote an opinion concurring and dissenting.
He was our favorite Justice on the case. He would have struck down
everything in the case, as we would have.

The majority opinion was per curiam. No one Justice signed it. That
leaves, by the process of elimination, Justices Powell, Brennan, and
Stewart, who did not write separately in the case.

Whether or not all of the justices who joined in all parts of the
per curiam opinion necessarily went along with all of its reasoning
we do not know. That is one reason that per curiam opinions are
sometanes written, whenthere is a very complex case, as the Bukley
case was. In order to get some decision out that makes sense there are
internal adjustments made among the justices.

I think when new litigation occurs, as it already has begun to
occur, single issue litigation, you may see a further substantial alter-
aUon in the campaign finance laws.

Senator Loxo. Thank you very much.
Senator Brno. Let me ask you one question in regard to the Pack-

wood bill.
Do you see the possibility that the Commissioner of the Internal

Revenue would, in writing the regulations, pursuant to the bill define



a senatorial candidate in such a way as to discriminate against third-
party candidatest--

If so, how would you structure the bill to guard against that?
Mr. BOLTON. I would hope, based upon the language of the bill, as

I have read it, he does not have any opportunity to write regulations
that would so discriminate. I think the appropriate way to handle
that would not be to complicate the bill, because it is an almost im-
possible kind of thing to write, but in the legislative history to make
it clear that the tax credit in S. 1471 applies across the board as to
whether or not the candidate is a major party candidate, major party
or a third party.

There may be some language that could make it clear in the bill.
I would suspect that it would be very difficult to draft. Handling
it through the legislative history, making some very clear statements
in the record to that effect in order to preclude the possibility that
the Commissioner would try to write the regulations in the way that
you describe would be the 'best way.

Senator BYRD. As you visualize it, this would be available to all
candidates of any party, or without party, minor party or whatever
it may be?

Mr. BOLTON. Yes.
Senator BYRo. Anyone who became a candidate would be subject

to the provisions of the Packwood amendment?
Mr. BOLTON. So long as the contribution was actually made and

the taxpayer could verify it, as need be.
Senator BYn. Thank you.
Senator PACKWOOD. Let me add a point on regulations. If there

is a problem with regulations, it is no worse in my bill than we have
now. We already have check-off dleductions and if the IRS has-the
power to make regulations, they make them now. The argument
should not be used against it. It is going to cause all kinds of IRS
regulations. This bill will not cause them.

Mr. BOLTON. I think that is correct.
Senator PACKWOOD. You were an excellent witness. It is a

pleasure to have somebody who obviously knows the Buckley case
so thoroughly to come here and precisely answer these constitutional
questions.

Mr. BoLToN. Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bolton follows:]

STATEMENT OF JoHN R. BOLTON

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I wish to thank you for the
opportunity to testify on S. 1471, a bill that would considerably enlarge the
federal income tax credit for political contributions by individuals to candidates
for the United States Senate.

I was one of the attorneys who represented former Senators Buckley and
McCarthy and the other ten plaintiffs in their suit challenging the constitu-
tionality of numerous provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act (1ECA)
and Subtitle H of the Internal Revenue Code of 1054 (Subtitle H). I have also
written on the subject of campaign financing, most recently in the Vanderblt
Law Refcw with Brice M. Clagett, senior counsel for the plaintiffs in Buckley
v. Valen, 424 U.S. 1 (1976).

I support S. 1471 because I believe it to be a desirable method of encouraging
small contributions to political campaigns. The tax-credit approach is substan-
tially better, for many reasons, than extending the concept of Subtitle H to

i Cngett and elton. "ecktr v. Valeo. Its Aftermath, and Its Prospects: The Constitn-
tenn. of government Restraints on Political Campaign Financing," 29 Vasd(r1l6 L

Rev. 1327 (1966).
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provide federal subsidies to candidates for the Senate! And/or House of Rep-
resentatives. I would like to discuss briefly some of these reasons.

In addition, I Would urge that 1. 1471 be expanded to encompass all elections
for all Federal offices. If the reach of S. 1471 were expanded, I think it would
be appropriate to raise the maximum allowable credit to $250 or $800. It might
be desirable in the future, based on experience under the bill as enacted, to raise
this figure even higher, or to adjust the percentage allowable as a credit to a
greater figure, It may well be, for instance, that a 100 percent tax credit with
a lower ceiling would be a much greater incentive to small contributors.

I would also stress that S: 1471 should not be treated as a complement to direct
Federal subsidies but as an alternative. If Congress enacts any legislation in
this area in the near future, it should make a clear choice between these two
options. This is particularly true if Subtitle H remains in effect as to presidential
elections. It would be a valuable experiment for at least two congressional-
election cycles to test the impact of S. 1471 as compared to Subtitle H. As I
explain in more detail in the following paragraphs, I believe that having both
systems in place would demonstrate the inadequacies of Subtitle H, and the
inadvisability of extending its concept to congressional elections.

I. S. 1471 avoids the constitutional problems inherent in proposals for granting
federal subsidies in congressional elections.

It is a mistake to assume that the concept of direct Federal subsidies to candi-
dates for Federal office has been given blanket approval by the Supreme Court.
Although the Court rejected the challenge made by the Buckley plaintiffs, that
challnge was only a "facial" attack. That is, we argued that Subtitle H wax un-
constitutional per ae, no matter how it might work in actual practice. The Court
was quite explicit in leaving open the possibility of a challenge to Subtitle H
"as applied," or, in the words of the Court, "upon an appropriate factual demon-
stration," 424 U.S. at 97 n. 131.

Moreover, it has also been Incorrectly assumed that the Supreme Court ap-
proved the imposition of expenditure limits when undertaken in connection with
a system of subsidies. Proposals for extending federal subsidies to congressional
elections, such as S. 926, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977), Introduced by Senator
Clark and others, adopt this approach of coupling subsidies with expenditure
limits. The rationale is that since the Supreme Court in Buckley v. Valco upheld
expenditure limits In connection with Subtitle H, the Court must have been
expounding the governing constitutional doctrine.

Such an approach is far too simplistic. First, the issue of upholding expenditure
limits only as to subsidized candidates was never briefed or argued orally to
the Court. Second, the Court's opinion did not provide any elaboration on the .
result it reached. Even so strong an opponent of the Buckley plaintiffs' position
as Judge J. Skelly Wright conceded that the Court had upheld expenditure limits
for candidates who accepted subsidies "[w]ithout even discussing possible prob-
lems under the doctrine of unconstitutional conditions."'

The unconstitutional-condition doctrine Is not hard to understand or apply.
It was cogently stated in an opinion by Mr. Justice Sutherland over half a cen-
tury ago:

"It would be a palpable incongruity to strike down an act of state legislation
which, by words of express divestment, seeks to strip the citizen of rights guaran-
teed by the federal Constitution, but to uphold an act by which the same result
is nccomplished under the guise of a surrender of a right in exchange for a
valuable privilege which the state otherwise threatens to withhold. . . . If the
state may compel the surrender of one constitutional right as a condition of its
favor, it may. in like manner, compel a surrender of all. It is inconceivable that
guarantees embedded In the Contitution of the United States may thus be manip-
ulated out of existence," Frost & Frost Trucking Co. v. Railroad' Comn'n, 271
U.S. 583, 593-94 (1962) (emphasis added).

I believe that in an appropriate case the expenditure limits contained in vir-
tually every proposal for providing Federal subsidies to Federal candidates would

'Wright. "Pl'itles and the Constitution: Ia Money Speech", 85 Yale L. J. 1001. 1oo3
n. 11 (19711). Judge Wright sat on the United States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columhia Circuit and voted to reject all of the Buckley plaintiffs' laims when that Court
decided the case. Ruckiev v. Valeo, 519 P. 2d 821 (D.C. Cir, 1975).

3 See also, Van Alstyne. "The Demise of the Right-Privilege Distinetion in Constitutional
Law," 81 linry L. IRlev. 1430, 1445-49 (108).
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le declared unconstitutional; There is simply no compelling goverftinental Intef.
est that justifies the existence of such limits, and the Supreme Court so held in
Buckley. Yet their repeated appearance in connection with subsidy proposals
could become law without expenditure limits. If this is correct, then the validity
of these pieces of legislation, should any of them be enacted, would be clouded
until resolved by litigation.

In addition, S. 926 unconstitutionally discriminates against independent can-
didates for the Senate. While S. 926 provides subsidies for primary-electiof' can-
didates of political parties (proposed I 502(c) (1) and (2) of the FECA), it
restricts the use of subsidies by independent candidates to their general-election
campaigns (proposed § 503(b) (2)). Thus the independent candidate's effort to
get his or her name on the ballot will not be subsidized at all. The Supreme Court
warned in Buckley that seriousos questions might arise as to the unconstitu-
tionality of excluding from free annual assistance candidates not affiliated witha
'political party' solely because they lack such affiliation," Buckley v. Vakco, 424
U.S. at 87 n. 18 and 105 n. 142.

We argued on behalf of the plaintiffs in Buckley that direct Federal subsidies
tied to expenditure limits'were necessarily protective of incumbents. Numerous
dispassionate political commentators; indeed virtually all informed observers
other than the leaders of Common Cause, agree that this analysis is correct,
Public confidence in our political leaders is already dangerously low. Were even
more statutes passed that had the effect of freezing the political status quo, that
confidence, could only drop further. Particularly if extensive court challenges
exposed the inhibiting and discriminatory features of these proposals, the effects
on our political system could be devastating.

III several ways, therefore, S. 926 and similar bills court further constitutional
litigation. S. 1471 suffers from none of the foregoing defects. To date, I have
heard no arguments at all, let alone convincing ones, that the tax-credit approach
is subject to constitutional challenge.

I. . 1471 avoids the practical problena inherent in proposals for granting
Federal asbidics in congressional elections

In testimony before the Senate Rules Committee recently, several witnesses
commenting on direct Federal subsidies to candidates stressed the possible
burvaueratic nightmares entailed by extending such subsidies to congressional
elections. They predicted a vast increase in the budget and personnel necessary
at the Federal Election Commission (FEC) and the interminable problems that
might arise in deciding the proper amounts of subsidies that should be paid. in
addition, recent projections indicate that taxpayer interest in Federal sul4dies
Is so sall that the funds available will almost certainly be inadequate if the
suhidies are offered to congressional candidates.

I do not wish to elaborate further on these statements, but to explore other
practical difficulties with Federal subsidies that have recently come to the public
attention. Specifically, the recent accounts concerning Governor Milton Shpiis
presidential campaign demonstrate how frought with difleniltieh is the Sub,
title- scheme. I want to stress that my comments are based on press reports,
annd that of course I do not know whether the alleged Irregularities did in fact
occur. Nonetheless, as* a hypothetical example at least, recent events are quite
instructive.

First, the remedy proposed by the FEC in the Shapp ease--that all of the
subsidies paid to Governor Shapp's presidential campaign he returned to tihe
government-is obviously quite burdensome. While the Governor apparently
will assume the nearly $300,00 debt personally, many (and probably most)
other candidates will not have Ihis option. They will face insend the difficult if
not impossible task; of raising money to repay to the government while they
and perhaps their closest aides labor under a cloud of suspicion and mistrust.
Such a consequence must have a tremendous deterrent effect on people attempt-
ing to decide whether to become candidates for Federal office and whether or
not to accept Federal subsidies.

Second, there may well be civil litigation seeking large fines against the in-
dividuals charged with violating Subtitle H. Moreover, and far more seriously,
there is always the possibility of criminal enforcement resulting in prison sen-
tences and crihninal records. Legal fees-already substantial for many campaign
simply attempting to comply' with the present lawwould he grushiug. The de-
terrent effect of such costs and sanctions is obvious on its face.

Third, those who do decide to seek office and accept the subsidies will bear
a tremendous burden of policing their campaign workers. We already know troa
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.recent experience the difficulties faced by many campaigns merely in complying
with the FECA's reporting and disclosure requirements and in avoiding unlaw-
ful contributions. The additional time and expense required to monitor the small
contributions necessary to qualify for governmental subsidies might well be
crushing, particularly for struggling campaigns. How any of this benefits a free,
open political process is impossible for me to understand.

Fourth, fifteen candidates for President qualified for Federal matching grants
in 1976. Only one of these campaigns has, to date, been accused of improprieties.
We do not know, of course, if these improprieties are the most serious yet un-
covered, or if they are only the first of a long series. We do know for certain
that should Federal subsidies be extended to House and Senate races, hundreds
and perhaps thousands of would-be recipients will attempt to qualify. With so
many potential applicants, enforcement by the FEC can, at best, only be sporadic.
The FEC already has vast discretion, too vast in my view. There is no question
that its discretion will be significantly increased if a proposal like S. 928 is
adopted.

In short, we are now at the point where discussions about direct Federal sub-
sidies to candidates for national office no longer take place In a vacuum. The
abstract has now become concrete, and, quite frankly, the implications are dis-
turbing. The Shapp case may only be an aberration, but the risk that we take if
it is not is immense. Rather than assuming that risk without pause, we should
at least consider the consequences of direct governmental subsidization of the
political system. No matter how well intentioned, the subsidies, with their com-
plex legal requirements and possible sanctions, may very likely inhibit political
-discourse rather than promote it.

Fortunately, however, alternatives are available, and it is not too late to con-
sider them. The tax-credit proposal contained in S. 1471 is such an alternative.
It will not require the establishment of a new bureaucracy. Its operation will
not deter the activity of candidates and their supporters. Its enforcement by the
Internal Revenue Service, while admittedly not without possible problems, will
be far superior to enforcement under S. 926.

III. . 1471 allows greater freedom of individual choice than do proposals for
granting Federal aubsidies in congressional elections.

The dollar checkoff mechanism provided in I 6096 of the Internal Revenue
Code allows virtually no choice for the individual taxpayer. The only alterna-
tive is whether or not to allocate $1 (or $2 on a joint return) to the subsidy
fund. The amounts designated to the fund are then distributed to candidates
under a matching system at the discretion of others (those who make match-
able contributions to the eligible candidates).

Numerous problems arise because of the operation of this system, even when
it is confined to presidential elections. The taxpayers asked to designate their
dollars to the fund have no way of knowing who the candidates will be up to
4 years hence, much less whether or not they desire to support any of those
candidates. Under a matching system for congressional candidates, the tax-
payer is in an even greater quandary. He or she has no hint of whether the
dollars checked ofT will be spent in his or her State or congressional district.

By contrast, S. 1471 allows total control by the individual over the choice of
which candidate or candidates receive his contributions. As Senator Kennedy
said in 1974, under a tax-incentive system

"... the Federal Government plays no part in determining which candidates
or committees are to receive public funds or the amount of such funds that are
to be made available to particular candidates. It is the citizen, and the citizen

.alone, who makes these determinations," 120 Cong. Rec. 8..21769 (daily ed.
December 17, 1974).

In addition, the taxpayer's contribution may be considerably greater under
S. 1471 than under j 6096 of the Internal Revenue Code. Finally, the taxpayer
receives a direct benefit in the form of tax relief.

All of these factors would, I think, encourage small contributions to a signifi-
cantly greater extent than the f 6096 mechanism or the present limited tax-
credit provision. There would be a substantially greater incentive to participate
by making relatively small political contributions, a consequence that virtually
everyone finds desirable.

S. 1471 is thus a workable and efficient substitute for subtitle H and proposals
.such as S. 926. I strongly urge its adoption.



Senator Bran. The next witness is Mr. George Agree, chairman of
the Committee for the Democratic Process.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE E. AGREE, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE FOR
THE DEMOCRATIC PROCESS

Mr. AoaE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Long, and Senator
Packwood. I will not read my full statement, but I would appreciate it
being put into thirrecord. And, sir, I have two charts referring to the
use of tax incentives in past elections and the potential use of tax
incentives. They are referred to in my statement, but are not part
of it, and I would like to make them available to the Senators and
hope they will get into the record.

Before addressing the material in my statement, I would like to
comment on a question raised by Senator Long with the Treasury
representative. It seems to me that we have to make a distinction
between the checkoff, which is a device for getting money into an
election fund, and the 1974 amendments that are prescriptions as to
how that money should be paid out of the fund.

Senator Long said that the failure of more than a quarter of the
number of taxpayers to checkoff looks like a three to one vote against
public financing. I do not think that is necessarily the case for the
following reason.

Some people, such as myself, have not checked off, because we did
not like the way that the money was paid out. We thought it was un-
fair. Other people might not have checked off, because in combination
with the FEC 1974 amendments, it seems that the best political strat-
egy is to keep one's own money out of the'fund so it does not go to
candidates one does not support while at the same time raising as
much money as one can for the candidate one does support so be can
get the other people's money.

I flew down to Washington yesterday with Stewart Mott, who is
referred to in my statement, and who is a very large contributor. He
pointed out that had S. 926 been in effect in the 1976 elections, he
would have been matched in gifts to candidates by $75.50, even though
he only put $4 into the fund over 4 years.

It seems to me that the problem is how the money goes out, not
how it goes in.

In my statement, I refer to a situation in the Democratic primaries
with respect to Congressman Udall and Governor Carter. Udall had

' 97,000-plus contributors, Carter had 94,000-plus contributors; but
Carter got twice as much money as Udall because his contributors -
could afford larger contributions.

On the reasonable assumption that the same percentage of Udall
and Carter contributors had checked off dollars on their income tax
returns, the Udall people put more money into the fund. But what
was the "one man-one dollar" going in, clearly was not the "one man-
one dollar" coming out of the fund.

The effect of this disparity on the political outcome was probably
decisive for the two candidates and for the nomination itself. Recall
the Democratic primaries in Wisconsin and Michigan last year. Both
were critical engagements which dashed Udall's hopes and fueled the



Carter bandwagon. Yet Carter defeated Udall in each by only a
.hairsbreadth margin-so narrow that for a short time after each it
was thought he had lost. It is doubtful whether he could have pre-
vailed without that extra $1,566,989 from the common pool of tax-
payer money.

One wanders with what frustration a candidate would grit his teeth
if he perceived that such a system was doing him in, yet felt bound
by his past advocacy not to oppose it. Also, one wonders how long it
will be under such a system-perhaps only until the next election-
before other candidates, supported by editorial writers and a large
part of the public, raise effective hell about it. And who will be their
targets.

This brings us to the meaning of the 1976 experience. The plain
fact is that, while Germany, Norway, Sweden and other countries
base public financing of politics on the number of citizens who support
the recipients, the United States of America has instituted a means
test in its elections-with moral as well as practical effects which
vitiate the potential of Senator Long's initiative.
. This point is fundamental. Beyond considerations of relative advan-
tage to one or another candidate, there is the broader question of what
is fair to taxpayers and voters. The majority of Americans who favor
public financing as a means of curbing corruption are bound to come
to realize that it is now conducted so as to deploy their tax dollars
most heavily on the side of the candidates of the rich.

There are many inequalities in the real world which make for differ-
.ences in the amount of political influence people have. But our history
proves that the average American would rather be financially unequal
to another person in any marketplace, including the marketplace of
ideas-by 100 percent, 1,000 percent, or 10,000 percent-than to be
politically unequal by even one-half of a percent in the eyes and
.actions of his Government.

What it boils down to is that, though he may not be able to give
his candidate as many dollars as Clement Stone or Stewart Mott, he
will insist on being the equal of Clement Stone and Stewart Mott in
determining any governmental influence on the outcome of elections.
And he will be right to insist.

It would be politically prudent as well as statesmanlike to anticipate
such insistence in devising any future method of Government par-
ticipation in election financing.

For this reason, S. 1471, with its proposed 75-percent tax credit for
.contributions up to $100 offers an interesting, and in some respects
attractive alternative to the matching plan. It makes a significant ges-
ture in the direction of citizen equality-but because of the magnitude
.of the anticipated Government participation rather than how it would
work in practice.

In thinking about tax credits, it is important to reco ize that, to
the extent that they might work, they are as much a method of public
financing as direct payments to candidates. In each case, the Govern-
ment forfeits mone for the benefit of candidates; and the burden of
this loss is borne by the public either in additional taxes to finance
other activities of Government or in the curtailment of those activi-
ties. The fact that tax incentives are also based on prior voluntary
action by individual citizens, which distinguishes them from flat



grants, makes these incentives comparable 'to matching rants. Indeed,
.a tax credit might well be defined as an indirect watching grant. .

If,;as under S. 1471 a taxpayer makes a contribution of $100 of
which $75 is subtracted from his tax obligation, the Government; in'

-effect, is giving a three for olin match for a $25 contribution. With such
:a ceiling, to the extent that it works-and I will soon get to the reason
-for this repeated caveat-the potential for inequality would be sub-
.stantially reduced. '

The difference between a $1 giver and a $25 giver simply is not as
:great as between a $1 giver and a $100 or $250 giver. Disparities be-
tween the proportions of Government subsidy and the relative num-
bers of candidates'supporters, though not eliminated, would be greatly
rreduced.

Unfortunately, such evidence as exists indicates that tax incentives
-will not work. Very few people have'used them when available to them
in the past. We just do not have any evidence to suggest that signifi-
cant numbers of people would use them in the future. The percentage
-of people who have used tax incentives in the past is much smaller than
the percentage who have made contributions.

Nevertheless, the outlook concerning the efficacy of a well-designed
tax credit may not, in fact, be relatively as gloomy as this passage
would indicate. First, because there is yet no evidence that the match-
ing plan caused any appreciable changes in the size or economic pro-
file of the contributor corps.

Second, because a tax credit sufficiently large to make a significant
difference to candidates might receive more detailed and repeated
promotion than is likely to be lavished on matching funds. Fund-
raisers may fear that knowledge that a contribution will be matched
may tend to reduce the moral pressure on the giver to make it as large
as lie can afford, but they will go all out to encourage the use of tax
credits if these are large enough.

Senator Packwood referred to going down the street and telling
,everybody about the credit. If the tax credit is 50 percent on a $10
-contributioni, that may not make much difference. It may not be worth
taking time togo down the street to do it.

If the tax credit is substantially larger than that, I suspect that time
will be taken and the people who are reached by those who take the
time will respond.

Senator PAcxwooD. I am intrigued by the supplement to your state-
ment about some kind of voucher for immediate rebate so he would

- not have to wait until he files his tax return.
Mr. AaREE. The problem I see with your proposal is that some people

could not put up $100 and wait 6, 8 or 9 months to get their $75 back.
They simply could not afford it. The result of that could be that the
generous tax credit you offered would, in fact, not be available to
people of lower income.

If a way could be found to make it immediately available, then
obviously everybody could do it. And so I offer for your consideration
a tax credit that would function similarly to a voucher plan. Offer the
tax credit, make it a 100-percent tax credit for contributions of a lesser
amount-say 10 or 25. Motivated contributors would continue to give
additional cash-$0, $25 or $100, depending on their, means. But
mnany new people. might be drawn into political participation which



would be valuable to them and to society if they are enabled to do so
at no out-of-pocket cost.

Second, eliminate the waiting time by giving the credit on the pre-
ceding year's taxes instead of those of the current year. This should
not make any diference to the Treasury; and it would eliminate the
need for a cash disbursement by the donor. It could be accomplished
by issuing a standard form or voucher which candidates could distrib-
ute to eligible supporters for them to fill out. The form would state
the maximum credit to which taxpayers are entitled. Each donor
would fill in the name ofthe candidate s committee, his own signature,
his social security number, the address from which he filed the relevant
tax return, and the amount of his credit he wishes to allocate to the
named committee. The candidate would present this voucher to the-
IRS which would run a computer check of the validity of 'he donation
and give the indicated amount to the candidate.

Such a system would eliminate the complicated work presently re-
quired of the Federal Election Commission to process submissions for-
matching grants, and enable it to reduce its staff. It would allow
speedier delivery of funds to candidates. It would avoid a repetition
of the Governor Shapp fiasco-just imagine the problems if a less
wealthy man, or an already elected official, were foind to have been
ineligible for the Government money he had campaigned with.

It would permit deletion of the check-off and tax credit lines on
the 1040 forms. It would be administratively simpler for the IRS
than the voucher distributions envisioned in earlier proposals. It
would put substantial amounts of new and clean money into the-
political process. And it would assure opportunity for equal par-
ticipation by all taxpayers in the allocation of public funds for
elections.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator LONG. That is an interesting thought. We are thinking-

along somewhat the same lines. I was thinking of the suggestion that
if you wanted to pursue this approach, Senator Packwood, you might
fix it so when people go out and seek campaign contributions that those
campaign workers would simply get the forms available from the
Government and just fill them out. If they wanted to, they could
even have a voucher form from the Government, for a Government
check, so the Government could just put a stamp on it and mail it out
to people when the application appeared to be in order, so people
would not have to be separated from their money very long.

A man might put up $100 and get $75 back in a week. The people.
operating the committee could have the list of their donors and pro-
vide their names, addresses, and social security numbers, and could
just mail them right out so as to certify that the people made con-
tributions and to present whatever evidence is needed, such as per-
sonal checks. Prior to the time when the campaign people deposited
their checks, there could be a procedure where they could go down
to the bank, the same bank officer who accepts the deposit could certify
that their checks had been deposited and they get their money
immediately.

That has an appeal beyond the idea of the 75 percent tax credit.
Mr. Aonar. Senator, I think that would really solve the most-

important part of the problem and truly make it available to vast



numbers of people who would not be able to do it otherwise. I would
look forward to contributing $100 to Senator Packwood on that basis.

An alternative, although I think it would be more awkward and
cumbersome than yours, would have the contributor give his receipt,
an officially prescribed form, and so on, to his employer to send in
lieu of withholding. That, too, could be processed rather quickly.
However, I do not think you would want all of the employers of the
country knowing about these contributions.

Senator Loxo. It seems to me that the simplest way for the person
out collecting money to get the pertinent information-and I think
it could be worked out-would be to simply copy the names and
addresses from the receipt showing that people donated.

I know in our case, in the last campaign, we had to ask everybody
to sign some sort of form that was furnished by the Election Com-
mission to elect to place ourselves, really, under the new disclosure
laws and conflict laws. Among other things, we asked people to
certify that they were not going to seek to be reimbursed by anybody
after they made the contri btion. This was to guard against someone
making a contribution and then going and getting reimbursed by his
corporation, or something of that sort. The candidate would not know
anything about it, and then he would be embarrassed when he found
out that someone made an illegal donation. It was not illegal when
the person made it, it was illegal when the person got himself re-
imbursed from his corporation. So to protect ourselves against that
sort of thing, we asked people to sign a statement certifying that that
was their money they were contributing, that they were not going
to seek to be reimbursed, and whatever we could think of to protect
ourselves. A lot of times contributors said, if I have to go through all
of that, the heck with you. I am not going to make the donation. Forget
about it. But usually you can persuade a person to sign such a
statement.

Then you have the information that the campaign law requires
for reporting purposes-at least, you have the address. All you-would
have to do is mail him his check; and it is so much simpler for
the person collecting it to fill out forms or one form for all the donors
rather than for each individual person to go to the trouble to get a
form and go down to the Post Office and find somebody. It is easier to
just have one person on behalf of the Senatorial campaign to go down
there and take a whole bunch of applications with him, perhaps even
make out the addresses, the envelope in which the check would be
stuffed, and just mail them out.

Thank you very much.
Mr. AaRnm. If I may, Senator, I want to point out the one possible

development in the event that you have deferred credits without
some provision for fast credit, I have been thinking about this. I
have been involved in campaigns and fund raisings.

It occurs to me, if I were rimning for office and were asking people
-to make a $100 contribution for which they would have to wait half
a year or more for their $75 credit, I might find some millionaire friend
of mine-I know of many campaigns in which this would have been
easy to do, and not illegal, as I read the current law-to make loans to
the people who give the money, that they would get credit for later on.



- Senator Loro. Those things, of course, have to be carefully con-
sidered. One app roach that might have merit, which would treat alt
candidates equally, would be to simply provide a tax credit for s
successful candidate and for a candidate who ran a good race, for-
whatever amount you wanted to provide. You could provide $20,000
to the winner and $10,000 to the person who was the serious runner-
up. Or you could provide twice that much, if you wanted to. On that
basis you would be providing a benefit for the man that the public,
chose and some sort of consolation prize for someone who really made-
the effort and ran a decent race.

I have oftentimes thought that what we are trying to do in large
measure is to protect people from improper influence. I do not have
much interest in the guy who also-ran. It is the man who is elected-
he is the one I am concerned about. He is the one who is going to ¢e
there representing us.

Every time I raise that possible approach, someone invariably says
how about the poor fellow that gets 49 percent of the vote. Is it fair to-
leave him out completely i If you had that type of thing-let us say
the candidate would get $20,000-then you would also have the Re-
publican or Democratic Committee raising money. Most Democratic
candidates for the Senate are given $17,000. Add the two together,.
and that gives the candidate a pretty nice amount to make hJs cam-
paign-not the whole campaign, but it relieves some of the pressure.
And lie still can go out and make contributions. Does that approach
appeal to you?

Mr. AOREE. Adjust further amounts after the election ?
Senator Loxo. Suppose a candidate had a tax credit, assuming he-

had either spent the money or had borrowed the money for any given
figure, perhaps $20,000 or even $40,000, to help him defer the cost of
his campaign, with whatever pro rata amount that seemed fair going
to the runner-up who received a substantial amount of votes. You
would have to look at the facts after the race and see how many votes:
the candidates got.

Mr. AoREE. If I understand you, that is very similar to the German
system. They give candidates about 60 percent of what they think they
are going to be entitled to before the election, the remaining 40 percent
after the election, adjusted upwards or downwards, according to how-
well they actually did

In their case, they do it to parties. I think it would be much more-
difficult to doit fairly to individual candidates.

How well Senator Javits ran 2 years ago is not going to be any
indication as to how well I ran. It would be difficult to anticipate.

Senator LoNG. If I might say, I do not worry too much about the-
kind of fellow who has no business being in government who goes out
and has one fling at it and finds out that that is not his calling. People-
have a right to do it. When they do, they are not doing themselves or
anybody else any favors. It is just not their call.

When you get ready to run for the U.S. Senate, you really have no-
business being in there unless you know something about what yo*
are trying to do.

I would think, if a candidate'runs for the U.S. Senate, he should be-
pretty good at what he is doing, or have been involved in political'



campaigns and knows what it is all about. He should have been a man
who is elected to something and has a record to run on that people can
look to.

You and I know, you can take polls nowadays and learn what the
prospects are. You can predict the winner before it starts.

Mr. AonE. On the elections side, I completely agree with you;
on the side of using tax money, I must disagree. I might like that
screwball candidate who is not going to get more than 5 percent of the-
vote. I would not want my tax money used for the other people. I
would want some share of that money to go to him.

If he only gets 5 percent of the vote and only gets 5 percent of the-
public money, the public is not out very much money. Lot him have
it. It is not going to change the situation.

Senator Loxa. I was not suggesting this as a substitute for what
we have. This should be something additional. I think I cut you off..
You were going to add an additional point I

Mr. AoREE. No, sir. I think I have made all the points I want to-
make.

Senator LoNo. Thank you.
Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKwOoD. I have one question. I am curious about these'

charts that you have provided. Table 773, Contributors and Potential
Contributors Under a Tax Incentive Plan, 1972. Under the column
percentage of classes of potential contributors, 1972, noncontributory,
responding that they would contribute if they could obtain a tax-
break for doing so, am I reading the table correctly that the highest
percentage of those who said that they would give if they were given
an incentive were the income class $0 to $5,0001

Mr. AonnR. That is correct.
Senator PAcxwooD. The next highest was $5,000 to $10,000?
Mr. AoREE. That is correct. This is a clear indication-
Senator PACxwoov. A very clear indication, even though these in-

come classes cannot give now because they do not feel they can afford
to, but would be the most likely to give.

Mr. AoRr. Indeed, they had the tax incentive at the time, but were-
not aware of it.

Senator PACxwoon. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Agree follows:]

STATE2rT or Gaonou N. Aeoas

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, my name is George Agree.
I have been a fund raiser for Senate and House candidates for many years, am
Director of the Committee for the Democratic Process which is concerned with
election reform, was co-author with David Adamany of "Political Money," pub-
lished in 1975 by the Johns Hopkins University Press, and have written articles
on the subject for the New York Times and several scholarly journals.

Since Senator Long's initiative and energy put this important subject on the-
national agenda in 1968, I have testified concerning it before various Con-
gressional committees- I am particularly grateful for your invitation to be-
here today because now we are dealing not only with theories and speculations,
but with facts.

We have a public financing law. It operated during one election. It included'
the matching fund system which is the leading alternative to S. 1471 now being-
considered by Congress for application to its own elections.
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What did the matching fund system do? What Is the meaning of what it did?
Millions of Americans checked off millions of dollars for the Presidential

Election Fund. They were told that Its purpose was to clean up elections and
make them fairer. They were told that it was a "one man-one dollar" system,
and that nothing could be more in the American tradition.

But something happened on the way to distributing that money. Federal
Election Commission figures released on February 20, 1977 show that tax money
in the presidential primaries did not flow to candidates according to the number
of Americans supporting them, but in proportion to the wealth of their
contributors.

Representative Morris Udall, who had more contributions than Governor
Carter (97,764 to 94,419), received only about half as much checked off money
($1,898,686 to $3,465,584) because his average donor could only afford half as
much as the average Carter giver ($21.84 to $41.09).

(The difference was even greater between two other candidates with roughly
equal numbers of contributors. Senator Jackson received $1,980,554 for 58,372
contributions, while Fred Harris, with 56,021 contributors, received less than
one-third as much-$683,099.)

-- On-4he reasonable assumption that the same percentage of Udall and Carter
contributors had checked off dollars on their income tax returns, the Udall
people put more money into the Fund. But what was "one man-one dollar"
going in clearly was not "one man-one dollar" coming out of the Fund.

The effect of this disparity on the political outcome was probably decisive
for the two candidates and for the nomination itself. Recall the Democratic
primaries in Wisconsin and Michigan last year. Both were critical engagements
which dashed Udali's hopes and fueled the Carter bandwagon. Yet Carter de-
feated Udall in each by only a hairsbreadth margin-so narrow that for a short
time after each it was thought he had lost. It is doubtful whether be could have
prevailed without that extra $1,566,989 from the common pool of taxpayer
money.

One wonders with what frustration a candidate would grit his teeth if he
preceived that such a system was doing him in, yet felt bound by his liast
advocacy not to oppose it. Also, one wonders how long it will be under such
a system-perhaps only until the next election-before other candidates, sup-
ported by editorial writers and a large part of the public, raise effective hell
about it. And who will be their targets.

It might be argued that since Carter's supporters were richer anyway, Udall
cduld have been better off with this system than he might have been without
it-that he could have derived more incremental benefit from his less than $2
million in taxpayer funds than Carter did from his nearly $8.6 million. But it is
a doubtful proposition, and not likely to commend itself to many taxpayers.
Doubling the dollar gap between closely running opponents, even if helpful in
a rare case, would be damaging to most financially poorer candidates. And it
surely is true that Udall himself would have done much better under a system
which, like those in other democracies, gave him and his opponents public money
in direct proportion to the number of citizens supporting them.

This brings us to the meaning of the 1976 experience. The plain fact is that,
while Germany, Norway, Sweden and other countries base public financing of
politics on the number of citizens who support the recipients, the United States

- of America has instituted a means test in its elections-with moral as well as
practical effects which vitiate the potential of Senator Long's initiative.

This point is fundamental. Beyond considerations of relative advantage to one
or another candidate, there is the broader question of what is fair to tax-
payers and voters. The majority of Americans who favor public financing as a
means of curbing corruption are bound to come to realize that it is now conducted
so as to deploy their tax dollars most heavily on the side of the candidates of
the rich.

There are many inequalities in the real world which make for differences in
the amount of political influence people have. But our history proves that the
average American would rather be financially unequal to another person in any
marketplace, including the marketplace of ideas- by 100%, 1,000%, or 10,000%-~
than to be politically unequal by even one-half of a percent in the eyes and
actions of his government.
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What it boils down to is that, thought he may not be able to give his candidate
as many dollars as Clement Stone or Stewart Mott, he will insist on being the
equal of Clement Stone and Stewart Mott in determining any governmental
influence on the outcome of elections. And he will be right to insist.

It would be politically prudent as well as statesmanlike to anticipate such in-
sistence in devising any future method of government participation In election
financing.

For this reason, S. 1471, with its proposed 75 percent tax credit for contribu-
tions up to $100, offers an interesting, and in some respects attractive alterna-
tive to the matching plan. It makes a significant gesture in the direction of
citizen equality-but because of thi magnitude of the anticipated government
participation rather than how it would wA in practice.

In thinking about tax credits, it is important to recognize that, to the extent
that they might work, they are as much a method of public financing as direct
payments to candidates. In each case, the government forfeits money for the
benefit of candidates; and the burden of this loss is borne by the public either
in additional taxes to finance other activities of government or in the curtail-
ment of those activities. The fact that tax incentives are also based on prior
voluntary action by individual citizens, which distinguishes them from flat
grants, makes these incentives comparable to matching grants. Indeed, a tax
credit might well be defined as an indirect matching grant.

If, as under S. 1471, a taxpayer makes a contribution of $100 of which $75 is
subtracted from his tax obligation, the government, in effect, is giving a three
for one match for a $25 contribution. With such a ceiling, to the extent that it
works (and I will soon get to the reason for this repeated caveat), the potential
for inequity would be substantially reduced. The difference between a $1 giver
and a $25 giver simply Is not as great as between a $1 giver and a $100 or $250
giver. Disparities between the proportions of government subsidy and the relative
numbers of candidates' supporters, though not eliminated, would be greatly
reduced.

Unfortunately, such evidence as exists Indicates that tax incentives will not
work. In research for Polical Money, Adamany and I found that (see pages
126-128) :

"In fact, the vastly widened participation in financing campaigns predicted by
tax incentive advocates has failed to materialize. Despite the federal credit-or-
deduction option available in 1972, the percentage of voting-age Americans mak-
ing campaign contributions was the same 12 percent as in 1900 and 1904.

"The Insignificant impact of tax incentives for political contributions is con-
firmed by the small number of taxpayers using them. Only 2.5 percent of in-
dividual taxpayers took the federal credit in 1972 and only 1.8 percent took the
deduction. The total of 8.8 percent is not only far less than the 12.4 percent who
gave, it is probably exaggerated because many taxpayers tend to falsely claim
hard-to-trace tax breaks .. .

"Moreover, tax incentives do not reduce the disproportimate representation
of high income groups among campaign givers by encouraging low income peo-
ple to participate. In 1972, those with adjusted gross incomes of $20,000 or more
were 27 times as likely to claim a political tax incentive as those with incomes
under $5,000. Yet these high income people were only 9 times as likely to give
as their lower income neighbors..."

Our survey found that, ". . . Americans generally did not know of the tax
incentives. To test the possibility that if Americans knew of tax incentives they
would use them, a further question was Asked . .. Those who said they would
give if a tax incentive was available were only 5.7 percent of the sample. Tak-
ing their answers at face value, they would have added only marginally to the
American contributor base, increasing it from 12.4 percent to 18.8 percent. And
while these self professed tax-inspired givers are somewhat more representative
by income of the general population than is the actual contributor corps, the
highest income cleases are still almost three times as likely to give as the poorest
group."

(Mr. Chairman, I have appended two relevant tables from Politial Moneyr
which I will not read but would appreciate having appear in the record.)
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TABLE 7-2.--POLITICAL TAX INCENTIVE USERS AND CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTORS BY INCOME CLASS

Percentage of returns in each income Percentage of U.S. population
class using tax incentives contributing

California Oregon United States
Income group ' 19721 1970 - 1972' 1968 5 19726 Change

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

-Oto $4,999-.. .... 0.5 0.2 0.4 3.0 3.7 0.IM , to 59 999._-, 1 2.2 7.3 11.5 4.2
11,00to$1,9 1.7 .4 4.1 9.4 11.1 3.315,000 to 519.999-.. 3.3 1.2 '6.2 14.3 19.8 5.5

$20000 and more....... 9.2 5.9 '10.8 24.1 32.0 7.9

Total.....-..... - 2.1 .5 3.0 7.6 12.4 4.8

Adjusted gross income in cols. 1-3; total family income in cols. 4-6. These figures are roughly comparable in mots
Ganes.

+ Information provided by California Franchise Tex Board.
I Information provided by Oregon Department of Revenue.

'Information provided by U.S. Internal Revenue Service; includes both credits and deductions.
+ Source: Survey Reseurctenter of the University of Michiuan.
e Source: Twentieth Century Fund Survey (see ch. 3, n. 1, above).
SEstimated. Includes proportionate distribution between the 2 income classes of IRS information provided for the2

combined.

TABLE 7-3.-CONTRIBUTORS AND POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTORS UNDER A TAX INCENTIVE PLAN, 1972

Percentage of Percentage of
income class class' potential

Income cias contributing contributors

0 to $4,999... --.................................... 3.7 8.2 11.9
$500 t $,99. ....................................3..1.5 8.0 19.5$30,000to $14,999 ............... ........................ 311.7 4.4 16.1

15,000to 19,999...................................... 19.8 2.5 22.3
20,000 an more....................................... 32.0 0.8 32.8

Total by Incomes........---...................... 12.4 5.9 18.3
Totals......................................... 12.4 5.7 18.1

I Noncontributors responding that they would contribute if they could obtain a tax break for doing so.* Totals of those respondents who reported family Income (N-1332).I Totals of full sample, including respondents who did not report family income (N-1481).
Source: Twentieth Century Fund Survey (see ch. 3, n. 1).
Nevertheless, the outlook concerning the efficacy of a well designed tax credit

.may not in fact be relatively as gloomy as this passage would indicate. First,because there is yet no evidence that the matching plan caused any appreciable
-changes in the size or economic profile of the contributor corps. Second, because
a tax credit sufficiently large to make a significant difference to candidates
might receive more detailed and repeated promotion than is likely to be
lavished on matching funds. Fund raisers may fear that knowledge that a con-
-tribution will be matched may tend to reduce the moral pressure on the giver
to make it as large as he can afford, but,they will go all out to encourage theuse of tax credits if these are large enough.

More troubling is the fact that the most attractive feature of the tax credit-in this bill-the effective three to one match for a relatively small $25 contribu-
tion-is one which few $25 givers are likely to feel they can afford. They may betempted by the prospect of putting $100 into the coffers of a candidate they favor,
but unable to tie up the additional $75 for the six to twelve months they wouldhave to wait to get the benefit of the credit. In practice, therefore, the effectof the credit may not be very different frou the pre-subsidy situation, except that
people.who give wiat they would have contributed in any event would now be
eligible for & windfall rebate at a cost to the Treasury that yields no additional
benefit to candidates.

This quandary suggests a completely new approach your committee may wish-to consider. It is a tax credit that would function similarly to a voucher plan.First, offer a 100% tax credit for contributions up to some lesser figure--say:$10 or $25. Motivated contributors would continue to give additional cash-$10;,



425 or $100, depending on their means. But many new people might be drawn
into political participation which would be valuable to them and to society
if they are enabled to do so at no out-of-pocket cost.

Second, eliminate the waiting time by giving the credit on the preceding
year's taxes instead of those of the current year. This should not make any
.difference to the Treasury; and it would eliminate the need for a cash disburse-
ment by the donor.'It could be accomplished by issuing a standard form or
voucher which candidates could distribute to eligible supporters for them to.
fill out. The form would state the maximum credit to which taxpayers are en-
titled. Each donor would fill in the name of the candidate's committee, his own
signature, his social security number, the address from which he filed the
relevant tax return, and the amount of his credit he wishes to allocate to the
named committee. The candidate would present this voucher to the IRS, which
would run a computer check of the validity of the donation and give the indi-
rated amount to the candidate.

Such a system would eliminate the complicated work presently required of
the Federal Election Commission to process submissions for matching grants,
and enable it to reduce its staff. It would allow speedier delivery of funds to
candidates. It would avoid a repetition of the Governor Shapp fiasco (Just
imagine the problems if a less wealthy man, or an already elected official, were
found to have been ineligible for the government money he had campaigned with).
It would permit deletion of the checkoff and tax credit lines on 1040 forms. It
would be administratively simpler for the IRS than the voucher distributions
envisioned in earlier proposals. It would put substantial amounts of new and
.clean money into the political process. And it would assure opportunity for equal
participation by all taxpayers in the allocation of public funds for elections.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Senator LONo. Now let me call Mr. Richard P. Lorber. We are very
pleased to have you before the committee and pleased to hear your
views.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD P. LORBER

Mr. LoianEn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am one of the dead bodies
that you talked about before.

I have a very short statement. I would like to add to the point of
comparison of S. 926.

S. 926, Senator has a tendency to create the situation where the
most inept incumbent is guaranteed his seat. The reverse of that is
probably borne out best in Wisconsin where Senator Proxmire spent
$693. is record, his performance, were tha basis of the election.

In other States-I do not want to go into personalities-in other
States where the performance was not considered that good where an
incumbent spent twice as much as the challenger, and there are ex-
am les of that the incumbent lost.

I think eacA U.S. Senator should be judged on performance and
does not need a Federal subsidy as such to guarantee life tenure. If,
indeed, they were entitled to life tenure, it would not have been a 6-
year term in the Constitution.

In regard to S. 926. I happen to agree with all of the President's ob-
jectives, but I do not think that that bill meets any of them. He wants
more people in the political process. That is what it is all about. This
would drive them out of it. It would be impossible to have a meaning-
fil challenge in S. 926 in the primaries, especially the primaries. The
identification costs would eat up in the small States more than the total
amount available, just on identification, without getting into a cam-
paign of any kind. 4

An incumbent does have some advantages. I ran against an incum-
bent Governor in the primary. We won, but we had certain expenses
le just did not have. I could not take people out of the State payroll



to run my campaign on a gratis basis; he could. Of course, after the
campaign was over, they were returned to the State payroll at nice
increases in pay. I think that was very fine, but a challenger does not
have that benefit.

A challenger does not have the benefit in a primary of having the
entire party organization out fund raising for him. He has to pay to
do that. He has another cost-every one of costs are magnified-the
get-out-the-vote drive. He pays for it. The incumbent does not pay for
it. That is gratis.

S. 926 says you get equal treatment unless someone should dare go
beyond the spending limit. The one who is going to have to go beyond
the limit, that would have to be the challenger. Then the incumbent
gets the Federal money, the challenger gets nothing.

I do not think we need laws to protect those Senators who do not do,
their jobs. I think we do need laws to involve people in the political
process.

I think that your Presidential checkoff law is exceptionally good.
It is exceptionally good because of the perception of the people toward
the Presidency. 6n balance, I think that if you went into a survey, if
that were possible, of those people who (lid check off, they feel that
there, is a two-party system and both candidates should get an equal
amount. It should be a pretty fair race financially. They are not too
involved in who the candidate is, because they are checking this off
in advance. They do not even know.~necessarily.

When you are talking about a Senate race, it becomes a very per-
sonal thing and you are the Senator from Louisiana. T know that. not
because you are sitting here, but because when I go down to Gretna,
to that, famous eating place, and say I just talked to your-Senator-
Johnston that day-he says, "You mean Russell Long. He is my Sena-
tor." It is a very personal relationship that they have and they iden-
tify very directly and they want that money to go very directly when
they make that contribution.

A checkoff system, fund matching by the Government. that is not
a thing for a congressional, Senate. nr any kind of race like that. A
President is looked at in an entirely different way.

You want people involved in the political process. You talked about
making a horserace out of it, more or less. You know, in a horserace
they say, you put your money where your mouth is. When a man puts
his money where his mouth is politically and he contributes $100 to
you, lie is going to be out. there working for your campaign. He is
going to tell every one of his friends, because he has something riding
on you.

What rides on you is his pride. His pride. And I think that there
should be incentives for that pride.

The way tax law is currently written, we cannot involve more people
in it unless we make it possible for them to participate on a fair basis.
If it comes off as a deduction on unearned, if it was on my income, it
would be 70 percent, Yet. the poor fellow comes out at 10,12, 14, almost
nothing. It cost him six times more to give the same dollar.

I do not think that is right. If he participates, he should have more
incentive than ever and he should be involved in the process. Let's get
the people involved in the process. There are two ways of getting them
involved. One is money and the other is a heck of a hot race. We set
a record in Rhode Island. They had never had as many people turn out
for a primasry, but it was a hot race. There was a contest.



I could equalize that contest because I earned my money. That first
dollar I ever made, I threw rocks at guys unloading coal. They threw
the coal at me and I sold it. Nobody complained when I shed my blood
for my country in World War II. They did not say, you are limited.

I have earned my money and I can spend it in a campaign. I am
not limited. I earned it and I can spend it. I cannot portray somebody
whom I am not and still appear before an audience. It does get people
to know who in the devil you are. The more they know about the
candidate, the better informed they will be, the more likely they will
be to vote, the more real the contest becomes.

And I want the people involved. I think they should be involved.
The more involvement on the part of the electorate, the better the
country will be. I do not like to see 52 percent voting. In Rhode Island
we had something like 80 percent. I think that is fine. I would like
to see it 90 percent. I wouldn't expect 95 percent because we will never
get there, but a realistic goal is 90 percent.

I do find one technical problem in Senator Packwood's bill, that
is, how do you stop the scoundrels from doing one thing. Let us take
a scoundrel who is going to go out and raise some funds, so he says
look, I will give you $30, give me a check for $100. You will get back
$75. My $30 is just a gift to you for your damned good looks. That is
what I am giving everybody as a fundraising gimmick.

If he does that, for every $30, the candidate now will get $100 and
the donor gets $105. You have to have a safeguard. There can be no
transactions of any kind through any agent or anybody else con-
nected with the campaign with cash payments because I know some
people-we have a fantastic State. Many of its politicians are an
anachronism in many ways. We have some people who could do that.
They are very good at it, and I do not think that the law should over-
look that possibility.

I would like to see every person participate. I have never seen
people work harder in a campaign than the ones who donate. If they
put their money there, you do not have to call them. They will call
you, what.can I do for you. They are telling their friends. There is
nothing you can do on television that is half as good as 1,000 people
saying vote for him, he is a heck of a guy.

I will stop there.
Senator LoG. Well, you made a fine statement. I think that you

have highlighted something which we ought to recognize and that
is if a person wants to make a career out of serving in the Govern-
ment, especially high levels of government, we ought to expect him
to make some sacrifice to do it. It is a sacrifice of a great deal of time,
effort, money. The kind of people who seek this kind of office are
people who are dedicated and who fully expect to make a substantial
sacrifice in order to serve the public.

I sort of share your view. There is no point in trying to make it
easy. This thing of running for public office at taxpayers' expense
is something we do not want. If someone has a real interest in service,
he should run for the job. We want to ease the burden for him. How-
ever, I do not think that most people who make a major contribution-
to government think of it as something that should be available to
anybody who is not willing to make a real effort and a personal
sacrifice.



Mr. Loninii. Senator, one thing was brought u before that doestrouble me, because S. 926 gets involved in it. This bill does not. Itallows enough leeway should the contingency arise, so that you candefend yourself. This is what I am speaking to.
Should a special interest group, the World Ends Tomorrow

Group--we will form it-the World Ends Tomorrow Group decides:that you are a target. They can spend any amount of money inLouisiana in the primary campaign against you and under S. 926.you cannot defend yourself. You asked about long-term effects before,if I recall. In that case, if S. 926 goes through,I do not know whatthe makeup of the U.S. Senate will be. I will tell you what it willnot be.
It will not be anyone who resists any major money group. That

is what it will not be.
Senator PACKwooD. Not only money group. Many groups who donot have money, in the sense of wealth groups, but a lot of memberswith a single-minded view.
Mr. LoRBER. I was amazed. By the way, if they want to set up apolitical committee under that particular law that is being proposed,

it is interesting. All they have to do is get 100 people to put up $100-and they get matching funds.
If you cannot think-I can think of so many groups that can raise-$100 from 100 people in any State, that you would have a proliferation

of not necessarily Nazis or hate candidates or whatever you may wantto call those pseudo candidates who were confused over the whole,darned process.
Senator Loxo. Yes; and it would not be very hard for people withthat kind of impact to have one of these character assassinations placed~

in the race. In Louisiana, we have had that happen. People have gottensomebody to go into a race to attack the leading candidate. We recently
had a fellow who ran for office down there who ended up in court.He was a character assassin. le was prosecuted for criminal libel.Really, some of the things that he said were very out of place. Ifyou do not watch out, yor will find yourself subsidizing a political
character assassin-if you only have to have 100 people sign up andcontribute $100. It might lead to some results that nobody ever-intended.

Senator PACKwVon. I am curious. I do not know who it was, butunder the Spreme Court decision in Sullivan, where you can say any-thing about anybody in politics, this fellow must have really gone-through any conceivable bounds to be convicted.
Senator Loxo. HIe went pretty far, no doubt about that. He was quite-

a performer. A lot of people did not take him seriously. They would'turn out to see him just because of the show.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Lorber follows:J

TESTIMONy os RicrAnr P. Lonm
GErNTIMEN: As the former Democratic candidate for the U.S. Senate from.R.. I feel qualified to speak on behalf of the concept behind's. 1471.As I understand this bill it would make small contributions to:U.S; Senate cam-paigns eigible for a larger tax credit, a concept with which I wholeheartedlyagree.

"Give to the college of your choice", "help fight disease"-your contribution le-deductible. This is as it should be. But if you support indlViditally a candIdate-



for the U.S. Congress that contribution currently must come from "after tax"
dollars, except for the current, limited credit and deduction.

I feel that a contribution made to insure free and unfettered government is
certainly a worthwhile matter and within reasonable limits should be treated as
a tax credit. It would be equally fair to all contestants and would broaden the
economic base of financial support diminishing reliance on special interest
groups.

There has been legislation submitted for direct public financing which is a
tailor made protection plan for incumbents and in effect a. raid on the U.S.
Treasury which would inure to the benefit of the most inept of incumbents. I do
not believe that an, candidate should have easy access to the U.S. Treasury in
a congressional race.

Moro people should he encouraged to vote and to support and participate in
elections. I believe that in U.S. Congressional elections-both in primaries and
General Elections-any contribution of up to $200.00 should be treated as a tax
credit for the donor on the donors income tax return. For some 40 million tax-
payers who use the standard deductions this would enable them to participate
in a universal system of campaign financing for a better government. It would
also in some measure tend to create a more informative level of campaigning
which in some measure could have the effect of stimulating voter interest and
more even handed financlug.

[Whereupon. at 12:20 p.m., the hearing in the above-entitled mat-
ter was recessed, to reconvene at the call of the Chair.]

[By direction of the Chairman, the following communication was
made a part of the record:]

CHAMBER OP CoMMERCE OF THE UNITSo STATES,
Washington, D.C., May 20,1977.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD, Jr.,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Ta.ration and Debt Management, U.S. Senate Finance

Committee, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Chamber of Commerce of the United States sup-

ports legislation which would increase the tax credit for contributions made to
political candidates.

Under current law, a taxpayer can elect either an itemized deduction for politi-
cal contributions up to $100 for single returns or $200 for joint returns or a credit
of 50 percent of a contribution, up to $25 for a single return and $50 for a joint
return. S. 1471 would increase the tax credit for contributions to Senate candi-
dates to 75 percent, up to $100 for a single return and $200 for a joint return.
We support an increase in the tax credit for campaign contributions but believe
that the increase should not be restricted to Senate candidates.

An increase in the tax credit for political contributions would motivnte mor
people across the land to make larger voluntary contributions to candidates of
their choice, thus spreading the cost of political campaigns over a larger portion

of the electorate and promoting greater interest and participation in the elec-
tion process,

Of equal importance, an Increase in the tax credit for political contributions
would reduce, If not eliminate entirely, the mounting sentiment in the Congress
favoring federally subsidized campaigns. Such sulidies would divert resources
from more important needs in the national and public interest. Further, the
encouragement of voluntary contributions through reasonable tax credits would
keep greater control of the candidates' campaign financing and spending in the
hands of the candidates' constituents. Otherwise, the Congress would have free
rein to appropriate from tax revenues whatever amounts Senate and House In-
cumbents believe necessary to conduct their own campaigns and perpetuate
themselves in office.

Furthermore, since our democratic process is based on popular choice, increas-
ing the tax credit for political contributions would encourage the residents of a
state or congressional district to contribute voluntarily, and to otherwise give
support to those candidates they believe best qualified for public office.

We appreciate your consideration of the views of tho National Chamber and
we request that this letter be made a pert of the hearings record.

Sincerely,
Hu.rox DAvs,

Vice President, Legislative Action.


